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Using the concept of the illness nanatve, this thesis examines the use of alternative and
biomedical therapies by individuals experienchg chronic üIness. Current research indicates that
bdividuals eqmiencing chronic iiiness represent a large group of alternative medicine users
(Kelner and Wellmau 1997; Shanna 1992). The main foais was to understand, usiog stories of
ihess, how individuals stpenencing chronic Uess were incorporating unconventional therapies
into their health «ire strategies, and how these therapies may have promoted healing in the
context of chronic iUness. The üIness narrative is used as both a methodoiogical and theoretical
tool in the understanding of descriptive health-seeking behaviour, illness conceptions, and healing.
Drawing on illness stories f?om two individuals with HIV and one individuai with an intemal head
injury, the nanatives are fi.amed between the conceptual b e w o r k s of the me-seeking narrative
and the medical dominance thesis, thus providing both a micro- and macrwnderstanding towards
alternative health care use. The narratives reveal such themes as iatrogenesis due to biomedicine,
healiag promoted by alteniative therapies, and the structural elements of medical dominance.
While indMduals rernaïned in the care of biomedical pmctitioners for certain bctions, the
research demonstrates that biomedicine, for various reasons, was ineffective to meet individuals'
entire h d t h care needs. Furthemore, the research demonstrates that certain alternative
therapies, as perceived by individuais, were effective in resolving chronic symptoms. This thesis
concludes by foliowing m e n t research directions in wmplementary medicine research, which
values the individual ihess account as a means to validate healhg prornoted by alternative
therapies.
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Introduction

Background

In 1991, the CcatcIcilianMedical Association Journal reporteci that one in five Canadians
were participating in alternative h d t h care prdces. By 1995. a Statistics Canada survey
revealed that the use of alternative and complementary medicine by Canadiam had grown into a
billion doiiar industry (Blore 1997). "Alternative medicine" is undemood as any and al1 healing
therapies which are deemed "outside"the domain of Western biomedicine, whiie "complementary
medicine" is an attempt to combine biomedicine and aitemative medicine in a cooperative nature
( C r e h et al. 1997; Sharma 1992).
The use of alternative and complementaiy therapies by Canadians continues to grow at an
exponential rate, and is beginning to paraüel their use in other corntries such as the United States

and Europe (Berger 1993; Fulder and Munro 1985; Goldstein et al. 1988; Ranh-Box 1992;
Unschuld 1980; Visser and Peten 1990). The increasing populzirity of unconventional therapies
in Canada is M e r illustrateci by the growing number of altemative health care clinics, alternative

and complementary medicine conferences, and new complementary medicine curriculum
implemented in medical schools (LaValley and Verhoef 1995; Spencer 1995). Additionally, new
research centres, such as the T m Chi Centre for Alternative and Complementary Medicine in
Vancouver, British Columbia, represent one of the first large-scale endeavours to evaluate holistic
therapies (Blore 1997).

In response to the increasing popularity of alternative and complementary therapy use by
Canadians, health Gare researchers have already started to undertake both descriptive and

population based research. These studies have primariiy imrolved largescale quantitative surveys
asseshg Canadian physician attitudes towards the use of alternative and complementary therapies

by patients (Goldszmidt et ai. 1995; LaValley and Verhoef 1995; Verhoef and Sutheriand 1995).
There have also been several -nt

seminal studies using a qualitative approach to analyze

alternative and complementary thempy use by individuals d e r i n g fiom illness in Canada (see for

example Garro 1992; Keher and W e b 1997% 1997b; Pawluch et al. 1994). Much work,
however, remains to be done in both quantitative and qualitative-based research. This does not

negate the fact that there has been much research in this area in 0th- countrîes such as in the
United States and Europe (Eisenberg a ai. 1993; Furnham and Smith 1988; Goldstein 1992;

Sharma 1992; Vincent and Fumham 19%).
Thus, a qualitative examination of the nature of the individual search for alternative or
wrnpiernentary therapies by those s u f f e ~ gfiom ilhess in Canada is still necessary. Furthmore,
how individuals conceive the illness process whde using these therapies, in terms of an illness

narrative, has clearly not been addressed by many stuclies to date. This study is an attempt to
bridge this gap.

Autbor's Note
From an early age, 1 was fiequently exposed to various ideas towards hdth care. My
M e r is an endocrinologist, and his extended family, for better or worse, currently represent the

largest number of medical degrees (22) in any single family in North America. My mother, in

contrast, is a therapist in a women's health collective. Despite being exposed to different ideas

towards health and healing, untii recently, however, 1was not aware of the depth and scope of
altemative heaith care.
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1 first became actively interested in alternative health care in a graduate nursing course in

the Summer of 1995 at The University of Calgary. The course was exploring the nature of mindbody healing. In the course, 1was exposed to many different f o m of alternative therapies,

ranging fiom meditation, to Chinese acupuncture and Tai Chi. Despite the value of the course. 1
did not, however, have the opportunity to talk to people who were actively using these therapies
to combat illness.

When 1entered a graduate program in anthropology at The University of Manitoba a year
later, 1 had the opporturiity to take a course in the Department of Cornmunity Hedth Sciences.
The course exploreci both quantitative and qualitative methods towards the research of health

care. As part of the qualitative course assignment, 1 was required to i n t e ~ e wsomeone and
constnict either a Mie-history or an illness narrative. 1 chose the ihess narrative. 1 interviewed a

man in his late siaies, who after s u E e ~ the
g complete removal of his large intestine, was
maintaining his health through the use of homeopathy and acupuncture. It was at this point that
my interest was sparked in the use of the illness narrative to understand alternative health care.

The Study
In this study, i n t e ~ e wwere
s
undertaken with thre individuals s u f F e ~ gfrom chronic

illness. From a descriptive angle, an attempt has been made to understand how these individuals
may have b e n incorporating unconventionai therapies such as alternative health care into their

choice for health care, in addition to their use of mainstrearn biomedical therapies. The concept of
the "illnessnarrative" was used as an initial point for deparîure. The "iihess narrative", discussed

in detaii in the next chapter, can be defined as a story told by an individual to give coherence to
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the long-tem course of d e r i n g and illness (Kieimtÿin 1988). Chronic ihess provides the basis

for the iUness narratives in this study. Whüe it is discussed in more depth as an operational
definition, chronic illness has been defined genedy in this study as any serious, acute or longlasting illness. It can fkthermore be any hess, physicai, motional, mental or spiritual, which
impedes the individual's d d y abiiity to achieve a state of health or weil being, which has not
necessarily been diagnosed using biomedicd criteria, and which lasts or has lasted for a significant

penod of time to hinder good h d t h .
The initial foais in the study was to explore the "piurai"or combined use of alternative

and biomedical therapies by iifness d e r e r s . The use of the plurai mode1 led to the expectation
that individuals would be using a combination of both conventionai and unconventional therapies

to meet their health w e needs. In the course of research, however, it became evident that while
individuals continuecl to use biomedicine for certain health care needs, alternative therapies, for
various reasons, were perceivecl as the most effective choice to enable heahg in the context of

chronic ihess. Moreover, in certain contexts biomedicine b&e

identifiai by individuals as

causing more harm than good with regard to iatrogenesis. In the m r a l course of research, the
focus shifted towards chronicaiiy acute and We-threatening ilinesses and away from mild chronic
symptoms. This added to the si@«uice

of the use of and choice for alternative forms of health

care by the individuals who were intervieweci. In addition, the course of research led the project

to explore the more-established and "physicaVmateria1"alternative therapies such as herbal
therapy and acupuncture, than "spintualnalternative therapies such as reiki or "bands-on-healing."

In searcfiingfor a theoreticai constnict that would provide a relevant context for
understanding the use of margmatized health savices by üiness d e r e r s , two main conceptual

fhmeworks emerged which seemed relevant: (1) the individual careseeking narrative as a fom
of illness narrative, and (2) the concept of "medical dominance." In this shidy, these two concepts
have been used to provide both a micro and macro understanding towards the research.

The individual careseeking narrative, also understood as a fonn of iilness narrative. is
used both as a theoretical and methodologicai concept. Theoreticaiiy, the m t i v e provides a
stnichue for obtalliuig an emic or in si de?^" perspective toward the use of health seMces by

individuais experiencing chronic illness. Methodologically, the m t i v e provides a descriptive
focus, where the individuai's views and opinions can be presented in a more or less neutral and
ethnographie fàshion.

In addition to valuing the narrative account, the second concept, that of the
structural/historid paradigm of the rise and fa11 of medical dominance, is also explored to

understand individuai experiences of Unes and the individual search for therapy. "Medical
dominance" may be defked as the historic process ofthe rise of allopathie medicine beginning in

the nid-nineteenth century which attempted to CO-optor eliminate aii non-ailopathic or
"alternativenmedical systems (Baer 1989). The use of the s d e d larger structural hmework
of medical dominance becomes useful by providing a global and theoretical understanding of the
forces which form the context for medical pluraiism. The are-seeking narrative becomes a

reflection of the medical dominance thesis, however, when the narrative also reveals aspects of
medical dominance. This present thesis examines medical dominance and argues that it is one
major Wor iduencing the use of alternative therapies by people experiencing the impact of

chronic ihess. This study, therefore, encompasses seved 'cm" or "slants" across medicai

pluraiism, each attempting to engage the other.
Concerning narrative accounts of health seekiog behaviour, issues to be explored are: ( 1)
What are the processes by which individuais dering fiom chronic iilness use conventionai or

unconventional therapies? (2) What are the combinations of therapies used by illness sufferers?
(3) What k the range of illnesses suffered by individuais? (4) Have these therapies been of benefit
according t o the individuai, and if so, how may they have enhanceci the heahg p r o c s s of illness?

(5) Which therapies, according to the individuai, have had the most beneficial effects on the
individuai's h e s s ? (6) How dws the individual conceptuaiize his or her illness, aici how does

this influence the present and continueci use of therapies?
Concerning medical dominance, issues to be expiored are: (1) What are the forces which

have contributed to the establishment of a "dominant" biomedicine? (2) Does biomedicine remain
dominant todai, (3) How has medical dominance duenceci the use and choice for alternative
therapies by individuals experiencing chronic illness? (4) Can aspects of medicai dominance be
found in individual naccative accounts of iiiness?

The knowledge generated by this study has many aspects. The research may be viewed as

a "window" on partiailar uses of plural therapies by a select number of Canadian ihess sufferers.
The research also reveals a detaüed description and analysis of the processes involveci with plural

therapy use by people who are experiencing illness. The particular therapies and their related
ilinesses are placed in a highly relevant wntext of individual conceptual models and healing

significance, as analyzed in an illness narrative. The combhtion of therapies used by individuals
with illness, the range of hesses experienced by individuals, the individuds perception of the
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illness and healing process associated with plural therapies, and the reasons underiying individual

use of plural therapies are exploreci and disaisseci.

Valuing Illness Accounts
It is evident that biomedicine in the twentieth century, a term now used to differentiate

Western medicine b m other heaüng systems in non-Western counmes, is fàr more complex than
at any other thne period. At ti.mes it has had unheralded successes never seen before in the history

of h d t y . Within the increasing technology and wmplexity of biomedicine, however, the
ability to presenre and/or alter Me in certain contexts has now unforseen potentiai, in addition to
unforeseen risk. Ivan Illich (1976), an influentid writer on the "culturenof biomedicine, suggests
that in any medical system, "iatrogenesisn,or disease caused by any facet of a medical systen
increases with technological advancement, such as in the case of Western biomedicine. In the
race to preserve life and to "battle" all disease in an atmosphere which promotes a certain
knowledge as the ultimate "truth", one must fbst ask what life has been lost ir. this race, then
which disease has been overlooked, and lady, what knowIedge has been de-valued for others.

When cor&onted with an illness, biomedicine immediately "reconstitutes" it as a "disease".
dehed as a "medical problem" to be fiagmented into a series of parts that represent the scientific
dichotomy of the body-namely, that of a body distinct and separate fiom the mind (Good et al.
1992:8). In a Western biomedicine, the body, de£inedas "nature", is opposed to "spirit", and the
physical body becomes autonomous from human wnsciousness (19928). Body parts become
"atomistic" and "independent from the whole" (19923). The body becomes "not only
independent from culture, but prior to it" (Gordon 1988, in Good et al. 1992). The biological

nature of the body eventually becomes the basis for scienGfic "tnith"itseif(Gordon 1988).
Moreover, the human actor becomes a "rationalindividual" whose "cognitive states reflect an

image of the naturai world" (Good et al. 1992:9). Biomedicd disease becomes constrained to
purety the physid body.

There is a strong argument (Good et al. 1992; Jackson 1994), however, which states that
disease cannot be measwed or quaatified. Rather, disease can be replaced by the concept of

"ilinessl', which, in contrast to biomedical disease,becomes "ernbedded"in the "Ki-world" of the
individual and is fidi of the sensory perceptions of lived experience menman 1988). Illness

experiences then become inseparable from personai perception and social influence (Good et al.
1992:6). Moreover, illness becomes "embodied"-"an indeteminate methodological field defined

by percephial experience and made of presence and engagement in the [natural and social] world"
(Csordas 1994:12). "Embodhentnis opposed to simply part of "the body1',defined as "a
biological, material entity"(1994: 12). Embodiment also refers to the human body not as an
object, as it is for a technologicai biomedicine, but as the "subject of sensation, expenence. and
world", and, additionally, spirit (19943).
It is exactly biomedical values which attempt to de-value ilhess as represented in lived-

experience. Pain for the illness d e r e r is not "sensoryreceptors", or "afnuent neuronal relays"

(Good et al. l992:g). SufFering, including healing, is not an "etiologicai mechanism" to be
r e d u d to "objective" and "reductionist" t m m (1992:9). Rather, lived illness experience
represents concepts such as pain, dering, heaiing, relationships, feeiings, values, drearns, and
the magnitude of sentiments which make up a wmplex human personality. Furthemore, illness

experiences are not purely psychological in nature. Lived illness experience represents not
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"mind/bodym,
but the "body-miad"-a s h e d , collective meaning grounded in both physical and
experiential reality.

The fkct that ihess can be embodied does not invaiidaîe h e s s experience by any means.

The recounting of personal ihess experience iostead challenges the central tenet of biomedical
epistemology, which argues that there is objective knowledge apat f?om lived experience (Good
et al. 1992). Moreover, the biomedical paradigm, based above ali on objective "proof" derived
f h m the Cartesian split between mind and body, cannot deny the occurrence of lived-experiences.

nor can it deny their validity.
In the foilowing study, iliness narratives are presented based on interviews which represent

the iived experiences of individuals who have had to deai with illness at some point in their lives.
and who have hced the challenge of searching for therapy in a complex biomedicine. The
narratives presented here represent a spectrum of experiences. Some individuals have managed to
deal with their ilinesses in such a way that illness is no longer at the forefiont of their lives.
dorninating every Me-move. Others, in contrast, continually face the challenge of unresolved
syrnptoms including Me-threatening factors. Furthemore, each namitive chronicles the personal
understanding of illness expenences. Moreover, the search for relief fkom d e r i n g is integral to
any illness story. An illness narrative is rarely devoid of a search for therapy, despite the fact that

much dering may not be relieved. Frank States, for example, that suffering on its own can be
legitimate to forming lived experience (see for example Frank 1991; 1995).

Integral to the following study, in addition to the above-mentioned issues, are several
central issues which cannot be ignorecl. (1) Has biomedicine fded in the treatrnent of certain
ilinesses, and if so, why? (2) What other treatments may be fiüing the void that biomedicine has

fded to address, and (3) what are the qualities, according to individual accounts, that make these
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treafments successfùi in the prevention of ihess and in the promotion and maintenance of well-

being?

Chapter Outline

Chapters One and Two begin with a detailed summary of the two concephial frameworks
used to understand the use of alternative and cornplementary health seMces by iadMduals with

cfiro~ciîiness. W e Chapter One disaisses the concept of the h e s s narrative, Chapter Two

provides an examination of the historical processes associateci with the rise and fàli of medical
dominsuice, brhging the reader up to date on wntemporary developments in Canada regarding

the m e n t state of altemative medicine. Chapter Three gives a summary of the methods used to
gather data in this study. Chapter Four presents three detailed case studies of iiiness namitives

that were selected as the focus for this research. Each narrative begins with a brief biographicai
essay, foiiowed by an organized narrative. Chapter Five then provides an analysis of the apparent

themes that arose frorn the m t i v e s , linking the structurai paradigm of medical dominance and
medical pluralism to the narratives. Lastiy, Chapter Six consists of a discussion of the key issues

surrounding the research. Issues that are discussed in this last chapter emphask the reasons for
the use of alternative therapies by chronic illness sufferers, and explore the successes and fiUlures

of biomedicine in the treatment of cbronic illness.

Definitions and Review of Relevant Literature

Alternative Medicine
"Alternative medicine" may be dehed as a group of diverse therapies which have been
denned for various reasons by the allopathie medical community as 'outside" Western
biomedicine, and as "unconventionain(Crellin et. al 1997). These labels are quickiy changing,
however, as alternative therapies become more accepted into wider society. Alternative therapies
are based on different healing "modalities", often with ongins fiom around the world. Healing
"rnodaiities"may be defined as the partidar worldview, practices, properties and healing effkcts

which are unique to that therapy. Modalities ofien overlap between alternative therapies.
Examples of alternative therapies are therapies sucb as acupuncture, chiropractie therapy,

homeopathy, herbal remedies, therapeutic touch and reiki @kase se Appendix A

-

"Definitions of Alternative Thenpies" below).
Many alternative therapies involve both wellness and disease models, and may promote
wellness in addition to the prevention and treatment of disease as defined by the biomedical model

(LaValley and Verhoef 1995:46). LaValley and Verhoef indicate that alternative therapies are
"most often used by patients with chronic h e s s e s when standard surgicd or cimg interventions
are poorly tolerated or have not resulted in the benefit desireci by the patient" (199946). One
might aiso add that alternative therapies are often used when patients are dissatisfied with both the
diagnosis and prognosis of biomedical therapies. Individuais may also choose alternative

therapies without bving a biomedical expenence. Further, alternative medicine can be the first
choice of action in h d t h seeking behaviour.
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Alternative medicine is often misrepresented by the biomedical commuaity as displacing
conventional medical therapy, thereby threatening it by means of an "alternativenpractice

(LaValley and Verhoef 1995:46). Medical doaon maintain that alternative therapies may h m
or endanger a patient and may prevent himmer fiom seeking proper medical care until it is too
late. Alternative medicines are "feared"for disrupting orthodox medical practice or treatments.
such as dmg-treatment (Hook L 993). Biomedicine labels alternative therapies "quackery" for not
conforming to the "scientinc"paradigm, and for not providing "objective proof" regardless of

these therapies hving heaied patients. Medicine describes its scientific perspective as the "put up
or shut up" viewpoint-in otha words, altemative medicine must prove itseifaccording to
orthodox ndoublablind"clinical trials, whiie one rnay argue that many biomedical procedures
such as surgery continue to avoid such "proving" and continue to practice unhindered by medical
restraints. As will be seen in Chapter Two, however, the labelling of certain therapies today as
"altemative" is a result of a complex historical process of allopathie medical dominance in Canada
and the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, where certain therapies

such as homeopathy were dominated and outlawed through an organized process of medical

elitism (Coburn, Torrance and Kaufert 1983:407-432; Baer 1989).

In contrast to biomedical arguments, however, LaValley and Verhoef state "it is incorrect
to conclude that the patient and the physician fàce cornpethg clinid choices", with regard to
alternative and biomedical therapies (1995:46). Tney are suggesting that alternative medicine can
promote wellness alongside dopathic means, without disrupting biomedical therapy. In contrast

to popular medical arguments, one might argue that t is often biomedical trûitments which
disnipt the healing properties of alternative medicines through toxic and iatrogenic side-effkts,

rather than the opposite.
Goldstein et al. (1988:853) provide ten key characteristics of alternative medicine which,
while they cannot be generalized or be deemed representative of ali alternative therapies. clearly

represent a conttast with Western biomedical concepts.
(1) an emphasis on the unit of the physid body, mind and spirit; (2) a view of heaith as a
positive state, not merely the absence of disease; (3) a wncern with the individual's
responsibility for hidher own health; (4) an emphasis on health education, selfkare, and
seEheaijng; (5) a relatioaship between the provider and the dient that is relatively open,
quai, and reciprocal; (6) a concern with how the individual's health rdects familial, social
and cultural environments; (7) an opemess towards utiiizing natuai, "low" technology
and non-Western techniques whenever possible; (8) an emphasis on physical a d o r
emotional contact between the practitioner and the patient; (9) a belief that successfiil
heahg transforms the practitioner as wefl as the patient; and (10) an acceptance of a
spirituai composent in the etiology and treatment of illness.

Complementary Medicine

When alternative therapies are wmbined with biomedical therapies to promote healing,
such as the combination of Chinese acupuncture with biomedical drug-therapy, the resulting
combination has been termed "complementary medicine"(Shama IW2). Biomedical therapies
enwmpass the entire range of aiiopathic procedures and practices denved fiom Western
biomedicine. The tem "complementarynis often aiticized by alternative practitiooers for
defining alternative therapies as secondary to the more prominent biomedicine. "Complementary
medicine". however, is not to be confùsed with "alternative medicine." Although alternative and
cornplementary medicine rnay share sidar therapies. alternative medicine does not mmbine its

approach with biomedical therapies in a formal cooperative context.

Piural Meâicine

An additional term that is used today to refér to the combination of alternative and
biomedical therapies is "plural medicine" or "medicalpluralism." These temis refer to a group of
two or more medical systems characterizai by Mering and unique healllig modaiities, which may

fom an opposhg, wmpeting or cooperative health care system for the Society in which they
occur (Baer 1989). Not only confined to Western medical systems, medical pluralism is often
seen in nomwestern socides as characterized by several overlapping medical systems. Medical

pluralisrn has aiso become wmmonplace in post-colonial countries, where the dominant Western

biomedicine cornpetes with opposing medical systems. Aithough uncornmon, plural medicine may
further involve the use of two medical systems, such as biomedical and alternative, without

involving a complementary or cooperative nature. In other words, plural medicine does not
necessarily involve a formai woperation between therapies, although some aspects are usually
complementary in nature.

Nothing so concentrates expenence and claritïes the central conditions of living as
serious illness. The study of the process by which meaning is created in illness
brings us into the eveqday reality of individuais üke ourselves, who must deal with
the exigent life circumstances created by suffering, disability, ciBicuit loss, and the
threat of death. Yes, chronic iliness teaches us about death; the process of
mouming for losses is as central to growing old as it is to healing (Kleimnan
1988).
hiring the early part of the twentieth centuy, the prevaihg f o m of disease in both

industrialized and "Third World" wuntries were primarily a result of bacteria and "acute" diseases

(Stnuiss et al. 19842). As instances of acute diseases in Western countries began to drop (the

underlying reasons for this are debatable and are discussed in Chapter Six), they were slowly
replaceâ by chronic forrns of h e s s (1984:2). Chronic h e s s can be defineci as:

AU impairments or deviations nom normal which have one or more of the following
ciiaracteristics: are permanent, lave residual disabiüty, are causeci by non-reversible
pathological alteration, require special training of the patient for rehabilitation, may be
srpected to require a long period of supe~sion,observation, or aire (L.Mayo 1956 in
Strauss et ai. 1984:1).
The importance of the shift fiom acute to chronic illness caa be exempiined by a dated but
valuable m e y administered by the United States Health SeMce between 1965 and 1967. The
survey indicated that approdtely 50% of the Amencan population had one form of chronic

illness, such that 22 million Amencans experienced a degree of activity limitation, and 12 million
residents were limited in a major activity (Strauss et al. 1984:2-3).
There are hundreds of varieties of chronic ihesses which vary greatly (Kieban
1988:7;47). Heart conditions are one of the most common forms of chronic illness, followed by

arthntis and rheurnatism, impairments of the back or spine, mental and nervous conditions.
impairments of the lower extremities and hips, visual impairments, and hypertension without heart
involvernent (Strauss et al. l984:3). Other common chronic disorders are stomach and bowel
complaints, and headaches. There aiso exist many serious a d o r fatai diseases, such as Auto

Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AID S) and cancer, which have lasting chronic symptoms.
Most individuals over sixty experience at least one chronic disorder. Chronic illnesses,

however, are also comrnon in earlier life stages. For example, paralysis and the complete or
partial Unpainnent of the lower extremities and hips is most cornmon among individuals of 17
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years or youager, while arthntis, rheumatism and heart conditions are most prevaient among those
65 years and older (Strauss et ai. 1984:3). Some forms of chronic ihess may lead to devastating

loss of fùnctioning where the patient is totaiiy disabled, while others may ultimately result if death.
Less acute illnesses may instead disable the fàmilies' resources and require institutionaiization

(Kleuiman 198W). Chronic illnesses also Vary between penods nom when symptoms worsen, to
periods when symptoms are less disruptive (1984:7).
Kleinman M e r describes chronic iUness as a "symbolic bridge that connects body, self.
and society" to ihess meanings (1988:ltüi). Chronic illness is a network of interwnnected
physiologid processes, meanings, and relationships, where the social wodd becornes linked to

inner expenence (1988:xii). Chronic iiiness disrupts weryday life activities such as diet, special

occasions, work, and relationships (Kleinman 1988:46). Substantial expenses are incurred, and
much time is spent travelling to and fiom clinics, sitting and standing in doctor's offices.
undergoing laboratory tests, lying in hospital beds, and waiting (1988:46). Symptoms are
explained over and over again. Frustration, imtability, and exhaustion are cornmon ( 1988:46).
The chronic illness sufFerer jumps fiom one therapeutic intervention to another, in the hope that

relief wiii be found. Kleinman states:
For the chronically U, details are d.To cope with chronic illness means to routineiy scan
minute b o a y processes. Attention is vigilantly focused, sometimes hour by hour, to the
specifies of ciraimstances and events that wuld be potentid sources of worsening. There
is the daily quest for control of the known provoking agents [. . .] Chronic illness is a
betrayd of that hdarnental trust. We feel under siege: untmsting, resentf'ul of
uncertainty, lost. Life becornes a working out of sentiments that follow closely fiom this
corporeai betrayal: confusion, shock, anger, jealousy, despair (Kieinman 1988:45;47).
Kleîmm states that individuais d e r i n g fiom chronic illness face serious problems in the

contexi of conventional medical care, because their personal ilir~essexperiences are not

sti@ntz

legitimated and are viewed subjeztiveely by biomedical caregivers. Cchronic iUness Merers are

also commonly viewed as "problem patients" for reasons such as physician diflicuity in
pinpointhg the cause of the iiiness, and a perceiveci view of the iiiness d e r e r as "wmplaining":
Predictably, the chronicaliy iil becorne problem patients in care, and they reciprodly
experience their care as a problem in the health care system. Illness experience is not
legitimated by the biomedicd speciaiist, for whom it obscures the traces of morbid
physiological change; yet for the care giver of the chronically il who would be an efféctive
hder, it is the very stuffof care [. . .] Legitimating the patient's h e s s experienceauthorking that experience, auditing it empathically-is a key task in the care of the
chronidiy ili,but one that is partiailady difEicuit to do with the regularity and consistency
and sheer perseverance that chronicity necessitates meinman 1988:17).
As Kleiriman details, some form of

has aiways been associated with iliness chronic

included (1988: 158). During the Grecian era, stigma meant Yo mark or brand", and referred to
marks that publicly disgraced a penoq such as signs that were nit or bumt into the body
(1 988: 158). These signs indicated that the person was a slave, criminal, traitor, or othenuise
(1 988: 158). Following the Grecian era, stigma became associated with a religious definition as

the body marks of God's gram or punishrnent. It is here that stigma became associated with
bodily disease as opposed to disgracefiil bodily marks. As tirne progressed, the meaning of stigma

shiftd slightiy once more to refer to "a person marked by a deformity, blemish, or ugliness"

Today. however, stigma has taken on a culturai identity in addition to physical, in that it
refers to disgrace or difference more than a bodily mark (Klellunan 1988: 159). Stigma now refers

to a "spoiled identity, a feeling of being inferior, degraded, deviant, and shamefidiy different"
(198859). Stigma carries religious and moral significance to the sick person, and in turn this

person internalizes a sense of shame and spoiled identity (1988: 160). Stigma also helps to define

the social identity of a group (1988: MO). As will be disaissed below, stigma plays an integral
roie in the life of the chroaic illness sufferer, by bringing d t u r a l notions to the formation of an

iiiness namative.

In sum, Strauss et al. (1984:11-16) establish a framework of seven key characteristics of
chronic illness. (1) Chronic ilinesses are long-terni by nature. This means that treatrnent regimens
can last up to several months, or even years. (2) Chronic ilinesses are uncertain. This uncertainty

can cause stress for the patient and the medical care worker by h i n d e ~ gthe choice of an
effecfive treatment. In addition, as previously stated, chronic illnesses are episadic in nature-that

is, they are charactenized by both flareups foiiowed by the remission of symptoms. (3) Chronic

ilinesses require proponionately longer efforts for paiiiation than acute diseases. The efforts to

control pain and physical discornfort, in addition to the anxiety and grief of the patient and farnily,
must be given ample time. A flareup of chronic symptorns can lead to extensive but periodic
palliative Gare. (4) chronic illnesses are multiple diseases. A single chronic condition can often
lead to multiple chronic conditions, where the long-term breakdown of certain physiological
processes can lead to the breakdown of other processes. For example, there is an interwmection
between rend failwe and certain cardiovascuiar involvement associateci with diabetes. The
multiplication of symptoms also affects the patient's financial resources and compticates effective
treatment, thereby causing more stress. (5) Chronic illnesses are disproportionately intrusive on

the lives of patients, and as indicated may r a d i d y change previous Mestyle aspects such as

family, work and social structures. For example, household routines must be rearranged to
accommodate physicai limitations on activity, which in tum affects other household members
resuiting in potential inter-fdy stress or tension. The change of Iifestyle activities also requires

orgaaitational -y

mgements, such as calling on the help of neighbours or fiiends to

perfom activities traditionally perfonned by the f d y . (6) Chronic illnesses require a wide
variety of aacillary services. For example, as wiU be evidenced in this thesis study, chronic illness
sufferers may require services fiom a number of medical and non-medical professionals, ranging

fiom physiciam, to social workers, occupational thempists psychologists and alternative
therapists. (7) As mentioned throughout this discussion, chronic illnesses sre "expensive." The
necessity for a wide variety of ancillary seMces necesitates ample hancial resources from the

patient and family. Where the patient's resources are not adequate to meet hidher health w e

needs, families may be forced to consume their savings, resuiting in extreme h c i a l hardship.
Lady, it is important to note that while chronic illness can be severely debilitating, there
are many people who live with chronic illness and accomplish their life goals. Elements of this
wiil be seen in the three case studies presented in Chapter Four. There are many studies,

however, which focus on the "loss of self"or "biographicaldisniption"as an inherent
characteristic of the chronically ill (see for example Bury 1982; C h a m 1983). While not

disputing that chronic Unes5 involves a "renegotiation" of Me-aspects, Kleinman argues that
studies must not only focus on hdividuals whose illnesses are extremely disruptive and lifethreatening, but must include those instances where chronic ihess is effectively and successfulIy
resolved (1 988:137). In essence, there must be a balance by focusing on suffering and healing as
legitimate to forming lived illness expenence (Frank 1991; 1995; Kleinman 1988:137).

Physician Attitudes and Perception Towards E f i c a q of Alternative Medieines
As indicated, m e n t studies examining alternative and complementary therapies in
Canada have mody remained focused on physician attitudes towards these therapies. In one
study, Goldsmûidt et al. (1995:29-35) administered a survey to a random sample of generai

practitioners in Quebec. The survey indicated that four out of five general practitionen perceiveci
at least one of tfuee complementary health cm-e services as usefùl. This study, however, did not

include any opinions from individuals or patients inwrporating these therapies as a part of their
healing regirnen.

In an additional study, Verhoef and Sutherland (19955 11) administered a survey in
Alberta and Ontario to a random sample of general practitioners. The survey indicated that in
both Alberta and Ontario, acupuncture was found to be useM by 71% of physicians, chiropractie

by 59% and hypnosis by 55% (l9%:5 11). In Ontario, the survey revealed that 65% of

physicians referred patients to complementary practitioners, compared with 44% in Alberta
(1995511). An additional key hding by the authors was that few physicians in Alberta and
Ontario (e.g. 7%) reported significant knowledge and understanding of complementary health
services (1995:5 1 1). The authors fiirther indicated that half of the physicians in their survey were
unaware of the extent to which compfanentary services were being used by their patients, and the

extent to which these seMces were bewming popular. Despite this signifiaint and valuable data,
the authors data did not extend to include the individual's or patient's use of these therapies.

The first national surwey of Canadian physician attitudes towards complementary medicine
encompassing aii provinces is currently being undertaken by Dr. Marja Verhoec Department of
Community Health Sciences, F a d t y of Medicine, University of Calgary (1997: persona1

communiC8tion). Again, this s w e y remains foaised on Canadian physicians attitudes and
pmctices towards aitemative and complementary medicine, rather than the individuai's use of

therapies.

Patient Use of Alternative Therapia

There are, however, several recent qualitative studies examining alternative and
wmplementary therapies by ilines suiFerers. Hook (1993), for exampie, has cornpieteci one of

the few Canadian analyses of alternative medicine in the area of medical anthropology. In this
study, eleven altemative healers of different specialties were inte~ewed,in addition to eleven
M y practice physicians. Fourteen individuals who fiequented both altemtive and allopathic
practitioners were also interviewed as part of the study. The study presented an insightful

theoretical framework Illiking postmodeniism to the widespread occurrence of plural therapies, in
addition to a valuable bibliography. The study for the most part, however, was clearly aimed at

devaluing the individual illness/healing experience using alternative therapies. Hook devalues the
effectiveness of alternative therapies by labelhg them as "mystical" or "syrnboiic"experiences.
thereby excluding the legitimacy of physical heahg promoted by these therapies.

Drawing fiom selected examples in the literature, and using only Limited informant
narrative, Hook (1993) leads the reader to believe genedly that alternative therapies and
practitioners are no less technoiogically invasive or intrusive than allopathic medicine. Alternative
mediches, Hook argues, assume an ideal linked to "nature", whereby alternative therapies are

falsely assumed to lack danger. She states that alternative medicines are really as iatrogenic as
biomedicine, and individuals using alternative therapies are for the most part similar to mid-
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nineteenth century "Romticistsn, exploring no more than a romantic "New Ageneclecticism
with c d s to order ultimately for "neoprimitivism" (Hook 1993:43). She fùrthermore concludes

there is no dinerence between the amount of time a physician spends with a patient, than an
alternative practitioner spends with a client.
Hook (1993) bases her statement that alternative medicine is just as invasive as
biomedicine, on the cornparison of alternative pracfitioners with family physicians. The latter of
which, one might argue, represent the least invasive side of biomedicine. Moreover, Hook argues

that the only reason individuals resort to using altemative therapies is to experience a

"metaphysical"healing experience, rather than a

d therapeutic benefits from the therapies

themselves. Hook unilateraliy states: "There is every indication in the literature, that people do
not use alternative medicine as a hue alternative to biomedicine, but instead use it as a
complement to biomedicine" (1993:66; emphasis added). This statement clearly ignores t hose
examples where individuals do choose altemative hedtb care as a viable option to biomedicine,
such as in the case narratives in the present thesis. Additionally, Hook states that the boundaries

maintaineci between biomedical and alternative therapies, and the popularity of alternative
medicine, has more to do with the "secularization"of science by alternative medicine and of the
nature of our postmodern society, than with any other factor. Again, this study is more concerned
with alignment with biomedical views than with the value of alternative therapies and the patient

expenence.
Additional studies by researchers such as Keher and Wellrnan (1997a; b), and Pawluch et
ai. (1994), in contrast, provide insightful and valuable information on the individual use of
alternative medicines in Canada. These studies are discussed in detail below.

Why are People Choosing Alternative Heahh Cam?
It is cl-

that the processes involved in the individual choice for use of alternative or

biomedical therapies by chronic iilness suffiers are cornplex. There have been several popular

arguments attempting to assess why it is that people choose alternative therapies in place of
biomedical treatment. One argument suggests that people only choose alternative therapies when
they bave found little or no relief &om their hdth problerns using conventional medical senices,

thus becuming "refiigeesfrom conventional medicine" (British Medicd Association 1986; Fuiilder
1988; Montbriand and Lang 1991; in Kelner and Wellmao 1997). As a related point, other studies

such as Fumham and Smith (1988) suggest that patients mainly incorporate altemative therapies
beause of negative past experience with biomedicine, rather than choosing these therapies as a

result of their effectiveness (Kelner and Wellman 1997). A summary o f these arguments would

suggest that people are choosing alternative health care principaiiy for purely pragmatic reasons.
ûther arguments towards the individuai use of alternative health care, however, suggest
that the use of alternative therapies involves much more than mere pragrnatism. For example. a
recently published Canadian study of the use of alternative heaith care by individuais with

HN/AIDS concIudes that the decision to seek care from alternative practitioners stemrned not
nom a sense of desperation, but rather fiom a deliberate strategy towards a belief in an
"alternative thetherapy ideology" (Pawluch et al. 1994, in Kelner and Wellman 1997). Pawluch et al.
propose that this ideokgy encompasses the following components: (1) definition of the illness as

a chronic condition;(2) comrnitrnent to a proactive and preventative role in one's own health m e ;
(3) a holistic understanding of health as physicai, mental, emotiooal and spiritual well-being; (4)

an openness to the full range of available therapies, and (5) an emphass on individual and

pasonal responsibility for dl health care decisions.
Further support for the notion of an alternative therapy ideology is provided by Goidstein
(1992) in his d y s i s of the health movement in the United States. Discussing the ment spread

of "New Agenconceptions towards health and healing, he suggests that while these ideas are

diffuse and highiy variable, they aii emphask the unity of body, mind and spirit including

individuai responsibility, enti-professionalism, seIfkare and personal tiansfomtion or selfrealizatian (in Keiner and Wellrnan 1997). Goldstein also suggests this khd of ideology
encourages people to look beyond conventional medical are, and make their own judgements
about which types of therapies are best suited for their problems (1992).

Sharrna (1992) however, based on a small-sale study of users of alternative therapies in a

non-metropohtan area of Britain, argues that both ideological and pragmatic considerations
influence individual decisions about what k i .of treatment to seek in the hce of iliness (in Keiner
and W e W 1997). The patients of alternative practitionea in her study suffered fiom chronic

ilinesses for which conventional medical care had not offered much help. As a result, these
individuais had tumed to alternatives in the hope of finding some relief ( S h m a 1992). A number
of the patients, however, were also ideologicaly predisposed to ushg alternative therapies, and

were highly criticai of the conventional meciid profession. For example, these patients had
wncerm about the side-effects of dmgs, and were wnvinced that biomedicine treats symptoms
rather than causes. Furthemore, these individuals felt the need to engage in an active search for
information pertallllng to their problems, and had considerable confidence in their ability to make
independent health care decisions.

Vincent and Furnham (1996) support S h d s conclusions, and suggest four principle
rasons for people choosing alternative health are: (1) belief in the positive value of alternative

care; (2) previous experience of ineffectve orthodox biomedicine; (3) wncem about the adverse
sidesffkcts of biomedicai a r e , and (4) poor communication between orthoâox practitioners and
their patients (in Kelner and Wellman 1997).

An excellent mode1 for understanding processes involved in the choice of health care by
individuals is the socio-behavioural model proposed by Andersen et al. (Andersen and Newman
1973; Aday and Andersen 1974; Andersen 1995). This model is e f f d v e i y applied by Kelner and

Wellman (1997) in their andysis of 300 interviews exploring the individuai's choice of biomedicd

and alternative health care. This model is also one that has been most frequentfy used to analyze
health seeking behaviour (Kelner and Wellrnan 1997). The mode1 delineates conditions that

facilitate or impede the utilization of health services, portraying the processes of health aire
choices a s wmprised of a cornplex of threz interrelated sets of determinants: (1) "predisposing
factors" such as age and education; (2) "enablingfactors" such as knowledge and accessibility of
services, and (3) the need for care (Keher and Wellman 1997). Kelner and Weliman state that

while this mode1 is traditionally used to explore the use of biomedical therapies by individuals, it is
partiailady suited tu analyze the individual use of both biomedical wzd altemative medicine.
Kelner and Wefiman's (1997) study is discussed in detail below, as it represents one of the
few detailed Canadian studies relative to alternative therapy hedth seeking behaviour and using
Andersen's model. Kelner and Wellmads study is also significant in understanding the research

undertaken in the present thesis study.
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In their study, 300 adults were interYimeci in Toronto conceming their use of both
alternative and biomedical therapies. The sample was spüt five ways in order to examine the
motivations of patients who used five different kinds of pracfitioners: chiropractors,

aaipuncturists/traditionaiChinese dodors, naturopaths, reü8 practitioners, and family physicians.

The study used Andersen's mode1 to examine both predisposing and enabhg fàctors in the search
for health are, in addition to the potentiai role of an "alternative treatrnent ideology."
Predisposing factors can be defined as certain characteristics that will duence people to

use certain health SeMces (Keher and Wellman 1997). Predisposing fàctors also involve

partidar social characteristics such as gender and level of education Kelner and Wellman
revealed the majority of users of alternative therapies in their study were women who were
comparatively highly educatrd, such that they had some post-graduate education. Moreover, the
study revealed that alternative medicine users were, for the most part, in wmparatively higher
level occupations such as professional or managerial positions, were employed fidi-the, had a

high income, and despite having no religious afnliation considered themselves to be spiritual.
Thus, it is clear that a large proportion of alternative medicine users as represented in Kelner and

WeIlmari's study, tend to be women who are highly educated, and who have higher income jobs
enabhg them to affiord the use of alternative therapies (Keiner and W e l h 1997).

Enabling fàctors, related to predisposing factors, refer to both community and personal
resour& which rnalce it possible to use health care services (Keiner and Wehan 1997). Kelner

and W e l h argue that, with regard to wrnrnunity resources, indiiiduais who wish to take
advantage of alternative therapies must be located in an area where such semices are available on
a regular basis. Enabling factors M e r hvolve "personalenabling f8ctonn,such as personal
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knowledge of avaiiable services, refêmis to a partidar practitioner, a convenient location, and a
level of incorne that will permit individuals to pay for alternative treatment or private heaith
insurance.

Thus, both predisposing and enabling factors influence the individual choice of therapy,
choice of practitioner, and the ability to pay for alternative health senrices. Kelner and Wellrnan
state that "knowledge about what kinds of h d t h care seMces are avdable is essential if people

are to make choices a b u t therapies" (1997:207). While there were slight variations between
therapies regarding individual choice for alternative health are, Kelner and Wehan reported that
36% of their total sample chose to use an alternative therapy because it was suggested by others

who had experienced positive results. R e f e d s came from f d y members, fiiends,
acquaintances, co-workers, and other alternative practitioners, while only 3% of the total sample
involveci physician referrais to alternative practitioners (this would dserentiate from other studies
discussed eariier. such as Verhoefand Sutherland (1995). which pointed to a much higher rate of
physician refeds to alternative practitioners). Furthermore, previous positive experience with
alternative therapies was also a motivaMg factor for individuals choosing alternative health care.

Conceming the individual choice for alternative practitioners, Kelner and Wellman (1 997)
state that personal referrals from satisfied patients were sigrilficantly more important. B a d on

their findings, they state that while there were slight variations between alternative modalities,
62% of the total users of alternative practitioners were referred through either a family member,

fiiend, acquaintance, CO-worker,or another alternative practitioner (1997:ZO7).

W~thregard to the individual ability to pay for alternative health m e , Kelner and Wellman
state that "the abüity to pay for treatment is clearly a consequential factor in the utilkation of
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health care s e ~ c e s "(1997:208). The authors argue that the faci that the majority of alternative

medicine users have high incornes places them in a better position to atrord private alternative
treatments. should they so choose. As WUbe discussed in later sections, the relative high cost of

altemative treritments can be amibuted to the marginalUation of these health seMces by a
'dominant" biomedical health Gare structure. This wodd support Navarre's (1976) argument that
dong with medicd dominance and iatrogenesis unequal capitaiist class processes are clearly
influential in the use and choice for health care. Previous studies (Ekenbag et al. 1993; Fulder
1988) have also shown that incorne level is an Unportant factor for people seeking alternative

care. The necessity for sufncient incorne is important as alternative therapies are rarely supported

by government insurance plans, and only partiaiiy supported by private insurance companies
(Kelner and W e h a n 1997).
Concemhg the last factor in Andersen's model the need for Gare, Kelner and Wellman
indicate that out of the 240 alternative medicine users in their study, chronic h e s s in various
fonns was the most prevalent iliness. Chronic ihess in their study involved musculoske1etal.

emotionai, gynaecoiogical, digestive, and headache-related ilinesses (1997:208). Three-quarters

of the patients using alternative therapies considerd their health problems to be senous. The
rnajority of these individuals, however, regardeci themselves as healthy and rated their physical
and emotional h 4 t . h as good (1997:208). Furthemore, the authors indicate that out of the total

sample of alternative therapy users, the length of time endured suffering from individual illness
was higher than that endured by patients of family physicians. Interestingiy, while the length of

treatment for alternative therapy usen was shorter than for individuals using physicians.

alternative therapy users went to their practitioner more fiequently (1997:208). Additionally,
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altemative therapy users felt that ihess affected their lives more so than individuais frequenting
physicians (1 997:2O8).

In their attempt to sçsess the influence of an alternative therapy ideology as defined by
Pawluch et al. (1994), Keher and W e h (1 997:2lO)state that their study reveals a "mD<ed
picture. " Their study revealed that individual reasons for alternative therapy use Uivolved both
desperation and a strong belief in its effectiveness. Additiondy,an interesting theme surfaceci in

this study i d e n m g a sense of "personalresponsibilitynin the recognition of illness, in the choice
of therapy, and in the promotion of healthy ways of living by alternative medicine users
(1997:2lO).

Lastly, an additional and interesting idea that Keiner and Wellman dniw upon is McGuire's
(1988)concept of the "flexible seif", meaning that an individual is able to draw upon a variety of

resources in the search for better health and personal growth (1997:211).The flexible self is then

free to choose fkom a range of options for the care of the seif and the body (Kelner and Wellman
1997:211). Ushg this concept in the analysis of alternative medicine users, conventional medicine
becornesjust one option among many therapies that may be used to promote health and wellbeing. Keiner and W e b wnclude that the 1990s are characterized by "smart consurners"in
health are, whereby weli-informecl individuals prefer to use their own judgement regarding health

care decisiors, by avoiding "institutional legitimacy" or a reliance on dominant health a r e
stmctures (1997:211).

Necessity for Researrh on Patient use of Alternative Mediches
Turning outside of Canada, medical mthropologist Dr. Ursula Sharma, has researched the

combined use of complementary and alternative medicine in Britain, and provides valuable insight
towards the shidy of alternative medicine. in her essay, "Cont~alizingAlternative Medicine:
The Exotic, the Marginal and the Perfectly MundaneN,Sharma states that recent developments in

plural medicine worldwide have peaked the interest of anthropologists and other social scientists
(1993:15). Sharma States that the abilities of an anttopologist may be implemented in the study
of health seekhg behaviour towards the use of plural therapies (1993: 18). hthropologists are

ideal for observing the relationships between individuals' conceptual betie£k about health and
illness, and their resulting action towards therapy use (Sharma 1993:18).
Sharma states: "It is by contextualizing alternative medicine in terms of the agency of the
patient that anthropologists can make their most distinctive contribution to its study" ( 1993:18).

Shamia, however, dso questions the role anthropologists may have in researching this new
phenornenon in light of past studies on medical pluralism in "Third Worldnwuntries (1 993 :15).
She suggests that m e n t studies in Western wuntries should not label alternative practitioners as

an "other" to be studied, or as ideational "dtures" or "marpinaiities"(1993: 15). hstead, they
should rather incorporate a conternporary understandimg of plural thenipies which encompass an
holistic system of health services (1993:15-17). Sharma also states that any study examinhg

plural therapies must be flexible enough to include the diversity of therapies used by individuals,

as boundaries are often blurred between therapies (1993:15- 16). Based on her research, Shama
states that the individuai's initial classification of diseases, or conceptual ihess fnrmework, is key
to understanding the resulting use of plural therapiu (1993:17).

Summary
The above sources reveal that there have been ody a select number of detaild qualitative

Canadian research projects examining the use of alternative and/or complementaiy therapies
mong individuals d e r i n g fiom illness. In addition, Shanna (1992) indicates that
anthropologists may be key to understanding this process by valuing the individual's use and

perception of alternative therapies. While some of the larger quantitative studies reveal that
Canadian physiciaos are referring patients to altemative/complernentary health care services, it is
clear that physicians know littie about these therapies in te=

of fbnction, the extent of patient

use, or the individual conceptualization of iiiness (LaValley and Verhoef 1995:47).
Thus, there is a pressing need for a qualitative examinafion by anthropologists and social
scientists alike, of the use of alternativelcomplementarytherapies by bdividuals suffering fiorn

illness in Cariada. Continued studies in this area wu begin to address a large gap evident in past
Canadian studies. Moreover, studies examinhg the use of alternative therapies among individuals

may be used by physicians and heaith care providers to gain a greater understanding of. and
appreciation for, the effectiveness of alternative therapies. Additionally, health care providers and

illness suEerers aiike rnay greatly benefit fiom an understanding of how individuals conceptualize

illness while using altemative therapies (Vincent and Fufnham 1997:148-9).

Chapter One: The b e s s Narrative

In this chapter, the illness narrative is dehed, explored in detail and discussed, as it forms
one of the main methodologicai and theoreticai foundations for this shidy. As indicated earlier,
the illness narrative can exist simultaneoudy as theory and method, depending on the context in

which it is appiïed (Hyden 1997). The dual bction of the illness narrative only reinforces the
powerful concept that the narrative comprises.

Defining the Narrative: Thematic, Theoretid and Methodologid Considentions

Hyden States: "The m t i v e is one of severai cuîtural f o m avaiiable to us for conveying,
expressing or formulating our expenence of illness and suffering. It is also a medium for
conveying shared cultural expenences" (1997:64). Arthur Kleinman, in his book "The Illness

Narratives: Suffering, Healing and the Human Condition" (1988), m e r defines the illnesr

Illness narratives edi@ us about how life problems are created, controlled, made
meaningfùl. They also tel us about the way cultural values and social relations shape how
we perceive and monitor Our bodies, label and categorize bodiiy symptoms, interpret
cornplaints in the particular context of our life situation; we express our distress through
bodily idioms that are both peculiar to distinctive cultural worlds and wnstrained by our
shared human condition (1988:xiii).
Lastly, Frank states the iliness narrative "fdswithin a loose collection of studies that emphasize
the importance of story as a way of deaihg with traumatic occurrencen(1998a:330).

In his valuable essay, "Ilinessand Narrative" (1997:48), the social scientist Lars-Christer
Hyden states: "It is argueci that as social scientists we can use illness narratives as a means of
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studying not only the world of biomedical reality, but also the illness experience and its social and
ailturai underpirinings." The narrative, however, has far fiom long been valued for conveying

socid, culturai and personai meaning surrowiding illness. Supporting Kleinman, Hyden states that
the traditionai medical view has been to regard patients' cornplaints about symptoms and problems
with severe skepticism (1997:48). Patients' meanings pale in cornparison to the medical language
of o r g w and tissues, and to the focus on only the bodiiy world of the patient (1997:48) The
irony, as Hyden indicates, is that doctors must depend on the patient report in order to investigate
and diagnose the disease (1997:48).

Despite the medical devaluation of the patient expenence, a recent shifi in the medicai
social sciences and related fields has vimially explodeci with a focus on the illness narrative. The
narrative, as Hyden states, has become recognized as:
one of our most powerful forms for expressing d e r i n g and experiences related to
sunering [. . .] patients' narratives give voice to suffering in a way that lies outside the
domain of the biomedical voice [. . .] the narrative's importance lies in its being one of the
main f o m through which we perceive, experience, and judge our actions and the course
and value of our lives (1997:49).

In an ùicreasingiy hgmented and postmodem world, the ihess narrative begins to replace the
"grand" narratives of the past by providing multiple interpretive, wntext-specinc, and subjective
meaaings (Frank 1995; Hyden 1997; Lyotard 1984).
While the early analysis of narratives focusseci only on forms of representation such as
identity and se& more recent analysis focusses on narrativity as a means to wnvey conceptual

fiameworks towards the knowledge and understanding of the sociai world (Hyden 199750).
Hyden fhthemore indicates that there has been a shift in the use of the m a t i v e concept in the
field of medicine and iilness themaiicdlly, theweticcily and method~lo~cally
( 1 997:5 1).
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Thematicaiiy, interest in the narrative has sMed away fiom its use in the study of clinical and
practicai expenences, to a foais more on the patient's experience of dering. Theoreticaily,
wMe previoudy ocaipying a pexipheral position in the social scientific shidy of iiiness. today the
e

narrative plays a far more central role by capturing centrai aspects of illness experiences and their
social contexts (Hyden 19975 1). This theoretical shifî, Hyden argues, is also a reflection of the
change towards greater emphasis on suffering as a focus for research (Hyden 199752).

Methodoinqically, Hyden states that earlier views on üIness narratives were based on the idea that

identity could be conceiveci in t e m of one individual Me history. Today, however, there has
been an increasing awueness that situatiod and contextuai factors play a decisive role in the

construction of narratives, and in the establishment of "collectivemeanhg."
Theoretidy, narratives can becorne characterized by multiple temporal events (Hyden
199750). In other words, narratives can "knit together the split ends of time",thereby

constructing new contexts, or creating new meaning fiom the past (Hyden 199753; Garro 1992).

Narratives then provide a context that encompasses both the h e s s event, and the surrounding

Me-events, recreating a state of interrelatedness from something that has previously been 10s
(Hyden 199753; Frank 1995). New meanings are created as the namative brings together illness

symptoms, biographicd contexts, diagnoses and prognoses into a fiamework. Furthemore, the
narrative offers the possibility for new interpretations, and can become a forum for presenting,

discussing, and negotiating fiesses, and how one relates to ifiness (Hyden 199753).

"Ilhess", "Disease"and "Siekness"
TOunderstand the iliness narrative, it is important to recognize distinctions between

ilines, &seclse, and sickness. Kleitunan defines ilInes as referring to "how the sick person and

the members of the îàmily or wider social network perceive, live with, and respond to symptoms

and disability' (1 988:4). Illaes, therefore, is not only constrained to pmly biological processes,
nor is it restricted to the illness sufferer done. IUness, as dehed by Neinman, is the "lived
expenence of m o n i t o ~ g
bodily processes [. . .]",and includes "categonMg and explaining, in

common-sense ways accessible to all lay persons in the social group, the forms of distress caused
by those pathophysiological processes" (1 988:4; emphasis added). nùiess experience must also
include the patient's judgements about how best to cope with distress, and with the resulting

practical problems in da* living (1988:4).
More specifically, iIlness can be defined as the "principal dificdties that symptoms and

disability create in our lives"(Kieinrnan 1988:4). For example, one may be unable to walk up the

stairs to the bedroom, or one may experience distracting low back pain whiie sitting at work
(1988:4). Additionally, iUness involves feelings such as anger due to our pain not being perceived

or validateci, personal demoralkation and hopelessness in the thought that the disability may last
forever, and f d y pressure to get well. "AU these",Kleinrnan states, "are illness problems"
(1988:4).

Disease, on the other hand, is "what the practitioner creates in the reçasting of illness in
terms of theones of disorder" (Kleinrnan 19885; emphasis added). The biomedical practitioner

"recodiguresthe patient's and famitYs ilhess problems as narrow technical issues, disease
probleriis" (Kleinrnan 1988:s). Disease becomes, fiom the practitioner's perspective, a "problem"
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or a "deviationw(Kieinmrin 19885; Frank 1997). This disease problem is then recofigured purely
as an "alteration in biological structure or bctioning"(Kleinman 1988:6). For example, chest

pain may be reduced to chronic coronary artery disease, while the patient's fear and the family's

hstration rernain unaddresseci (1 988:6). Kleinman States:

In the practitioner's act of recasîhg illness as a disease, something essential to the
experience of chronic illness is lost; it is not iegitimated as a subject for clinical concem,
nor does it receive an intervention [. . .] It tums the gaze of the chician, dong with the
attention of patients and families, away fiom decoding the satient meanings of illness for
them, which interferes with recognition of disturbing but potentiaiiy treatable problems in
their We-worid (1988:6;9).

In between illness and disease, is sicknessLUtheunderstanding of a disorder in its generic
sense across a population in relation to macrosociai (economic, politicai, institutional) forces"

(Kleuiman 1988:6). For example, the relationship between tuberculosis, poverty and malnutntion
rnay be termed sickness. In another example, the effects of the tobaca, industry on the morbidity
of iung cancer in North America is also a fonn of sickness (1988:6). Sickness helps to provide an
important context for the understanding of ihess and disease, by providing an explanatory

fhnework to understand epidemiological pattern.

Constructing the LUness Narrative

mess meaning is complex. It often involves multiple or multivocal meanings, with
potential, actual, and concealecl messages (Kieinman 1988:8). For example. chronic illness is
more than the sum of its parts, it becomes inseparable fiom life history (1988%). Meanings are

bound within relationshipq such as with the sick person's spouse, child, fnend, or care giver.
There me, as proposed by Kleinman, four categork of meaning which form the illness narrative.

These categories may be organized h t o a senes of interrelateci levels represented as: (1 ) lifeworld; (2) syrnptom as meaning; (3) ailturd sigdicance, and (4) chical reality (see Figure 1).

BegllYnng with culhval significance, Kleinman states that:
[. . .] partidar symptoms and disorders are rnarked with cultural salience in different
epochs and societies [. . .] Each patient brings to the p d t i o n e r a story. That aory
enmeshes the disease in a web of meanings that make sense only in the context of a
partidar He. But to understand that life and the iiiness experience it creates, we must
relate Lüé and illness to cultural context (1988:l8;96).

Examples of dBerent culturaUy s p d c meanings towards ilhess are the bubonic plague
or "Brack Death" in the European Middle Ages, the "cuit of invalidity" towards women of
nineteenth century Europe and North America, Chinese "Fengbing"or mental iUness, accusations

of witchcrafi in early Puri& New England, and the Western stigrnas towards cancer, heart
disease and AIDS in the late twentieth century (Klelliman 1988:18- 19; Mitchinson 199 1). Taking

the new diseases of the Western world as a focus, cancer, for example. is viewed as a "reminder"
of unpredictability, unceriainty and injustice, and indicates a lack of control over our own bodies
(Frank 1991; Kleinman 1988:20). Cancer victims are also negatively stigmatized and even feared
(Sontag 1988). Furthemore, heart disease is viewed as an indicator of our frenetic Pace of life.
while AIDS brands the victim as a stigma of "venereal sinnand "amoralpromiscuity" (Kleinrnan

Related to embodied forms of social experience which shape bodily states, culturaily
salient ihess meanings also shape d e r i n g , with regard to distinctive moral or spintual foms of

distress (Kleinman 1988:26). & e s behaviour is directed by local culturai systems. Kleinman
states: "[. . .] cultural meanings mark the sick person, stamping h i . or her with significance ofien

unwanted and neither easily warded off nor coped with. The mark may be either stigma or social

Figure 1:Constructing The Illness Narrative

deathn (1988:26). Furchermore, just as sickness links ilhess with disease, so tw does cultural

ilhess meaning mediate between sickness. as represented on a purely and alienated physiological
level and the embodiment of sickness as a human experience (1988:27). Cultural foms of illness

meaning also provide justification and a i l i n d o n in the social worid. Thus, the body and self is
mediateci by cuihiral symbols of a religious, moral, or spirituai kind.
Proceeding to symptom as meaning, it cm be debed as the "indication of a symptom for
a disability or distress" (Kleinman 1988:!0). For example, back pain, palpitations or wheezing are
classined a s a symptom meaniog. The symptorn meanhg is fixthermoce grounded in culturally

standardized "truths" or wmmon sense knowledge, which are uitimately embedded in a cultural
system or knowledge base (1988: 10). Because of these factors, each symptom expression takes
on a unique and coloured meaning for the iilness sufferer.
Containeci within the level of symptom meaning are forms of knowledge about the body,
the selç and their relationship to each other and to the Me world (Kieinman 1988:1 1). For
example. for many members of non-Western societies, the body is an open system linking social
relations to the self, and represents a vital balance between interrelatecl elements in a holistic
cosmos (1988: 11). The body is not restricted to the private domain of the individual, but is an
organic part of a mythologicai system linking the body to comrnunicate with the cosmos.
Additiondy. social meaning is "stamped"into bodily processes and experiences (Kleinrnan
1988:12). Social expenence becornes embodied, in the way we feel and experience our bodily

states and appear to others (1988: 12). "To understand how symptoms and illnesses have

meaningn, Kleinrnan suggests, "wefirst must understand normative conceptions of the body in
relation to the self and world. These integral aspects of local social systems inform how we feel,
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how we perceive mundane bodily processes, and how we interpret those feeiings and processes"

(1988: 13). Thus, "iiinessidioms crystaiiize out of the dynamic dialectic between bodily processes
and cufturai categones, between experience and meaning" (Kleinman 1988:14).
At the core of illness meaning is the Me world. It is in the life world that illness meaning

becomes embodied, by incorporahg personal and social significance as they are associated with

illness. Whereas cultural meanings of illness carry significance to the sick person, it is the life

worid which carries meanîng firom the individual's Life to the iiiness experience (Kleinman
1988:3 1). In the life worfd, socioailturai, psychological and spinaial issues become entwined,

and each may i n f i u e n ~the other. It is here that psycho-spiritual issues, for example. rnay directly
an individuai's ihess. Meinman states that there is now a strong body of evidence which
suggests that psychological and social factors play a key role in the worsening of chronic
syrnptoms (see Katon 1982; Kleinman 1986). It is nom here that iliness stems. The role of
symbols and text with regards to meaning is also panunount in the Me world. Kleinrnan states:
Symptom [. . .] is interpreted in the context of the specid meanings within which the
ihess is embedded. Symptom and cuntext can be interpreted as symbol and text. The
latter extends and clarifies the signifïcance of the former, the former crystallizes the latent
possibilities of the latter. The text is laden with potentiai meanings, but in the symptomsymbol only one or a few become effective (1988:42).
Containeci within the life world is a second level, that of explanation and emotion as

meaniog (Kleinmm 1988:43). It is in this level that the individual consûucts meaningful ideas
which contextualize the h e s s in the language of the patient.

In addition to the three levels of illness rneaning which form an illness narrative, a fourth
level becomes apparent which is separate but related to the previous levels, that of clinical reality.
There, the interpreter of the illness narrative, whether a clinician or anthropologist, is important

for respecthg the inherent meaning containeci withh the narrative (Meinman 1988:52-53). As

Kleinman indiates?the act of recording a case in the medical record, while at first may seem to be

an "uinoaious" means of description, can be anthropologicaiiy interpreted as a "ritual act of
transformation through which h e s s is made over into disease?person h m e s patient. and
prof&oaal values are transferred £tom the practitioners to the "case"" (1988: 13 1). The
recording of the case can be seen as a senilar rihial through which social reality is replicated while
following the core values of the biomedical paradigm.

In the act of writing up a patient account, the practitioner may turn the sick person fiom a

subject, to an object of proféssional hquiry or manipulation (Kleinrnan 1988:13 1). As in the

medicd case of Melissa Fiowers that Kleiriman detailq "gone fiom the record is Melissa Fiowers

as a sick person under great social pressure?womed and demoralized by difncult family
problems" (1988: 135). Mrs. Flowers is permitteci to speak about her disease, but not about her

ihess, her physical cornplaints are authorized, but her psychological and social issues remain

unaddressed (1988: 135). The diagnosis becornes a "systematic distortion" of the interview, where
ody facts that relate to disease and its treatment are dowed to emerge (1988: 135). The
chronicity of illness on a social and personai level is denieci. The practitioner must be wary of

these very issues.
The interpreter of the narrative must become responsible for "empathie witnessing":

"1. . .] the existentid commitment to be with the sick person and to facilitate his or her building of
an illness narrative that will make sense of and give value to the expenence" (Kleinman 198854).

One of the core tasks in the effective clinid care of the chronicaliy iil-one whose value it
is dl too easy to underrate-is to a f h n the patient's expenence of illness as constituted by
lay explamtory models and to negotiate, using the specinc temis of those models, an
acceptable therapeutic approach. Another wre cliaical task is the empathetic
iaterpretation of a life story that makes over the illness into the subject matter of a
biography. Here the clinician L i s t a to the sick individual's personal myth, a story that
gives shape to an illness so as to distance an otherwise fearsome reaiity (1988:49).

Lied to al four levels of illness meaning is the concept of the explanatory model ( s e
Figure 1). Kleinman defines "explanatory modeis" as "notions about an episode of sickness and

its treatmeat that are employed by those engaged in dinical processes, whether patient or
cLiniciann(Kleinman l980:26O, in Kaufert 199O:212). Kleinman (1988: 121) M e r describes

explanatory models as "the notions that patients, families, and practitioners have about a specific
iliness episode."

The explanatory model is important for several reasons. First, the explanatory mode1
shapes individual personal illness meanhg as in the Me story. In this case, the model becornes the
"inforrnaldescriptions of what an illness is aboutn, drawn fiom the individuai's life world, which

"congealand unravel" (Neinman 1988:122). The individual constmcts personal explanatory
models for the areas of disease etiology, symptornatology, pathophysiology, and natural history
(Kleinman 1980; Helman 1985; in Kaufert 1990). For exarnple, the following questions are
addressed in the personal explanatory model: What is the nature of this problem? Why has it
affecteci me? How does it

my body? (Kleinrnan 1988:122).

Areas such as pathophysiology, for example, are traditionally regulated by and directed to

the domain of biomedicine, but these areas may also be addressed in the explanatory model by
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f o d g valid testimony to iflness experîence. Furthermore, they are important for differentiating
the ciinician's mode1 from the patient's model ( H e b 1985; in Kaufert 1990). Kleinman, for
example, m
e
s that explanatory models are "responses to urgent We circ~msf8nces",because of

this they are justifications for practicd action (1988: 121). Second, the explanatory model is
important for how it becomes usefbi to the individual's f d y , who also contribute to illness

mennings (Kieinman 1988).
Third, the expianatory model is integral for mediating betweem client and practitioner

interaction (Kaiifert 1990). For exarnple, d

g there is a valid and e q u i interpretation of the

patient's model by the physician a d o r interpreter, the personal explanatory model guides
proposals for treatment by the pracfitioner (Kaufert 1990). The individual's explanatory model

also becomes usehi by helping the practitioner to value the individual's illness experience
(Kleinman 1988:122). The practitioner may fùrther help the individual and tiunily to understand
persunal iilness conceptions (1988: 122).
In sum, We-world, symptom rneaning, cultural significance and clinical reality are integrai

to forming the personal dînas narrative. They are c ~ ~ e c t by
e dand incorporate expianatory
modeis fiom both social and cultural contexts, practitioner, M

y and ihess sufferer. Drawing

âom the social and dturai world within which the illness sufferer exists, ilhess experience is
shaped by s o c i d t u r a i definitions of disease and illness behaviour. At the wre of the illness

experience, however, is the individual's life world, where socio-cultural definitions of illness and
sufferiog becorne enmeshed with personal meaning. It is here that personal illness meaning is

created, apart f?om socio-culturai n o m . Finaily, the interpreter of the narrative plays a key role
Ui ensuring that individual m&g

is propedy recordeci and wmmunicated, by empathidly

validating personal illness experience. Kleinmm concludes:

Thus, patients order their wqxrienceof illness-what it means to them and to significant
&ers--as personai narratives. The illness narrative is a story the patient tells, and
si@cant others retell, to give coherence to the distinctive events and long-terni course of
d e ~ g The
. plot lines, core metaphors, and rhetorical devices that structure the illness
narrative are drawn fiom cultural and personai models for arranging experiences in
meanin@ ways and for effedively cornmunic8ting those rneanhgs. Over the long course
of chronic disorder, these mode1 texts shape and even create experience. The personal
iiiness 1ltll~8tive
does not merely reflect ilhess experience, but rather it contributes to the
experience of symptoms and suffering. To fuliy appreciate the sick person's and the
f d y ' s experience, the clinician must first piece together the ihess narrative as it emerges
fiom the patient's and the fàmiiy's cornplaints and explanatory models; then he or she must
interpret it in light of the Werent modes of illness meanings-symptom symbols. culturally
salient iiinesses, personai and social contexts [. . .] Iilness nacrative, again like the ritual
use of myth, gives shape and finality to a 105s [. . .] T e h g this tale is of great significance
(1988:49;SO).
Types of Ww Narratives

While the illness d v e may stand on its own, thereby representing h e s s meaning,
there has been much literary debate as to types of illness narratives. As Hyden (1 997) suggests,

iliness narratives are concemeci in a broad sense with issues such as ilinesses, illness episodes and
iIlness experiences, but may also be broken d o m into specific classificatory fiameworks. Frank
narratives, there is always the risk of creating yet another
cautions that by c l a s s ~ ihess
g
"general unifiling viewnof the illness expenence (1995:76). Ultimately, he suggests, classificatory
h e w o r k s act as a fom of "listening device"to encourage closer attention to the stories of sick

persons, by "sortingout the threadsnof m a t i v e s of ihess (Frank 1995:76). Furthemore, it is
recognized that the inherent nature of narratives often encompass many dierent genres, thereby
blurring boundaries between classifications (Frank 1995:76). Thus, classrnng iliness narratives
can only be a general tool for understanding illness meaning.

The "Restitution" Narrative
Arthur Frank, author of The Wounded Storyteller: Body. IIlness. and Ethics (1995).
classifies the illness narrative accordllig to three main genres: "restitutionn,"chaos" and "quest."

The restitution narrative can be defined generaliy as the denial of ihess, achieved by the
individual focussing exclusively on the restoration of good health, realistic or unredistic as that

rnay be: "Restitution stories attempt to outdistance mortality by rendering ihess transitory"
(Frank l995:77; 115). Individuais constnicting restitution nanatives often outrightly deny that
they are sick For example, a cancer patient undergoing surgery may deny or make light of the

fact that dhe is faang a potentially fatal illness (Frank 1995:78). In another example, cancer
support groups may only concentrate on discussion with those memben who are in remission,

rather than those who are in the midst of the disease (1995:78).

Frank states that the restitution narrative does not only reflect a "'natural' desire to get well
and stay welw,but also foiiows institutionai models for how illness is to be told (1995 :78).For
example, in one popular American hospital brochure, cancer patients are portrayed as unilaterally
overwming the disease, whiie the treatment process through which this was achieved, including

less successfiil case-studies, are completely overlooked (Frank 1995:79). Thus the brochure, by

focussing on particuiar illness stories, encourages the restitution narrativs by denning "models of
the stories patients mght to tell about their own illnesses" in an institutional fiamework which
ody values the ncuiturallypreferred" narrative (Frank 1995:79,83; emphasis added).
Furthemore, the restitution narrative is inextricably tied to the "Parsonsian sick role"
ultimately ingraineci in biomedicine, and which defines getting well as the only option after an

ihess episode. Frank States:

PreCisely because gettiag weli is the only outcome Parsons considers as acceptable, his
theory of the sick role both reflects the assumptions of modemist medicine and inscribes
the validity of these assumptions in a broader narrative of what society requires to funaion
succtssn<lly (Frank 1995:82-83).

Additionaily, the restitution narrative fosters a self which uitimateiy becornes "dissociateci"
or cut-offfkom the body (Frank l995:SS). Supporied by the modernist deconstruction of

mortality in which the body is compartmentaked into a series of parts, the restitution narrative
claims only a bu& which ne& to be "fixedn(Frank 1995:85-86). Frank States: "In the
restitution story, the implicit genesis of ihess is an unlucky breakdown in a body that is
conceiveci on mechanistic lines [. . -1 In modernist thought people are weli or sick. Sickness and

wehess shift defbïtively as to which is foreground and which is background at any given
momentn (Frank 1995:88;9; onguial emphasis). Lastly, the cure for a restitution body can only be

cornmodifieci, supported by the commercial-medical notion which proclaims, "for every ailment
there is a remedy"(1995:88). The drawbacks of the restitution narrative are clear-it has the
capacity to rob meanhg firom the families of dying patients, and, for those patients living with

illness, leaves nothing to f d back upon (Frank 1995:94).

The "ChaosttNarrative
Opposite of the restitution narrative, the chaos narrative imagines life never getting better

(Frank 1995:97). Whereas restitution stories rassure the listener that a happy ending is possible,
chaos stories are devoid of any hope for establishing good health. Chaos narratives are

fiuthennore characterized by the absence of narrative order, without sequence or discemable
causality (1995:97).
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The pure essence of a chaos story in f8a m o t be told, as it does not contain words. nor

can it be directly communicated through language. It is only through retrospective reflection and
meditation by the storyteller, that enough distance is achieved for the telling of a story (Frank
I995:98). Thus, in pure form,the chaos narrative is not a narrative at di,but an "anti-narrativeu.

representing " t h e without sequence, telhg without meditation, and speaking about oneself
without being fiiny able to reflect on oneself" (Frank 1995:98).

Key elements that may idenw a chaos narrative are stories which suggest that what is
king told is only the "tip of the iceberg" for all that is wrong (Frank 1995:99). Other direct
featuces, as mentioned, are a lack of narrative order, conveyed through the narrative phrases of

"and then and then and then", which ultimately intempt the telier's own narrative flow ( 1995:99).
Additionally, lack of control, such as a cancer patient may feel towards his or her body, is a key
factor of the chaos narrative.

The chaos narrative is one of the most difEcult to hear, as it represents one of the most
embodied f o m of a story (Frank 1995:101). Chaos stories are both on the edges of a wound.

and on the dges of speech (1995:101). The chaos story,Frank suggests, is told in the silences
that speech cannot penetrate or illuminate (1995 :101). Furthemore, because the chaos story is

aiways beyond speech, it is always lacking in speech, as "chaos is what can never be told; it is the
hole in the teliing" (1 995: 102).
A gooci example of the chaos narrative are the Stones told by Holocaust witnesses and

survivors. in Holocaust stories, there exists a "hole" in the narrative which cannot be filled in

(Frank 1995:95). Frank writes, "The story traces the edges of a wound that can only be told
around. Words suggest its mwness, but that wound is so much of the body, of its insults, agonies,
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and losses, that words necessady MN
(1995:98). Holocaust chaos stories fbrthennore directly
invert modemist presuppositions of iiberation as the end result for Holocaust survivors.

Witnesses, on the otha hand, do not think of liberation as any great dividing iine that orders their
acperience. "TheHolocaust witness who resists this narrative imposition inverts the narrative
order by showing the iaterviewer the inapphcability of finding any ending in fiberation"
(19%: 105).

Frank states that there is a great need to honour and respect the naaire of chaos stories.
and to incorporate them both into moral and chical contexts (1995:109). Chaos stories must be
valued on their own for what they represent, in order to avoid the deniai of iived iilness
experience. Frank states:
Und the chaos narrative can be honoured, the world in all its possibilities is being denied.
To deny a chaos story is to deny the person telhg this story, and people who are being
denied cannot be cared for. People whose reality is denied can remah recipients of
treatments and services, but they cannot be participants in empathie relations of care.
Clinicians cannot entertain chaos because chaos is an implicit critique of the modernist
assumptions of clinid work (1995 :109;1 1 1).
The "Quest" Narrative

The quest narrative, Wering fkom both restitution and chaos narratives, mets suffering

head on by accepting illness and seeking to use it (Frank 1995:115). b e s s forms the basis for a
journey, which ultimately becornes a "quest" (1995: 115). The goal of the quest may not aiways

be clear, but present is every belief that there is something to be gained fkom the illness experience
(1995: 115). Where restitution stories clairn identity only through the possible remedy for the

ihess, and chaos stories represent suffering which is too great to be told, the quest narrative
begins from the individuai's perspective (1995:115). Quest narratives fkthermore tell of

searching for altemaîive ways of behg ill (Frank 1995: 117). The idea of illness as a joumey

emerges as the individual realizes a seose of purpose.

Drawing from Joseph Campbeii, Frank suggests that the quest narrative compnxs a three
stage process: (1) Cieparnrre; (2) i~titiation,and (3) r e m (1995: 1 17). D e ~ l u r begins
e
with a

"cdN,such as the symptorn of an h e s s . The cd of departure as a symptom in an illness aory
incikates that the body is not healthy. The caii may initiaily be refûsed or denied by the il1 person.
Eventually, umnistakable symptoms emerge and diagnoses are made, and a "nrst threshold" is
crossed (1995: 117). The threshold may be events such as hospitalization or surgery. The

crosshg of ttns threshold begins the second stage, that of initiation (Frank 1995:118). INtiation
is viewed both irnplicity and explicitly, as it is often only through the initiation process that an
awareness of initiation occurs (1995: 118). The initiation stage further involves a form of selfwnscious transformation.

The final stage is the retuni, characterimi by an individual who is rnarked by illness, and
who has travelled through and beyond other worldly expenences (1 995:1 18). The goal of the
entire joumey is iikened to a Bodhisattva, the cornpassionate being who vows to return to earth to

share enlightenrnent with others (Frank 1995:119). The individual in a quest narrative conveys
expenences about overcoming the agony of illness.
Within the three-stage process of a quest narrative, further typologies can be drawn.
Quest narratives can also be classified according to three facets: (1) the memoir; (2) the
maitifsto, and (3) the automyihofoogy (Frank 1995:1 19). The memoir combines the telling of an

ilhess story with the t e h g of other events in that person's Life (1995: 119). The memoir is similar
to an autobiography which has been interrupted by an illness episode. Furthemore, events in the
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memou are wt told chronologidy, nor are they rehearsed in detail. Rather, the present
circumstances b m e occasions for the recoliection of certain past events, wntinually interrupted

by illness ( F d 1995:120).
In wntrast to the mernoir, the mwtifesto canies a prophetic truth which has been lemeci

from the illoess experience, and which carries demands for social action (1995:120). An example
of a m8nifesto quest namative is the breast cancer survivor who wdi not wnform to medical

noms by refusing to Wear a breast prosthesis after her mastectomy (Frank 19%: 121). "The
manijesto asserts tbat iliness is a social issue, not simply a personal affliction. It witnesses how
society has added to the physicai problems that disease entails, and it cm for change, based on
solidarity of the aff.lictedn(Frank 1995:122).

Lastly, the mtomytlhologv draws corn the metaphor of the Phoenix "reinventing itself
&omthe ashes of its own bodyn(Frank 1995: 122). Individual change, rather than social reform,

is emphasized, as the individual becornes one who not ody has s u ~ v e dbut
, who has been
"rebom"(Fcank 1995:123). The automythology quest narrative contains words such as
momentms, decisiveb, unniverse, and destiny (Frank 1995:124). The only drawback for quest

narratives emerges when, s d a r to the restitution narrative, a quest goal cannot be found by the
individual.

The Cam-seeking Narrative
A fourth genre of iIlness narrative, as proposed by this present thesis research, is the cme-

seekingnarrative. As Frank stated eartier (1995:76), an ihess narrative can contain aspects of
many different genres, despite being classified as one or another. The me-seehg narrative,
therefore, is not only concemexi with the search for are, and in addition to many other genres,
may Uicorporate aspects fkom restitution, chaos, and quest.

The me-seeking narrative, as the name irnplies, encompasses the search for care by the
individual. The seaich for are may be defined as all activities by the individual which are

sssociated with obtaining therapeutic relief fiom an illness, disease or sichess. The care-seeking
narrative should not imply, however, that effective therapeutic relief has been found. For
example, the quest narrative does not necessady imply that dl narratives contain aspects of "the
quest" (Frank 1995). Rather, the are-seeking narrative is wncerned with the processes

surroundhg the search for are.

While the search for care is the focus for the care-seeking narrative, the narrative is also

surrounded by additional themes. For exarnple, the narrative encompases aspects of the

individual's illness and conceptuai model towards the iliness. Aspects of the iliness are descnbed,
such as when it began (iihess genesis), how it may have been caused ( ï e s s causation). how the

individual thinks about the illness (explanatory model), and how the Wess has afkted the
individual's iife Oife-disruption). The narrative is also concerned with how these factors influence
the search for care.

As the search for care becornes the focus, additional factors aiso corne into play. For
example, as Garro indicates (1992), the search for diogrosis is panunount in any illness narrative

for how it affecfs the search for are. Furthmore, as the narratives in this study attest, the

search for e f f d v e care can aiso directly a e c t the ihess, induce other iatrogenic forms of

disease, and alter the Wdual's explanatory models. M y , the heaith and heaüng of the
individual is an important fucus in the are-seeking narrative, for evaiuating how certain therapies
may have ahered the illness course and contributed to the overail health of the individual. Thus.
the care-seeking narrative is entwined with many other interrelated factors.

Illness us Narrative, Narrative about Iüness and Narrative as Illness
D i f f e ~ gh m Frank's presentation of three main genres in understanding the illness
narrative, Hyden proposes a typology based on the forma1 aspects of iUness narratives, that of t he

relationship between narrator, narrative and illness (199754). Hyden proposes three ways in
which narrator, ibess, and nanative may be interrelated: (1) iliness as narrative; (2) narrative
about iliness, and (3) narrative as ihess (199754).

Beginniag with illness as narrative, Hyden states that narrator, iIlness and narrative are

combined in one and the same person (199754). The h e s s is expressed and articulated
both in and through the narrative form (199754). In addition, the narrative plays a central role in
the illness genesis, and in innuencing how the illness shapes the Me of the individual. In effect. the

illness becomes the narrative, by depicting personal illness expenences. As in many instances, the

illness namative integrates illness experience into a "new wholen, which in tum becomes part of a
new social reality (199754).

In namitives about illness, the narrative conveys knowledge and ideas about the illness
(Hyden 199754). An example is when doctors or professional caregivers ta1.k about the patient's
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illness. In this instance, the narrative is used in a clinicai context to f o d a t e and convey clinical

knowIedge, whereby the caregiver rnay gain a more detailed knowledge of the patient (1 99754).

As Klehman has suggested, narratives about illness may be used by the caregiver to sau4
empathie wbwitnessing d o r care (1 988).

Lastly, m t i v e s as illness applies to situations where the narrative generates the illness

(Hyden 199755). This is similar to Frank's chaos narrative, where the patient lacks sufficient
mtioEsl means for expresshg or artiailating past or present experiences and events (199755).

R o i s of the Illaess Narrative-Why do we Need IUoess Narratives?

Traditionaüy, narrative research has focussed on the written, Literary and formaiized story.

Hyden expands this focus, by asking what can the narrative accomplish with respect to the
individuai's interaction with others, and the constmction of social realities (1997:55). Hyden

proposes five interrelateci roles that the Unes narrative may satistj: (1) to transfomi illness
events and wnstnict a world of iliness; (2) to reconstmct one's Me history in the event of a
chronic illness; (3) to explain and understand the ihess; (4) to assert or project one's identity as a

fom of strate& interaction, and (5) to transform h e s s fiom an individual into a colIective
phenornenon (199755).

In Hydentsfirst role, "the narrative construction of an ihess world", aspects of illness take
on unique meanings for each individual (199756). In relation to Kleinman's "We-world"

discussed eatiier, iliness is translated into meanin@ events which make sense to the life-course
of the individuai (Hyden 199756; Kleinman 1988). In the narrative construction of the illness
world, the experience of illness is articdated, while a unified context is constructed (Hyden

199756). The illaess aarrative, as many authors have suggested (Frank 1995; Garro 1992;

Kleinman 1988). creates something new, where suffiering is given new form, while illness is

positioned in tirne and space within a personal biography (Hyden 199756). As Hyden relays,
"Thenarrative transforms symptorns and wents into a meaningfùl whole, thereby creating the
world of illness"(Hyden 199756). Or, as Arthur Frank states, "Serious illness is a loss of the

'destination map' that had previously guided the il1 person's We: ill people have to leam to think

difEerentiyn(1995: 1).
In Hyden's second role, the m t i v e reconstruction of life history, the reconstruction of

identity and personal üfe is panunount (Hyden 199756). As previously noted, chronic illness
powemilly affects lifè-factors such as individuality, identity and Ne-projects (Kleinman 1988). As
a r d t , illness reshapes personai identities and lXe histories (Hyden 1997). "By uncovering a

rneans of interpreting the illness, we becorne better able to re-estabiish the relationship between
the self,the world and our bodies" (Hyden 199757). The reconstructing narrative is concerned

with giving meaning to illness by placing it in the context of one's life, and with reconstructing the
narrative of the sdf(199757). Furthemore, Frank states that stories help to repair the damage

that illness has doae to the individual's sense of where dhe is in He, and where dhe may be going:
%toriesare a way ofredrawing maps and hding new destinations [. . .] the self is being formed

in what is being told" (1995:53;55; original emphasis).
In Hyden's third role, the narrative explanation and understanding of illness attempts to
address serious questions posed by the individual, such as: Why me? Why was 1 the one
afflicted? How will the iIiness affect the fùnctioning of my body? (Hyden 199757). In the

m t i v e explanation, individuals seek to understand the causes of the ihess and to relate the

illness to personal üves (199757). This is similar to the explanatory models as defined by
Kleinman (1988:121). which encompass not only personal models, but extend to farnily and
caregivers. The narrative explanation may also be used as an avenue to disaiss explanations for
the illness, or t'o provide ways to relate to the illness (1 99757). Relating to the ihess is an

integral and important develupment for transforming U n e s into part of one's own life (Hyden
199758). It is also here thaî illaess rnay share panicular cultural ideas and conceptions towards

iliness.
In Hyden's fourth role, narratives may also be used as a strategic device by afkcting social
i n t e d o n (Hyden 1997:59). Narratives may be used to assert moral values, and to convey social

action such as in Frank's manfesto quest narrative (Hyden 199759; Frank 1995). As previously
mentioned, narratives about iuness rnay also be used to aid clinical situations (see for example
Clark and Mishler 1992). Frank further statu: "[illness] stones can teach professionals what

illness feels like as an experience of sufiering and what professional behaviour looks like to those
being treated" (1W8a).

In Hyden's f i f b and nnal role, narratives may be valued by trandorming individual
expenence into w l l d v e expenence (199759). There are many ways in which narratives can

transcend individual expenence, such as in the case of chronic pain (Garro 1992) and AIDS
(Carricabwu and Pierret 1995).

Sochi Context of the I1Iness Narrative

It is important to note that while there are nmy dEerent types of illness narratives and

roles at play, they ocair in different social contexts. Distinguishing between different narrative

wntexts is important, due to particular contexts iduencing the narrative's form, presentation and
interpretation (Hyden 1997162). For example, Kleinman (1988) focuses on the clinical wntext for
h e s s narratives, and how they may aid or hinder clinical encounters. Clinical contexts may aiso

be termed "institutional contextsn,such as in a medical care environment (Hyden 1997:62).

Illness m t i v e s also o a w in "everyday contexts", such as when individuals simpiy relay their
illness stones (1997:62). Lastly, iiiness narratives can occur in "elicited contexts", such as the

wntexts f o d g the i n t e ~ e win
s this study.

Illness narratives may also be presented in dinerent forms. For example, they rnay be
presented o r e or as written texhiai narratives (Hyden 1997:64). Narratives may also be
presented in varbis social forums ranging from communal gnacrati~es
focussing on collective
expenences, to individualized narrative situations (199754). Both narrative context and fom are
linked to social and cuiîurai contexts, and are tied to historicd and temporal changes.

The Narrative in Biomedicine
Kleulman states that the interpretation of iiiness narratives is a core uisk of the work of
doctoring, but argues that as a whole, this ski11 has "atrophieci" in biomedical training ( 1988:xiiixiv). He states that an unintended outcome of the modern transformation of the biomedical Gare
system is it drives "the praditioner's attention away fiom the expenence of illness" (1 988:xiv).

Consequently, Kleinman argues, the biomedical system contributes to the dienation of the

chronically iii fiom their proféssionai caregivers (1988:xiv). In part, this is a result of "clinical

reality", a resuit of the cihician's "definition of the problem at hand and the awareness of the
others' w o n s about how to act therapeutically" (Kleinman 1988:52-53).

Biomedical phyyciam fùrtherrnore "sleuthwfor "pathognomonicN,or observable
pathologicai signs that pinpoint a specific disease (Kleinman 1988:16). "This interpretive bias to
clinical diegnosisn,Kleinrnan argues- "meansthat the patient-physician interaction is organized as

an interrogation" (1988: 16). "The story told by the physician becornes !be one against which
others are ultirnately judged tme or false, useW or notn (Frank 19955).meinman argues that

whiie an interrogative styie may be neceswy to quickly diagnose an acute disease and provide
effectve treatment as quickly as possible, this method is ciinicaiiy inappropriate to use with the
chronicaily di (1988: 129). Kleinman fùrther States:
Practitioners, however, are not t-ed
to be seü-reflective interpreters of distinctive
systems of meanhg [. . .] They are rarely truight that biological processes are known only
through socialiy constructed categories that constrain experience as much as does
disordered physiology; this is a way of thinking that fits better with the secure wisdom of
physical science than with the nervous skepticism of the medical profession. The upshot is
that practitioners, trained to think of "real" disease entities, with natural histories and
precise outcornes, find chronic ihess messy and threatening. They have been taught to
regard with suspicion patients' iliness narratives and causal beliefs. The form of those
narratives and exphnations may indicate a morbid process; the content may lead them
astray. The way of the specialist diagnostician, which is not to credit the patient's
subjective account until it can be quantifieci and therefore rendered more "objective", can
make a shambles of the care of the chronicaiiy il1 (1988:17).
Thus the illness narrative, while it may be effectively used in clinical contexts, has yet to be widely
appiied and valued by biomedicine in the understanding of illness and disease.

Summary
It is clear that the illness namative is a wmplex yet usefid tool for understanding illness
expenence.

Frank States: "The personai issue of telling stories about &ess is to give voice to

the body, so that the changed body can become once again farniliar in these stories" (Frank
l99S:Z;emphasis included). The iliness narcative c m convey iiiness meaning on both personal.
CUIturai, social and clinical levels. The narrative is furthemore constructecl on many levels

encornpassing unique explanatory models, begiming with the "self*, and proceediag to cultural
and clinid levels. The illness namative c m be interpreted using many Merent typologies. such

as restitution,chaos, quest, me-seeking, iii.nessas narrative, and narrative as illness (Frank 1995;
Hyden 1997). Lastly, the illness narrative may play many different roles, and exïst in différent

s o c i d t u r d contexts. For example, illness stories may convey meaning to fkiends and farnily in
a social context, or aid clinical analysis in a medicai context.

In the nexi chapter, medical dominance is discussed as it provides a context for
understanding the use of multiple medical systems by individuals coping with illness. As will be

disaissed, in addition to valuing narrative accounts, the medical dominance thesis can provide a
M e r understanding of illness expenences by providing cultural and historical significance.

Chapter Two:

Am Historical Framework towards the Understanding of Plural Medicine

As stated, this study is explorhg medical pluralisrn by exarnining individual accounts of
illness, by valuing both the individual account and how it may fit into larger structural or "macro"

fhmeworks. While the individual m t i v e of are-seekiag behaviour can be valued on its own
for what it represents, a focus on larger structural elements, namely that of "medicd doniinance".
can be vaiued for providing an additiod explanatory fiamework for understanding medical

pluralism. It is recognized here that the narratives presented in later sections rnay not be able to
f U y engage the nature ofthe structural elements. Narratives cannot always provide direct

reference to historical developments which have occurred many yean earlier, or indicate an
"awareness"of shaping structural factors. Nevertheless, the concept of medical dominance

provides a u s h l h e w o r k for understanding the historical development of medical pluralism.
which in turn can be applied to individual narrative experiences. Moreover, as will be detailed in

Chapter Five, there are several themes derived ffom individual narratives which can be seen to
engage the structural elements of medical dominance.

Medical Dominance, Medieal Pluralism, and Alternative Medicine:
The Power Over Healtb

The role and influence of medicine in the Western world has long been a topic for

discussion and 8nalysis in the social sciences. In partidar, the notion of "medical dominance"has
been givm much attention. Beginnùig with Freidson's (1970) discussion of medicine and

profkonalism, "medicaldominance" has been dehed as "wnsistingof the control over the
content of care, over clients, over other heaith occupations, and over the context of care" (in
C o b m 1988:92-116). Iadeed, it is clear that the dorninance of medicine is very real. For

example, the power and position of d o a o n have played a principle role in determining the shape
of the health care system, and in the evolution of modem medicine as a whole (Larkin 1988:11733).

The medical professon is fùrther viewed as the clearest example of "professionalism",

whereby medicine has gained autonomous control of its knowledge base, clinical practices, and

cornpethg health ocnipations (laricin 1988).
W e the historical development of medical dorninance is not questioned, the extent to

which medicine dominates the reality of health care today has fueiled much debate. Freidson
argues medicine has retained its elitisrn through "restratification", rnaintained through the wntrol

of the medical system by a select number of physician elites (Freidson 1994). Others such as
Cobum, however, contend that recent changes have led to a deche in the power and prestige of
medicine. also known as "proletarianism" (Cobum et al. 1997:1-22). WMe medicine may be
retaining its autonomy. scholars argue it is certainiy losing its dominance as a result of the transfer
of medical power to govenunent legislation (Coburn et al. 1997). Furthemore, wmpeting health

care occupations in the context of medical dominance, also known as "alternative medicines", are

rapidly filliag in the void where medical dominance has deciined. The question rernains as to
whther a decline in medicai dominance over health care has also led to a decline in the power of

the biomedical paradigm to rnaintain and define health.
Thus the purpose of this chapter is to explore these issues, by disaissing the history of

medical dominance in Canada and the United States in relation to medical pluralism and
alternative medicine. "Medical pluraiismn, as previously discussed, may be defined as a group of
two or more medical systems which are characterizeà by differing and unique healing modalities,

which may fonn a woperative or competing health care system for the society in which they

ocau (Baer 1989). "Alternative medicine" may be defined as a group of a diverse number of
healing modalities which have been defmed for various reasow by the allopathie medical

community as 'outside" Western biomedicine (Creilin et al. 1997).
Beginning with the rnid-nineteenth century, this chapter wiil discuss the rise of media1
dominance in the context of medical pluralism In particular, the claim to dominance by medicine

over cornpethg or alternative health occupations such as homeopathy will be emphasited, with
particular reference to the processes in which these competing occupations were eliminated or CO-

opted into the medical profession in Canada and the United States. The "fdof medical
dominance" thesis as proposed by Coburn (1993 :1 29-38; 1 988; et al. 1983 :407-32) will then be

disaissed in detail in the Canadian context, with particular reference to the role of alternative
medicines. It will be concludecl that the f d of medical dominance has led to an increase in

autonomy for competing alternative heaith occupations, whiie the domuiaace of the biomedical
p@gm

to &tain

biomedical notions of health has weakened, iilustrated by the rise of

alternative notions of h d t h and what it means to be healthy.

M e d i a Pludism in the Nineteenth Century: The Rise of Medical Dominance

Baer (1 989:1103) states that: "the relationship between biomedicine and altemative

medical systems has been characterized by processes of annihilation, restriction, absorption, and
even collaboration" Other authors kquently contend that alternative practices can either be (a)
absorbed or coopteci into conventional medicine, @) disappear or becorne an accepted specialty

(Crellin et al. 199755). In order to M y understand the process of medical dominance over
alternative heaith occupations, a discussion of the nature of health occupations in the nineteenth
century is first necessary.

Medical domhance in Canada and the United States began in the mid-nineteenth century.

when medicine mostly lacked power and status, and firmiy established itselfby World War 1. at
which tirne it largely controkd the growing means of health production (Coburn 1988; Coburn et

al. 1983). It is in this period that medicine was transformeci both intemdy and extemally "to give
it a uniquely powerfiil and monopolistic position in the healing division of labor" (Cobum et al.
1983).

Eatly Plurai Medicai Systems

In early nineteenth-century society, two health systerns coexisteci: a "domestic mode" in
which medical care was perfonned withui the family, and a "pettycommodity mode" in which

medical care assumed a monetary exchange value (Baer 1989). The former consisted of a variety
of fok-medical systems, such as Euro-Amencan ethomedicine, Afncan-Amencan medicine, and

Amencan-Indian medicine (Baer 1989). These were often labeUed "heterodox" medicai systems
(Hamowy 1984). The latter consisted mainiy of allopathie or "orthodoxW
medicine. which was

paformed by trained physicians who charged a fee for their s e ~ c e s .Competing and nonallopathie health occupations such as homeopathy, while also perfonned by trained physicians for

a fie, remained a heterodox medicine. As will be seen, this form of medicine did not maintain its
commodity value over tirne (Baer 1989).

Homeopathy vs. AUopathic Medicine

The were clear ciifferences between dopathic and home0pathic medicine. Allopathie
medicine reiied extensively on "heroicntreatment consisting of massive blood-letting, blistering
and the administration of purgatives and emetics (Hamowy 1984:23). Between 1780 and 1 850,

this form of treatment was favourably used by the University of Edinborough medical school

(Joan Townsend, personal communication 1998). The most common f o m of heroic treatment
were the mineral poisons of calomel (mercurous chloride) and tartar emetic (tartrate antimony)

given to "cleanse the stomach and bowels" (Baer 1989). At times patients did not survive this
regimen, as the level of endurance demanded by this fom of treatment was often worse than the
üIness itself@amowy 1984:23).
Homeopathy, on the other hand, was characterized by non-toxic, low-dose remedies with
tittle or no side-effects. Homeopathic medicine was developed in early nineteenth-century
Germany by the Geman physician Samuel Hahnemann (17%- 1843). Hahnemann had obtained a

f o d rigorous diopathic medical education, but soon became distrustfbl of allopathie treatments
(Hamowy 1984:Z). Hahnemann's research led him to the conclusion that the most efficacious
remedy for any illness consisted of a substance that, when given to a healthy person, mirrored
simïiar symptoms of the particuiar ihess at hand. Further, when ndministered to a person

exhibithg these symptoms, the remedy resolved the h e s s . This theoretical constmct, sirnilia
similibus curantw, 'ke treats ükewor the "lawof similan", became the foundation for
homeopathic thempeutics (1984%).

Contrary to strong allopathic drugs, homeopathic remedies consisteci of particular flora

and fauaa suspended in extremely dilute solutions through a process known as "succession" or
violently shaking the solution The more dilute solution had the stronger the effect. Low dose
solutions, for example, would wnsist of one drop of the compound fiom a "mother tincture", and
99 drops of pure alcohol or water. This would give a ratio of 1/100,0.01 or ICH (Panos and

Heimlich 1980). Diutions in Hahnemann's rime went up to 200 CH and more. Homeopathy
m e r supported the recuperative powers of the organism itself, and advocated fiesh air, proper

diet, sunshine, bed rest and personal hygiene, none of which were supported by nineteenth century

allopathic medicine (Hamowy 1984:26).
Hahnemann published his first book on homeopathy in Gerrnany in 18 10. H e became

weN-known for treating a Cholera epidemic, when ailopathic medicine had failed. Homeopathy
was brought to North Amerka by a Gerrnan physician in 1828, who settled in New York City

(Hamowy 1984:26) (see Figure 2). Homeopathy was then imported to Canada in Ontano by
Joseph J. Lancaster, who quickly developed a popular following (1984:26). As Ontario was the

most accessible province for Amencan travellers and settiers, it became a major destination for
irreguiar practitioners such as homeopaths (Comor 19915 9 ) . Additionally, Canadian
pIgCtitioners residing in Ontario often attended Amencan schools in the neighbouruig states of
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and Michigan (199 1:59).
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The Hahnemann Medical College was established in 1 836 in Philadelphia. and the
Amencan Institute for Homeopathy was established in 1844. Hommpathy soon found a niche in

the cornpetitive medical market-place, and before it becarne popular with the wealthy was first

popular with the workiag classes. The main reason for homeopathy's popularity was that it was

often the only fom of care in physician-starved areas (Baer 1989). Aiso, where elite physicians
were adable, they were far more expensive than homeopathic physicians (Baer 1989). For

example, in the mid-nineteenth century, the aiiopathic physician ratio in Canada was at times one
p h y s i h for every 2,400 residents (Hamowy 1984:1S;2 1).

FIGURE 2:

CERONOLOGY OF TEF,ESTABLISBMENT OF ALTERNATIVE
THERAPIES IN 19TE CENTURY NORTH AMERICA
"Thomsonianism"developed by Samuel Thomson
Eclecticisrn founded by Wooster Beach
Homeopathy nrst introduced in New York
Establishment of the American Lnstitute for Homeopathy (ATH)
Canadian Bill recopking legal rights of homeopaths in Ontario
C d a n BU recogruzuig legal rights of eclectics in Ontario
Homeopaths achieve legal recognition in Canada East;
Creation of the Montreal Homeopathic Association and the Canadian I d t u t e for
Homeopathy
Development of "Christian Science"by Mary Baker Eddy
Ontario Medical Act incorporates homeopathic and eclectic representation
on the Canada Medical Council;
Homeopathy and eclectic medicine are gradually absorbed into the College
The American Medical Association ( A M . ) includes homeopaths and ecledcs on
medical examining boards
Development of osteopathy by Andrew Taylor StiU
Development of chiropractie therapy by Daniel David Palmer
Eclectic medicine completely disappears in Canada

Thomsonianism, Edectic Medicine and Christian Science
"Thomsonianism"was also a popular alternative to orthodox medicine, and was fonned by
lay healers, herbal practitioners, artisans. fmers and working people (Cobum et al. 1983).
Developed in 1813 by a New Hampshire f m e r named Samuel Thomson, thornsonian therapy
completely rejected allopathic treatments, attacking mineral poisons as "instruments of death"

(Hamowy 198424). Thomsonian therapy supported botlus~d(herbal) remedies, and
recommended stearn bath and bed rest. As a result, Thomson soon carne to be recognized as a

medical botany pioneer of bot h nineteenth and twentieth century tirnes (Crellin et al. 1997).
Thomsonianisrn became quite popular, with the 1822 publication of Thomson's book, "New
Guide to Health" (Hamowy 1984:M). The thomsonians continueci to fight to remove legislation

that provideci for the elite status of physicians (Cobum et al. 1983).
A related "irregular" form of medicine that emerged in the latter haifof the nineteenth

century was cded "eclecticism" or eclectic medicine. Fonned by previous advocates of

thomsonianism, eclectic medicine also incorporated some of the more positive aspects
of dopathic medicine into its practice, such as surgery (Cornor 1991). It is argued that
naturopathy today is simply a revived fonn of eclecticism, not including forms of allopathic
SurgeT (COMO~
199 1).

n i e ongins of eclecticism date to the 1820q when Wooster Beach, a New York physician,
founded the first series of eclectic colleges (Cornor 1991). Eclectics diered from thomsonians in
their iaclusion of aiiopathic practices, and their exclusive treatment of the "enlightened" classes. in

direct opposition to thornsonian mentality (Cornor 1991). By 1890, more than thirty eciectic
colleges had been founded. By the tm of the century, however, eclecticism was in steep decline

p d y due to eclectic practitioners' decisions to join ranks with the dopaths, in addition to
cornpetition fkom orthodox physicians.

In addition to homeopathy, the thomsonian movement and eclecticism, there were
additional "heterodox"healing systems which challengeci orthodox medicine. One of these
alternative movements was that of christian science, founded in 1866 by Mary Baker Eddy (Baer
1989). Christian science viewed materiai reality, including disease and illness, as illusory, and

completely eliminated the use of drugs (Baer 1989). One of the main purposes of the christian

science movement, clearly related to the goals of the thomsonians, was to protest the restrictive
lifèstyle that physiciaos imposed on upper and middle-class women, m8nifesting in what has bem

cded the "cuit of invalidityl" (Baer 1989). Because christian science did not administer dmgs,
howwer, it was for the most part ignored by allopathie physicians until the early twentieth
century.

Osteopathy and Chiropractie Therapy

In addition to chridan science, two other non-dopathic medicai systems emerged in the
latter half of the nineteenth centwy, osteopathy and chiropractie. Founded by Andrew Taylor
StU, an dopathic physician disenchanted with the false claixns of dopathic medicine, oaeopathy

was founded in 1892 on the principle that disease was due to the hulty articulations or "lesions"

or a W e d disaisronof the nincteenlb-centuy medical treatmeot of w o m in Canada sec Mitchinson. 199 1
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in various parts of the musculoskeletai system (Baer 1989). A particular characteristic of
osteopathy was that it extended to those unable to secure an aliopathic education or treatment.

and welcomed patients fiom the uneducated classes (Baer 1989). By the 1890s, osteopaths had
attained Limiteci pradce rights.

Chiropraaic was founded in 1895 by Daniel David Palmer, and the Palmer Infirmary and
Chiropractïc Institute was established in Iowa in 1898 (Baer 1989). Nineteenth-century
e subtle adjustments of the spinal column could lead to
chiropractic was based on the p ~ c i p l that
optimum health by resolving energy imbalances. Similar to osteopathy, chiropractic welcomed
thousands of students unable to access either allopathie medicine or medical schools (Baer 1989).

The Deciine of Pluralism

The nineteenth cenhiry was thus characterized by a "pluralistic" health w e system with a
number of different and competing practicing healing modalities. By 1900, there were estimates
of 110,000 aiiopathic physicians, 10,000 homeopaths, 5,000 eclectics, and over 5,000 other
practitioners in the United States (Baer 1989; Cobm et al. 1983). Further, there were 126
ailopathic schools, 22 homeopathic Coileges, and 9 thomsonian schools in the United States,

while osteopathy was in the process of institutionalkation and professionalization (Baer 1989).

Medical pluralisrn was at its height. Key developrnents in Canadian and American medicine,
however, would soon change this diversity.
Nineteenth-century allopathidorthodox medicine arose in a climate of competing health
a r e , facing two main problems: (a) that of restricting or eliminating cornpetition fiom opposing

alternative health occupations, also called "irregulars";and (b) attempting to license and uni@ ail

allopathic p r d o n e r s , who cded themselves "reguim" (Coburn 1988; Cobum et al. 1983).
"Irreguiarnforms of health care, such as homeopathy and thomsonianism, were considered
by many as serious altematives to orthodox allopathic treatment. As their acceptance became

more widespread, however, they were subject to M e n t attacks and criticism by the allopathic
medical community as "quacks" (Harnowy 198426). The terni "quackery" arose fiom the 16th
century Dutch word packaiver, meaning "one who quacks like a duck boasting about the virtues
of his medicinai salves and ointments" (Gevitz 1988). The nrst publication of the Canada Medical
J o d printed an extensive review of a monograph denouncing homeopathy as "derogatory" and

"quackery"(1988:63,66). Ironicdy, aüopaths went as far as to accuse homeopaths of
maaslaughter, when aiiopaths had often admlliistered fatal remedies. The vicious attacks were
widespread throughout medical joumals, and were aimed at any form of non-allopathie therapy.
As evidenced in this 1832 statement by an anonymous Canadian physician:

No greater imposition exists in Upper Canada than Quackery-its every-day use
makes it appear tolerated by the laws of the land; it is an existing evil under which
this Province has long groaned, but to which public attention should be directed.
The regular practitioners m e t s it in every day's travei, is perplexed with its
impudence, and with horror views its ravages and its influence (Harnowy
1984:SS).

In mother example of scathing criticism towards non-aiiopathic occupations, an October 12, 1838
petition in the Toronto fatriof States:

Quacks are an intolerable nuisance in any and every country, but especially in this,
where empiricism and radicalism go hand in hand. It is a monstrous grievance t hat
our government should aiiow the Province to swarm, as it does, with these
pestiient vagabonds... (Harnowy l984:29).

Antagonism fiom aiiopathic medicine towards other health occupations was not universal,
however. To the dismay of the dopaths, an 1859 provincial bill passed in Canada West (Upper

Canada) recognized the existence of homeopathic physicians and provided them with their own

board of examiners (Hamowy 1984:66). These sentiments were supported by large sections of
the Canadian public, who clearly opposed a medical monopoly formed by regular practitioners
(Hamowy 198461).

Homeopathy, therefore, becarne the f
h
tirregular heaith profession to be legalized

(Cobuin a al. 1983). The law provided that an applicant passing the examination set by the
homeopathic board, and having satisfied the authorities of his ment, was entitled to practice

homeopathic medicine in Canada West (Hamowy 1984:66). Candidates were also required to

have spent at least four years in the study of dopathic medicine (1984:66). At the time,
homeopathy received m e r considerable economic and political support fiom its wealthy clients

and patrons (Cobum et al. 1983). In 1861, a second act was passed granting eclectics similar
rights. Thus, the medical climate was characterized by a general lack of regulation of al1 health
professions.
Eclectics did not escape cnticism, however. In response to the legal recognition of

eclecticism in 186 1, the Montreal-based British Ameriuzn Journal likened eclectics to "vilest

imposters who act in the name of medicine" ( C o ~ o 199
r 1). Another issue criticizing eclectics
stated: "Suchare men in general utterly uneducated, many scarcely able to write their own names

[. . .ln
(Connor 1991).

In addition to govemment and strong public support, another significant factor in the
success of homeopaths and eclectics was the faiiure of the creation of the CoUege of Physicians

and Surgeons of Canada West in 1840, and the subsequent inability of the medical comrnunity of
Canada West to reinstate this College by 1859 (Hamowy 1984:35;66) (see Figure 2A). Canada

East (Lower Caaada), on the other hanci, had been able to establish their own CoUege of
Physicians and Surgeons of Lower Canada in 1847, thus providing stronger resistance to

irregulars based on stricter medicai licensing laws (1984:49;66). Nevertheless, homeopaths were
able to secure legal recognition in Canada East in 1865, creating the Montreal Horneopathic

Association, and establishg a horneopathic dispensary, hospital and medical school(1984:67).

By this lime, the Canadian Institute for Homeopathy was aiso created (Cornor 1991).
At the same time in Canada West,the orthodox medical community achieved some

concessions with the enaament of the Medical Act of 1865, which created a medical board
empowered to set the educational requirements necessary for medical iicensure in the are8, and to
determine the Cumcuium to be fouowed by medical schools in Western Canada (Harnowy
l984:68). Moreover, registration was the sole means through which a practitioner could be

licensed, and only registered physicians were entitled to employ any name or title indicating they
were lice&

practitioners (e.g. physician, doctor of medicine) (1984:68). More significantly,

contnuy to previous medical acts, the Act contained no severe punishrnent of unregistered
physicians, aside from a $50 fine (1 984:75). Therefore, unregistered regular and irregular

physicians flourished. Irregulars such as homeopaths gained more autonorny than orthodox
medicine had predicted. At this time in mid-nineteenth century Canada, one orthodox physician in

the Upper CCaMda Jounwi described the state of affairs in meùicine as quivalent to the "fdl of
Rome, lest nothing be done to Save it" (1984:79).
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FIGURE 2A: THE DECLINE OF PLURALISM: CHRONOLOGY OF TEE RISE
OF NEDICAL DOMINANCE IN CANADA AND THE UNITED
STATES
Creation of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Upper Canada
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Upper Canada disbands
Establishment of the American Medical Association (AMA) in direct response to
homeopaths and eclectiw
Medical Act establishes medical Iicensure and educational standards in Western
Canada
Establishment of the Canadian Medical Association (CMA)
Coliege of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario reinstated
ecleaic and homeopathic representation in the College eliminated
Ecldcism begins to disappear in Canada
Upper Canada Act establishes strict replation against unlicensed or "irregular"
medical practitioners
Homeopathy and eclecticism disappear in Canada
AMA establishes a national annual report to rank medical schools to be conducted
by Abraham Flexner
AMA grants medical ticensure exclusively to students enrolled in schools approved
by the American Council of Medical Education
Publishing of the Hexner Report
Passage of the Canada Medical Act unimg medical education across Canada
Closure of many allopathic schools in the United States; complete closure of nonallopathic schools in the United States;
Complete closure of homeopathic schools in the United States; homeopathy
disappears in North America
C M .eliminates self-care by w n t r o h g hospitals, health occupations and
prescription medicines;
Opposition to CMA fiom populist movements in Canada
Depression drastically curtails CMA power
Canadian Government directly integrates policy planning with CMA;
Establishment of Canada's medical elite "Group of Seven"

Allopathie Regdation in Canada
The prayers of the Canadian orthodox medical wmmwiity to elirninate "irregular"

practitioners began to be answered, however. By 1867, the first national federal Canadian
Medicai Association (CMA)was established, in the words of later Prime Minister Dr. Tupper:

"to p r o t a the health and lives of the people of this Dominion fiom the unskilled treatment of
hcompetent men, and to provide in the most effeaual manner for the due qualification of the

members of a professon so important as our own" (Hamowy 1984:97). The CMA's ultimate goal
was to eliminate aü heterodox "sects" entirely, and had strict d e s against "wnsorting" with

imgular practitioners (198498). The CMA also stnved to establish a uniforrn system of medical
educaîion and code of medicai &CS,

and regulate the granting of licenses (1984:97). Despite

organized discrimination against irregular practitioners, membership in the CMA was poor due to

a purely voluntary form of recruitment, with few professional advantages (Connor 199 1).
Therefore, despite having an organized association, dunng the early years the CMA posed no real

threat or professional disadvantage to irreguiar practitioners (Cornor 1991).
The goals of the CMA began to be established, however, with the passage of the

provincial Ontario Medical Act of 1869, also reinstating the Ontario College of Physicians and

Surgeons (Comor 1991). The Act incorporated both homeopathic and eciectic representation on
the Medical Council, causing much intenial fiction and controversy arnong dopathic
practitioners (Hamowy 1984:102;105). Opposition to the inclusion of irregular practitioners in
the Act, however, quickly tumed to support upon the reaiization that through this inclusion the

number of irregular practitioners would ultimately dirninish, and irregulars would be coopted into
the orthodox medical profession. Regular physicians anticipated that irregular medicine would be

made exfinct by "hugghgnit to death (Connor 1991).
The Act of 1869 stated that before obtaining license to practice. al1 homeopaths and
eclectics had first to obtain four years of orthodox medicd education and be registered on a Iist of

licensed practitioners, in order to guarantee their "competency" (Hamowy 1984:10 1;103). In
dohg so, homeopathic and eclectic boards became abolished, and the number of Iicensed irregular

practitioners uitimately became reduced. Developments after the Act were such that students
atternpting to study homeopathy had to pay double the tuition compareci to an orthodox medical

education, drastically reducing the number of eligible homeopathic students (1984: 1 15).

By 1872, eclecticism had virtually disappeared in Canada, leaving homeopathy alone in the
cornpetition. Homeopah, while still on the Ontario Medical Council, cooperated with the wishes

of the Council for more rigorous requirements for ticensure, and a reduction in the number of
entrants into the profession (Hamowy 1984:115). Later that year however. the homeopathic
representation on the Council resigned. protesting the failure of their key representative Dr.

Campbell to be re-elected, and the unfair nature of examinations for homeopathic students
(1 984:116). Upon resigning, the homeopathic representatives introduced a new bill into the

provincial legislature seeking the incorporation of a homeopathic College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario. exhibithg similar powers as those of the Ontario College (1 984: 1 17). This

homeopathic coflege never came to be realized.

In 1874 a new Act was introduced in Upper Canada, further regulating unlicensed
practitioners. The Act made udawful any unregistered person professing to practice medicine or
admirlistering medicd advice, under penalty of a $100 fine andor thirty day imprisonment

Ofamowy 1984:121). A public prosecutor in each province was appointed to regulate this
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legdaîion. The Act caused considerable paranoia in medical circles, as each member was under
the scrutiny of their fellow colleagues. Robert Hahn terms this process "coliegialvigilance",

whereby each member guards against "incornpetence and moral impropriety among colleagues"
(1995:144). Prosecutions aga&

"illegal" practitioners, while at first few in number, gradually

increased.

By 1900, due to the power of the Medical Acts, homeopathy was effhvely eliminated
fiom posing any cornpetitive threat to the Canadian medical community. Similar to the
elimination of eclecticism which lefi homeopathy by itself, the elunination of homeopathy Ieft the
new "druglessnf o m of medicine, that of chriaian science, osteopathy and chiropractic therapy

dso standing alone (Hamowy 1984:185- 194). Initialiy, these therapies gallied some autonomy by

the fàct that the Medical Council of Ontario, by nature of their past legislation, did not take into
account the praaice of medicine without drugs. Therefore, the Council could not prosecute
drugless practitioners (1984: 194). The Council could oniy resort to strongly advising the public
to "avoid" these practitioners. While christian science and chiropractic therapy were slightly Iess
vigorous in their attempts to gain legitimacy for drugiess practitioners, osteopaths attempted to
gain entry into the Ontario Coliege of Physicians and Surgeons, ultimately fading f i e r several

attempts. It would not be untii 1925, with the passage of the Dmgless Practitioners Act in
Ontario, that a board was created to license al1 dmgless practitioners. ironicaliy. this legislation

led to the eiimination of dmgless practitioners in the province, in similar fashion to the 1869

Medical Act which eliminated homeopaths through regdation of their licensure. In other
provinces such as Saskatchewan and Manitoba, drugless practitioners would have to wait until the

mid- 1940s before bebg legdy recognized by their respective provincial medical Colleges
(1984:228;232).

The finai deciine of alternative competing health profissions in Canada carne with the
passage of the 1912 Canada Medical Act, preceded by the American Flexner Report of 191O
disaissed below. Propeiied by physician-tumed-politician Dr. Thomas Roddick, the Act

standardized medical îicensing procedures in ad provinces across Canada (Cobum et al. 1983).

The ultimate goal of the Act, in the words of Roddick, was to "promote and effect the
assimilation and &cation

of the various standards of qualification established by the several

Provinces of Canada as conditions of admission to the study and practice of Medicine" (Hamowy

1984241). "Assimilation" also meant the effective elimination of my and al1 competing health

American Regulation
Developments in the United States ocairred somewhat later than in Canada, but mirrored

Cariridian legislation. The success of homeopathy and thomsonianism prornpted allopathic
physicians to establish in 1847 the Amencan Medical Association (AMA) ,with the goal of
"eievating" standards for medical education, and to control the occupation in its own "eiite" image

(Eaer 1989; Schudson 1974; Cobum 1993). The establishment of the AMA was a direct response
to the encroachment on medical temtory by non-allopathie therapies. The AMA barred
homeopaths fiom regular medical societies, hospitals, college faculties, and consultations with

regular physicians (Baer 1989). Despite this antagonism towards irregular practitioners, in 1870
the AM& similar to Canadian legislation, was forced to include and legally recognize the

presence of homeopaths and eclectics on medical examinhg boards (Baer 1989). Furthemore.
homeopaths established their own hospitals and medical schools, such as the American Inaitute

for Homeopathy (AIH) established in 1844 (Coburn et al. 1983).

One ofthe key fkatures of rnid nineteenth-century allopathic medicine in the United States
was the abity for indMduals to easily and quickiy obtain a medical education with as linle as one
year of training, due to the rapidly growing number of medical schools (Baer 1989; Cobum

1988). Tuition to attend medical schools was inexpensive, and entry Uito the medical profession

virhially unrestricted (Harnowy l984:27). This was f a different from Canada, which at this time

had strictly limiteci its medical schools and regulated its medical education., and was severely
critical of their Amencan neighboun to the south regarding the low quality of American medicai

education (Hamowy 1984:74). As a result of the state of medical education in the United States.

however, there was an abundance of allopathic physicians with many diffierent levels of training

and daims to practice (Baer 1989). The ease with which one could obtain an allopathic medical
education fostered considerable competition between "countrynand "urbanelite" allopathic
physicians, creating much internai fiapentation within the discipline (Cobum 1993).
Newspapers often reported attacks by one doaor on another, while educated laypersons
displayed their wntempt for the standard treatments of the time of bleeding, blistering and
purging, u i h t e l y encouraging l e s invasive treatments such as homeopathy (Cobum 1988).

Nineteenth-century medicine was ". . . technically ineffective in preventing or cunng illness, and

divided into several w h g sects", while "physicians as a group were merely scattered members
of the lower professional stratum, eaming from severai hundred to several thousand dollars a year

and having w specid status in the population" (Coburn et al. 1983).

The Cornmodification of Health
Through the nse of nineteenth-century indusuiai capitalism, however, allopathic medicine
was traosformed f b m a petty to a capitalist cornmodity (Baer 1989). During this process of
"cornmodification", physicians attempted to legitirnize themselves by claiming to be "scientific".

and aüopathic medicine began to hold itself utrnostly above sectarianism. This new ideology
became extremely compatible with the emerging capitaiist world view justifjmg the increasing

power of an eiite coiporate class (Cobum et al. 1983). This new capitalist class preached the
progressive ideal of "efficiency", which glorified "science" as the legitimating pnnciple of the new
system of stratification, as it offered great "promise" of producing a more efficient labor force

(Cobum et al. 1983). In order for change to be legitimate, it had to be viewed as progress
(Larson 1977:32). Furthemore, allopathic medicine fostered a new world view based on a shifi
to a biomechanical conception of the body and an environmental focus for disease causation,
beginning to focus on pathogens as the cause of disease-the "gem"theory (Baer 1989; Cobum
et al. 1983). This view diverteci attention away fiom the social ongins for illness. appealing even

more to the "elitemclass (Baer 1989; Coburn et al. 1983). The gem theory gained additional

support through new revolutions in surgery, aided by anaesthetics and disinfectants (Cobum
1988). Through the use of disinfectants, medical science saw its fim victories in reducing

morbidity and rnorta(ity (Cobum L 988).
As a consequence of the new scientific ideology, the AMA, which consisted of elite

practïtioners and medical researchers m a t e d with prestigious universities, dong with the
industrial capitalist cless, was permittecl to establish political, economic and ideological dominance
over rival medical systems, such as homeopathy (Baer 1989). In effect, allopathic medicine, or

the new "biomedicine" foaising on pathophysiology, became a vehide through which the

bourgeoisie came to exert indirect control over medicai reality (Baer 1989). Science became
inseparable fiom a perception of progress because it was the exclusive product of specialized
wmraunities of scientists (Lamon lW7:32).

By 1906,the AMA decided to grant licensure ody to graduates of schools that were
deemed "acceptable" by the Cound of Medical Education (Baer 1989). This development

mafked the begionllig of the fidl of the pluralistic medical system in the United States, as it
effectiVeIy put a cap on who codd praaice "acceptable" medicine (Baer 1989). The second
major development in the f d of pluraüstic medicine h Arnerica was the publishing of the FIexner
Report in 1910, by Abraham Flexner.

The Fierner Report

In 1904, the AMA set up an annual report to r d medical schools on a national basis
(Schudson 1974). Under the direction of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching, Abraham Fiexner, dong with Nathan ColweU, was asked to perform such a study. The
Report emerged h a tirne cded the "Progressive Era" (1890- 19M),in which certain social and

personai conditions were identified and defined as "problems", dong with suggested soietai
remedies to these problems (Kunïtz 1974). Problems referred to such conditions as heavy

drinking and juvenile "dehquency",which were attributed to the disintegration of the previous
fonns of social control of traditional f d y and community life, viewed as a result of recent
urbanitrrtion of industrialization (Kunitz 1974). The new industrial dies in tum were viewed as

the antithesis of the ideaiïzed "rural" environment of the past (Cobum 1988). This "progressive
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ideal' foaising on industriakation as the root cause for moral disorder, ignored underlyhg causes
for iaeqU81ity-that of capitalist processes which involved the elite control of the social meam of

productioa (Navarro 1976).
Societai solutions to progressive problems, however, equalled new forms of social control

rather than anaiyzing class ciifFerences. These new forms of social control were characterized by
the emergence of the new occupations of "coosultingnor "helpingnprofessions which involved

"controhg" some aspect of the pubiic's beiief (Kunitz 1974). The new helping prof&ons also
clairned the liceose for autommous " p r o f ~ o n a l status,
"
referring to an occupation that, because
of its expertise, moral standing and societal importance, claimed legitimization as a fom of selfgoverment (Hahn1995:148). Medicine, not surpnsingly, was one of these new "professions."

The Report encourageci the professionalism and elitisrn of medicine by claiming for its
"professional"status over its previous classification as a "business."
The Fiexner Report drastically altered the socio-economic composition of the allopathie

medical profession (Baer 1989). The Report recomrnended that more thanhalf of the medical
schools across the United States and Canada be closed (Chaprnan 1974; Schudson 1974). The

Report suggested a universal four year medical education, with entrance requirements of two
years of medical science, and suggested that medical schools be strongly tied to the university

environment, providing furthet legihhation and validation (Chaprnan 1974; Larson 1977:34).
Flexner supported a universaiistic medical education characterized by restricted entry to a select
few, whereby students were fiee nom "dogrna",and leamed scientific facts fkee fiom "theoretical
divisionsn(Schudson 1974; Cobum et al. 1983).
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Fiexnefs definition of medicine was "sciencen,and that the medical practitioner must be a
"scientist" (Chapman 1974; Cobum et al. 1983). in 1910, Fiexnefs recornrnendations were
reridily endorsed by the Amencan allopathie medical comrnunity, and while medical schools were
already in steep decline due to previous legislation fiom the

his report fwthered the

process (Schudson 1974). As a r e d t of the Report, the number of medical schools in the United
States decliwd fiom 95 in 1916, to 79 in 1924 (Baer 1989). The number of medical graduates

deched annualiy Erom 5,000 in 1900, to 3,000 by 1920 (Coburn et al. 1983). The Report
contributed to the closure of eight schools which educated M c a n Americans, and the closure of

medical schools for women (Baer 1989). The number of homeopathic schools in the United
States deched fiom 12 in 1910, to 5 ia 1920. Throughout this period most hornempathic

physiciaos were ultimately "assimilateci" into biomedicine (Baer 1989). Large sums of monetary
support fiom figures such as Rockefeller and others supported the few ailopaîhic medical schools

that stayed open, and enabled universities to build laboratories, buy equipment and hire f'ull-the
instnictors (Schudson 1974; Cobum et al. 1983).

The number of dopathic medical schools in Canada, however, were not nearly as affecteci
by the Report as in the United States. In fàct, in 1867, neariy 45 years eariier, both Upper and
Lower Canada had enacted regulated medical curriculum in a Iimited number of schools, and

required four years of study includmg clinical experience in a hospital (Harnowy 1984:74). The
Flemer Report di4 however, contribute to more conservative Canadian medical ideals, including

contributhg to the ultimate dernise of non-dopathic occupations which originated f?om the
United States (with the exception of dnigless practitioners) (Coburn 1988; Cobum et al. 1983).

The medical educatioaal d o m instigated by Flexner led the biomedicd profdon to

become a largely "white upper and upper-middle class male prese~e"(Baer 1989). Furthemore,
the Report led to a reform in medical training and educatioo "so as to produce a uniform body of

knowledge and to ensure that aii recruits were socialued into it" (Cobum et al. 1983). The
overd effea of the Report was to decrease the production of new physicians, uitunately easing
the cornpetition within the profession and raising doctorst incornes.

With the advent of the Flexner Report, medicine restricted entry into the profession and
claimed superiority over all other wmpeting medical systems. The purpose, so medicine claimed,
was to protect the public f?om the potentiai hann posed by cornpethg or "quack* medical

occupations. It is Hamowy's (1984) main thesis, however, that medicine's daims for restriction

were based on a false claim for superiority, underneath which Iay a reai c l a h for medicai and
economic monopoly over health and heaith are. The medicai ideal of "deguarding"the public
fiom "incompetent" practitioners, insuring the quality of medicd care provided through
"licensing",was falsely used to obtain public support for medical power. Upon analysis, iicensing

only provided evidence that a practitioner met certain standards upon e n t e ~ the
g profession, but
provided no information about the practitionets current cornpetence (1984:Z). Moreover,

licensed practitioners do not necessady provide a higher quality of care (19843). Such medical
policies as increasing the cost of entry, limiting the number of new entrants, restricting
advertising, discouraghg pnce cornpetition, and restncting the avaiiability of substitute seMces
oniy served to increase the economic gain of medicine (1984: 1). Moreover, medicine was
characterized by the foliowing distinct capitalist market forces which marked the rise of medicine

as unique: (1) the potentiai for unlimited expansion; (2) extreme competitiveness aimed ultimately
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at limiting cornpetition, and (3) the readiness of the state to act as sponsor for the most dominant

or "tnistwort.hynprofesson (Larson 1977:19-25).

In the introductory preface in Hamowy's book (1984:xi),Walter Block states that
accordhg to orthodox theory, the necessity for licensing mises fiom the "complexity of the
physician's caüing, the innocence of the generd public in matters medicai, and the threat to health

posed by unskilIed practitioners." He m e r states that medicine claims that "without strict
licensing legislation, quacks would o v e m the hedth care industry, imposing worthless and even

hannful remedies on an innocent citkmry", whiie "iegitimate docton would be powerless to stem
the tide" (1984:xi). What Block is r e f h g to is the widespread belief by pmctitioners and the
general public that the only way to avoid this "horror' is to give the men and women of medicine
the power to police their own country, where acting to promote the pubtic weifare (1984:xi).

Drawing f?om the work of George J. Stigler, Nobel Laureate and Fraser Institute editorial
advisor, Block states that "...the main effect of most regulations and licensing requirements is to

erect ban-iers aga& entry into the reguiated industry or profession aud thereby create a cartel,
with d its attendant gains in incorne, power, and prestige" (Harnowy l984:xü). Thus, this theory
suggests that instead of an enhanceci quality of heaith, the m;urimization of wealth is the goal of

the medicai profession.
Hamowy states that beginning with the nineteenth century, every policy and statutory
enactment for which the medicai comunity lobbied, had the objective of the rnaximization of

incornes, status and prestige of the profession (1984:2). The monopolization of medical

knowledge was achieved through the limitation of access to university training and the
mystification of the public about this knowledge (19845). Hamowy states:

Orthodox physiciam are invariably portrayeci a s singlehandedly protecting medical
science and the quality of medical care against the incursions of coumless quacks
and charlatans, while the profession's unrelenthg demands for strict licensing
legisiation are presented as the product of a humanistic concem that the public be
protected ftom hcompetents. Homeopathy and eclecticism-the two major
heterodox therapies of nineteenth-cenhiry mediche-if they are mentioned at dl,
are dismissed as unscientific nonsense, their pracbtioners amateur bunglers who
preyed on the credulity of ignorant men and women (1984:6).

Thus, the aiiopathic profession's attempt to suppress alternative health occupations came not 60m
a seifless interest to improve the quality of medical care offered to the public, but from a desire to
lessen outside cornpetition, dtimately resuiting in an increase in incornes through the control of
capitalist class relations as supported by the state (1984: 125; Navano 1976).

The American and Canadian medical systems thus underwent a t r a n s f o d o n from a
relatively pluralistic form in the late nineteenth century, to a dominant one in the early twentieth

century (Baer 1989). Scientific training became dominant even for the other competing health
occupations, and as organized biomedicine achieved hegemony over its rivals it co-opted most of
the homeopaths and eclectics by admitting them into state medical societies (Baer 1989). Private

foundations such as Rockefeller refbsed to fùnd alternative cornpethg medical schools, leading to

the departure of many homeopathic and eclectic physicians from their professional associations
(Baer 1989). Homeopathic and eclectic schools either closeci or "converteduinto biomedical
schools (Baer 1989). By 1936, the New York Homeoparhic Coliege, the 1st homeopathic
school, renarned itseif the "New York Medical ColIege" (Baer:1989). Medical pluralism was
effectively elirninated.

The Consolidation ofMedical Domiamce in Canada fmm 1920-1940
Tuming now to later developments in Canada, by the end of World War 1 medicine had
obtained control over the health means of production both in the hospital, and over other heaith
occupations and clients (Cobum 1988%- 1 16). Medicd control over patent and prescription
medicines effdvely elirninated self-care (Cobum 1988). Medicine, however, was far fiom

controbg the context of care completely. Intemai Sggmentation persisted, and the poa World
War I years were characterized by much instability. Medicine was stili opposed by working-cfass

organizations and politicians (Cobum 1988). For example, one of the main f o m of opposition
to medical doniinance in Canada in the 1920s carne f?om the agrarian parties, who through

populist movements prevented medicine ftom attaining a comptete monopoly of care (Cobum
1988). These kinds of political resistance fiom the w o r b g classes against upperclass elite
physicians support Navarre's (1976) thesis that medical dominance ultimately stemmed fkom
capitalkt processes, rather than a battle between strictly medical associations and the general
populace. At this tirne the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) was also in a pedous state, and
was on the brink of disbandhg (Coburn 1988; Cobum et al. 1983). By the 1930s, the Depression

led to doctors srnering a drastic loss of income, and despite protests from doctors the seed of

medicai insuance was planted in some Canadian provinces.
Wartime 1940s saw continuing pressure for reforms for health care in Canada. Despite this
opposition, for the first tirne the Canadian goverment integrated much of its poiicy and planning

with the medical professon (Cobum 1988). National health decisions directly reflected the

CMA's "Group of Seven", formed by an elite group of physicians (Cobum 1988). Medical and
government decision-making power was wnsolidated, whereby niilitary maapower planning was

largely IA to the medical professon (Cobum 1988). Medicine at this t h e M e r controlled

health workers through the direct control over education and the labour process (Cobum 1993).
The nature ofthe state's involvement was indirect in that it controueci educational institutionsand

hospitals in conformiity with the wishes of the medical wrnmunity (Cobum 1993). The medical
wrnrnunity was at the height of its power.

The "FaIl" of Medicai Dominance

Up to the 1960%doctors, known as "medicalmen",nileci their own occupation and had
the power to exclude, lirnit or subordhate other cornpetitive heaith occupations such as
chiropractie therapy, rnidwifery and nutsing (Coburn 1993). Health care "bureaucraties" were
staffid fiom the "top downN(Cobum 1993). In Canada,for ewunple, the Ministers of Health and

their Deputies were doctors, and these medical leaders influencecl and direaly wrote state-policy
(Cobum 1993). Medicine, in effkct, had becorne a "private government."
The early 1960s-however, mark the beginning of a period of decline in medicai control
over health and health care, which has led to a shift in the state of health seMces in Canada. The
1962 Saskatchewan doctor's strüce opposing a Canada-wide statdprovincial health insurance

marked the beginning of the fd of Canadian medical dominance (see Figure 2B).

FIGURE 2B: CHRONOLOGY OF TEE "FALL" OF MEDICAL
DOMINANCE IN CANADA

Saskatchewan doctor's strike opposing national health insurance f d s
National health insurance implemented
Castonguay-Nepveu Commission criticizes the power of medicine to control health
care

National health insusance encompasses d provinces
Hastings Report aiticizes the power of medicine to control health care
commencement o f the Ontzuio Health Legislatioa Review
Bill 94 ofthe C d Health Act bans extra billing by doctors
Ontario doctor's strike opposing Bi1 94 fàils
Ontaif O Health Legislation Review professionalizes the alternative therapies of
midwifery, chiropractie and massage therapy, among other heaith professions
Establishment of the Canadian Complementary Medicine Association (CCMA)to
protect the rights of doctors practicing alternative therapies
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Goverment sponsored health insurance in Saskatchewan occwed in the rnidst of fierce
opposition and confkoatation fiom doctors, culminating in a twenty-day strike (Coburn 1988:92116). Docton did not give up easily. Throughout the early 1960s doctors wmbatted the idea of

national health insurance, first by pushing doctor-sponsored medical plans, and second by
influencing other provincial govemments to support only doctor-sponsored prograrns (Coburn
1988). By 1964, however, based on the recommendatiom of the Royal Commission on Health

Services set up by a minonty Liberal goverment, the process of national health insurance was
impiemeated. By 1971 health insurance enwmpassed all provinces, largeiy due to the 50%
h d i n g h m the federal govenunent (Cobum 1988).

The initiai effkct of national Canadian health insurance prompted many studies attempting
to assess the health problems of Canadians, such as the Castonguay-Nepveu Commission (19671971) and the Hastings Report (1972) (Coburn 1988). These reports airned at wmbatting the
"distortion"of health care due to medical domhance, through the reorganization and
"rationdization" of health care services by foiiowing ideals of "effeaiveness"and "efficiency"

(Cobum 1988; 1993). Both implicit and explicit in these reports was the intention to reduce the
power of medicine to wntrol health and health aire (Cobum 1988).
With the implementation of health insurance, doctors immediately Iost their control over

the terms and provision of health insurance (Coburn 1988). The use of cornputers and central

payment perdteci the wmplete documentation and rnonito~gof the work and income patterns
of Canadian doctors, and medical review camznittees in each province were empowered to

investigate any monetary discrepancies (Cobum 1988; Coburn et al 1983). In opposition to this
monitoring, doctors in the 1970s began to threaten to withhold seMces and to strike. These
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strikes, however, uitimately fàiled, and some provincial govements retaliated by publishing the

incornes of all doctors.
The hospital was one of the first "battlegrounds" for medical power between govement
and medicine. Hospital budgets came under extrerne govement m t i n y and control (Cobum
1988). The use of new technology such as cornputer diagnosis, and the "rationalization" of care

to avoid duplications, restncted the work of hospital physicians (Cobuxn et ai. 1983).
Additionally, an increase in the nurnber of chef hospital administraton were university-trained

managers rather than physicians, r d t i n g in the loss of physician rapport with hospital
administration (Coburn a al. 1983). Physicians fought back by manipulating the utikation of
procedures to obtain certain income levels (Cobum 1988).
A second development in the decline of medical power was the decline of medical

graduates by 5Ph, due a reduction in government fhding of post-graduate medical training

(Cobum 1988). The extemai fiuiding of universities and hospitals gave the govemment complete
control over medical rnanpower (Cobum 1988). Yet a third developrnent was the increase in
health care bureaucraties. Physicians in politics were soon "swampednby health bureaucrats, lay
planners, managers and accountants ultimately resuiting in the loss of the previous medically-tied

politicai power (Cobum 1993; Cobum et al. 1983). For example, in Ontario aii health ministem
prior to 1968 were physicians, whiie after that year they were for the most part rninisters without

a medical education (Cobum 1993).
By the 1 9 8 0 the
~ ~ battie was not yet over. Doctors retaliated once more with the use of
"extra-biliing and user fees",over and above what govemment insurance would pay, such as
recommending fiuther treatments, ordering extra tests, and prescribing additional medicines

(Cobum 1988; Hamowy 1984:xVüi). The Canadian govemment, in turn, reacted by reinstating

another Hall Commission which recommended that extra-billing be banned (Cobum 1988). In
1985, with the introduction of Biil94, the Canada Health Act effectively banned ail extra-billing.

As a result, doctors displayed the most vicious public reaction since the Saskatchewan doctors'

strike nearly twenty-five years earIier (Cobum 1988). In the summer of 1986, Ontario doctors led
another twenty-day saike that stonned legislative buildings, criticised the government as "NazisH,

and withdrew al1 essential health a r e seMces (Cobum 1988). The strike, however, was ody
supported by 6C% of doctors. The fact that many doctors and the public were against the suike

ultllnately resulted in failure. Extra-bühg was at an end, and medicine's image was in "tatters."
Medicine had become characterized by the regdation of the state thror>ghprofessional
organizations (Cobum 1993).
Cobum (1993) states that in analysing the f
d of medical dominance, one is examining not
just an occupation or profession in relationship to the state (goverment), but a whole series of

interacting occupations and professions in which medicine was at the apex. He argues that statehealth occupation relationships are mediated and shaped by the relationship of medicine within the
state, and that a decline in the power of organized medicine has brought with it more direct state-

health occupation interaction. Furthemore, drawing on Johnson's (1982) ide* Cobum (1993)
states that professions and the state are not extemai to one another, but intemiingle and

interpenetrate, in that their boundaries are permeable.
Moreover, the "state", Cobum argues, has never been "neutral"regarding the health
proféssions (Cobum 1993). This has been cleariy demonstrated by state-medicine interactions.
As previously discussed, the state f h t accorded medicine a monopoly on the market in the
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nineteenth century, and then reinforced that monopoly in the early twentieth century by restncting

the activities of other health occupations and the public (Cobum 1993). Second, during World
War II medicine was intimately involved in f d e d policy. Third, the deche of medical
dominance has been characterized by an infiltration of state power into professional organizations,

whereby state ratiorialization led to the reduction of medical control over h d t h care division of
labour, and the restructwing of stateprofession and interprofessional relationships. Medicai
domhance can thus be desaibed as an initiai extemai authority beginning in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries7foiiowed by the penetration of medicine into the state. and finally
the irifiision of the state into medicine (Coburn 1993).
The state, how-er7 was not universally respoosible for initiaily granting medicine
professional autonomous or monopolistic market control (Larson 1977:24-5). The state could
eliminate wmpetiton such as in the case of cornpetkg health occupations, but it could not force
consumers to agree to use medicine or consent to a monopoly. It is what Larson terms the

"negotiationof cognitive exciusiveness" that was key to medicine s e c u ~ ga medicd monopoly
(1977:24-5). This concept refers to a process whereby medicine unifiecl itseff around a
demonstrably superior definition of the medical "commodity",and guaranteed a reliable
production of producers (1977:24-5). In other words. medicine achieved monopoly when it
convinced the public, rather than physically demonstrateci its overall effectiveness and superiority,
over aii competing non-dopathic hedth professions. Once this had been achieved, the state
contributed wihgly to a medical monopoly by means of registration and licensing (1977:23).
Furthemore, under the pretense of ensuring public health, medicine had s e w e d a privileged
conduit to govemental backing for its monopoüstic claims (1977:23). These arguments would

support Navarrots(1976) conclusion that as Uieqdties are forceMy established, capitaiist
processes underlie medical donhance.

The Rise o f Aitemative Medicine
It is at this tirne in the early-to-mid-1980s that competing or "alternative" health
occupations began to establish themselves, filling in the void where medical power left off. For
example, Nursing, which was previously subordinate to medicine, began to p d c e independentiy
(Cobum 1988). Midwives begm to gain recognition in the form of traditional and non-invasive

birthing practices, and other drugless healers such as chiropractors began to gain legitimacy. One

rnay argue that this period of resurgence in "alternative" competing health occupations marks the
beginnllig of the questionhg of biomedicine, and its right to determine how medical care is

delivered (Cobum 1988). Whether this is directly reflective of a postmodem or "fbgmented"
society is debatable (Hook 1993). This penod also marks the shift f?om curative to preventive
medicine, and the "birth"of patient-centered medicine.
Presently (1W8), there are literally hundreds of alternative f o m of medicine across North
Amenca and Europe, ranghg fiom re-established therapies such as homeopathy, osteopathy and
naturopathy, to ancient healing systems such as traditional Chinese medicine, to more esoteric or

spiritual therapies such as r e g and sound therapy. Moreover, alternative therapies, as they
becorne more widespread, are fiist becorning "conventional" therapies, replacing their "alternativeM

label.

The rise of competing aitemative heahh occupations has been fùrther aided by intemal
firagmentation within the medical cornxnunity, led by physïcians who favour the decentralization of
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technology and expertise (Cobum a al. 1983). This biomedical shift has dso been aided by what

has been cded the "interdisciplinary model for the multicausality of disease" or the
"biopsychosoàai model", which in addition to a biological etiology for disease recognires the

importance of social and cultural etiologies in the definition and treatment of illness (Meinman
1988; Tumer 1990). An example of this intemal hgmentation is iiiustrated by the development

of what are d e d "complementary physiciansn-physiciam who, alongside their medical practice,
ais0 practice and

support one or more alternative therapies such as acupuncture. Furthemore,

the Canadian Complementary Medicine Association (CCMA), distinct and independent fiom the

CM& was recently established (1996-1997) to support cornplementary physicians, and to protect
them fiom harassrnent fiom the medical wlieges (Dr. Roger Rogers, complementary physician
and core founder of the C C M q personai communication, 1997) (see Figure 2B). These changes
do not, however, negate the existing power of the biomedical community to dominate notions of
health, as disaissecl below. For example, there is a definite reason why the new CCMA is not

contained w i t h or supponed by the CMA.
An earlier key development in the expansion of the autonomy of competing or alternative

health occupations in Canada was the 1982 enactrnent of the Health Professions Legislation
Review (Cobum 1993) (see Figure 2B). The Review was initidy due to public pressure arising
from cornplaints criticising what were viewed as "overlapping" health services, such as the dual

nature of midwifeiy and hospital attended births. Over eight years the Review consulteci with
hundreds of professional interest groups, and f'rnaily reported its recornmendations in 1990.

Rather than being detrimental to competing health occupations, the 24 out of 75 professions that
were selected induded such alternative therapies as midwifery, cchirpractic and massage therapy,

in addition to aüopathic occupations (Coburn 1993). The legislation loosened the boundaries
between health professions and required that each profasion, in addition to their professionai

associations, have their own goveming bodies or coikges. The establishment of regdatory

colleges provideci competing health occupations with incrrased autonomy f?om direct medical
control. "Autonomynrefers to two notions of autonorny, both "coliective"and "individual" (Hahn
199%148). "Colieaive autonomy" refen to the control of the organization by its own members,

while "individuaiautonomy" refers to the seKantro1 of each member in his or her own work
(Hahn 1995:148).

Increased autonomy for alternative health occupations, however, was not without

consequeoces. Mandated by the Health Disciplines Act, each coliege was required to have 40%
of the govemhg council of the colleges as lay members (Cobum 1993:129-38). The wUeges
were designeci to be part of a system of organizations with lay input, and to be responsive to
quasi-state innuence even direct state wntrol. As a consequence, the colkges' power had
narrowed in that they were directly answerable to state authority and public opinion (Cobum
1993). Thus, the gaining of power by competing health occupations also ironically led to greater

state control through regulatory bodies, and autonorny became "relative" to state control.

It should be noted, however, that not al1 alternative or competing health occupations have

been professionalized andor included in this legislation, and wMe they may not be protected fkom

medical scn~tiny,they have maintainecl autonomy where professionaiized altemative occupations
have lost. For example, therapies such as homeopathy and naturopathy, which were not included

in the legislation, maintain their autonomy, and in the case of naturopathy has its own independent
provincial and national regulatory boards.

M e d i d Dominance and the Biomedid Paradigm

As previously indicated, medicine over the last century has foiiowed a pattern beginning
with a rise to dominance and followed by a slow deche in power over health care, whereby

decision-making authority was transferred to, or appropnated by, the state level. It is misleadhg

to thulk, however, that medicine, whiie having iost its dominance, is still not the main form of
health m e , nor are capitalist processes of ineqdty not in play ( N a v a ~ o1976). Indeed,

medicine as an occupation is s t U the dominant form of heaIth care in the North American heaith
care systern (Cobum 1988).

The question remains, however, as to whether the biomedical paradigm upon which
medicine is predicated has also deched with the Ml of medical dominance, and ifinequaiity still
acists based on notions established by the dominant class (Navarro 1976). In other words, in îight

of a d e c h e in medical domhance, does the biomedical paradigm still dominate "health" and the
ideologicai M e w o r k to maintain this h d t h ?
Biomedicine, critical medical anthropotogists argue, is a cultural systern, containeû within
a distinct paradigm or worldview. A "pmdigrn"refers to a learned and shared set of tacit

under~fandings,accessible through a long process of s o c i h t i o n (what is often given the broadiy

definable term "culture") (Larsen 1977:32). Aspects ofa worldview relate how the world is

divided, interconnecteci and known, and sp*

what is valued and what is not, what is good,

bea~ltifiil,right, wrong or indifferent (Hahn 1995:13 1). A worldview M e r provides niles of

conduct whereby the society's rnembers know how to behave and how to judge the behaviour of

others (1995: 13 1). Thus, a cultural system has four distinct components: (1) a domain of
knowledge or beliec or a definition of the cultural system; (2) a system of values and ideals of

behaviow, (3) an organized means for teaching this domain and cultural values to recruits and
other participants, and (4) setting noms of behaviour and practice in which these beliefs, values

and tachhgs are enacted (1995: 132). Biomedicine can no longer be viewed as an impartial body
of knowledge, as it is clearly rooted in cultural presuppositions and values associateci with rules of
wnduct, and embedded in a larger societd and historicai context.
One rnay argue that in biomedicine, the paradigrnatic model or woridview is based on the
bio-che~caVrnec~cal
h e w o r k for disease causation. h e s s is restricted to purely the
physical level of the body, isolated to distinct body parts. Medicine prevents and cures, studies

and treats not persons or their bodies, but the diseases of bodies (Hahn 1995:133). Disease

becomes an "entity", an "independent thing", such that death is viewed as "fdure", "defeat"
(1995:134;lW). In biomedicine, shared definitions of reality are based on relatively unifonn and

standardized practices. Biomedicine searches for universal causal laws, claùns to enact "valuefkenand empirical observation and anaiysis, and emphasizes the assumptions of objectivity,

rationality, replicability, comparability and generalizabiiity (Clarke 1983:72; Larson 1977:32;
Hahn 1995:149). Kaptchuk States:

Western medicine is concemed mainly with isolable disease categones or agents of
disease, which it zeroes in on, isolates, and tries to change, control, or destroy. The
Western physician starts with a symptom, then searches for the underlying mechanism-a
precise cause for a specific cüseaw. The disease may affect various parts of the body, but
it is a relative1y well-dehed, ~ e ~ c o n t a i n ephenomenon.
d
Precise diagnosis fhmes an
exact, quantifiable description of a nmow area. The physician's knowledge is anaiyticcutting through the accumulation of bodily phenornena like a surgeon's scalpel to isolate
one single entity or cause (1983 :4; emphasis included).
The scientific paradigm, as a consequence, facilitates the fomlation of new theones and
the t e h g of predictions that fit ody within this scientific model (Patel 1987). Because scientists
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are the only producers of scientific hiowledge, the lay public has no choice but to accept, without

sbared understanding, the scientific definitions of practice and progress (Larson 1977:32).
The r e d t ofthe above fâctors wnceming the biomedical paradigm, as advocates of
alterna& paradigms would argue, is that the scientific model leads to a diminished ability to
interpret and perceive phenomena that lie outside the boundmies ofthe biomedical paradigm, and
to incorporate differing worldviews. For example, a non-specifïc pain which rndests over the
entire physicai body, with seemingly no cause, rnay be simply classined by the biomedical model
as a product of the patiént's "imagination" or "anxîety" (something that wiii pass with no senous
répercussions), rather than as a serious illness to be expioreci on levels beyond the physical body.
Furthemore, the elite nature of medical training ensures that the average laypemn does not
strictly foiiow biomedical conceptions of disease and the body.
Thus, biomedical notions of health are not universal. Biomedical knowledge
notwithstanding, alternative forms of medicine foliow a different model of health, basing notions
of health on a paradigm that includes concepts such as "energy", "holism" and "hannony", and

treating illness as unique to the individual rather than to the mass public, whiie recognizing and
valuhg personai or "subjective" models of illness causation (Patel 1987:669-78). In an alternative

model, health involves not only physiological h d t h and the absence of disease, but in addition to
psychological and spintual well-being. Optimum health is viewed as tied to many levels, where
illness is first seen to manifiest on the 'energeticn level before it proceeds to the physid. In
contrast to the biomedical physician, Kaptchuk states, for exarnple:

The Chinese physician, in contrast, directs bis or her attention to the complete
physiological and psychologid individual. AU relevant information, hcluding the
symptom as weiî as the patient's other general characteristics, is gathered and woven
together until it forms what Chinese medicine cals a 'pattern of disharniony" (1983:4).
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Getthg back to the root issue, one argument is that, foiiowing the logic of the tramfer of

medical power, if dominance over health care is now maintaineci within the state level, then the
potential for the biomedical paradigrn to dorninate individual and societal notions of health is more

powertirl thm ever before. State controiied health care would maintain a hegemony over the
means of health and the definition ofboth health and heaith care (see Figure 3). A wntrary

argument suggests, howwer, that the decline of medical dominance has led to the deche of the
biomedicd p d g m - a consequence of medicine loshg to the state its power over heaith care,

and the resurgence of altemative heahh ocaxpations or what may be cded "counter-hegernonic"
health movements (see Figure 3A).
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In order to M y understand these issues, one must fint examine several distinct yet
interrelated concepts: (1) the role of the state, doctor and individual in maintaining health; (2) the
nature of hegemony; (3) the role of alternative heaith occupations. and (4) the role of

"rnedicahho~"

As prwiously discussed, the role of the state in maintaining health has been through the
appropriation of medical power, and through the infiltration of state power into professional
o ~ o n s State
. rationalizaton therefore led to the reduction of medical control over the

heaith Gare division of labour, and the restructuring of state-profession and interprofaional
relationships (Cobum 1993:129-38). The state, however, did not change the paradigm through
which this health was achieved-narnely that of the biomedical modei, nor did it change its

capitalist structure based on the unequal control of the social relations of production. The role of
the doctor in maintaining health, then, has diminished. in that doctors have lost their domhance to

the state. Doctors, however, have maintained their autonomy to promote their own notions of
biomedical health. The role of the individual in health maintenance, one might argue*depends

partly on individual worldview wnceming illness causation, partly on the financial means available
to the individual (which remah unequal in a capitafist system), and partly on the health seMces or

idktmcture avdable to resolve illness and maintain individual h d t h (Navarro 1976). The
means to maintain health, in tur-n,depends on the nature and form of the health Gare system, which

in the Western world is characterized by a biomediad and capitalist hegemonic system (Navarro
1976).

"Medicalizationn,a characteristic of a dominant biomedicine*refers to-the "processand
product of defining and treating human experiences as medical problems", or "a process by which
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non-medical problems become defineci and treated as medica! problems, usudy in ternis of
iII'~eses or disorders" (Broom and Woodward 1996;Stoppard 1990; emphasis added).

MediCakation is a widespread process in the practice of ailopathic medicine. accomplished
through s p e d c processes such as using medical language to describe a problem, or through
adopting a medical fhmework or intervention to treat or understand a problem (Broom and
Woodward 1996).
Therefore, the m e r s to the above questions are many-fold. In any kgemony there are
always counter-hegemonic rnovements such as alternative views and ideology (Findlay and Miller
1994). As previously discussed, such is the nature of the airrent North Arnerican health Gare

system, illustrateci by the resurgence of alternative or competing health occupations. One may

argue that the biomedicd paradigrn has indeed maintained power through the m e r of medicd
power to the state, and through the maintenance of acisting capitalist class relations. The
biomedical paradigm, however, is fiir fiom omnipotent. Where the biomedical paradigm is
maintained within the state level to wntrol health and health care, there are dso wrnpeting health

occupations which provide alternatives to the biomedical paradigm for disease causation,

including the practicai means to achieve health dong aiternative ideology. Furthemore, the fall of
medical dominance has encouraged a resurgence in counter-hegemonic health occupations,
thereby diminishg biomedical dominance. Doctors, while they may have lost their medicalprofessional dominance, still have the autonomy to promote biomedicine, but individuals now
have the choice between dominant or alternative fonns of health care (see Figure 3B). W e
medicaiization rnay continue to be perpehiated in the search for health care, it is not a reflection of
medical dominance, as individuals now have the option to choose alternative models of illness

causation. The relative deche in the power of prof-oaal

medicine and in the biomedical mode1

does not, however, diminish the fàct that the biomedicai p d g m still dominates heaith care, or

that it still has considerable power to n m g h a b alternative health occupations as it continues to
do today. Moreover, capitalist ioequalities remain, as they are ingrained in any capitalist systern

(Navam 1976). These structural issues as they apply diredy to individual expenences with
illness and health care strtsgïes will be disaissecl M e r in Chapter Five.
Bakx surnmarizes the context of the f d of medical dominauce and of the rnodemist
enterprise:
[. . .]just as the promises of the captriins of industry, the scientisis, the planners, and other
arcbitects of the New Jerusalem were never realized, so too the biomedicd %te*
has
failed to cure the 'modem' ilInesses of the western disease profile as dramaticaiîy and
effectiv:elyas it di4 say, 'consurnption' earlier this century. Furthemore, the modemist
project is perceived as h h g a d y contributed to that poor health profile by creating
amongst other things, the industrial City, nuclear poiiution, irradiateci food, and antibiotic
resistant bacteria. In short rnodemism, biomedicine included, has become politically and
cu1turaUy out of 'synch' with a growing section of the population [. . . ] biomedicine is in
danger of losing both its a d and ideologicai hegemony because: firstly, it has culturally
distanced itselff?om the consumers of its service; secondly, it has failed to match its
propaganda promises with real breakthroughs in combatting the diseases created by
modemism itself; thirdly, patients have become m e r alienated by negative physical and
psychological experiences at the hands of biomedicai practitioners themselves (199 1:2425; 33; emphasis in original).

Figure 3B: Hegemonic and Counter-hegemonic
Health Movements

Counter-hegemonic Health
Movements

Hegemonic Biomedicine

1

Individual

1

Summary

It is clear that medicine has been marked by a process of an historic rise to elitism and
dominance, followed by a slow but steady decline in medicd power whereby medical control was
transferred to the state level. Just as medicine gained its dominance through various forms of
antagonism and regdation aimeci at destroying ail competing health occupations and maintaining

an economic monopoly, medicine neglected the fhct that the vehicle through which it appropriated
this power, that of the state, could eady be used to dissolve it in simiiar fishion.
Medicine as a form of health care in North Amenca, however, has by no means wmpletely
lost its power, and remains the dominant form of hedth care in North America by maintaining its
hegemony over health services, and by promoting capitaiist inequalities. As will be seen in later
chapters, medical dominance can have very real darnaging effects in the üves o f everyday

individuals. One rnay argue, however, that rather than continuhg to maintain medical elitism, the
shift in medical power to the state has resulted in wunter-hegemonic movements marking the
deciine in the dominance of the biomedicd paradigm towards defining notions of health. This
decline in the dominance of the biomedicd paradigm has resulted in a resurgence of competing
alternative health occupations, whereby those occupations have gained autonomy alongside
orthodox practitioners. Furthemore, new concepts of health and what it means to be healthy

have arisen and are providing strong options to the biomedical disease fiamework.
In Chapter Four, narratives are presented which detail the search for, and use of,
alternative andfor plural health care seNices by indMciuais d e h g with various f o m of chronic

illness. As previously indicated, there exist two conceptuai fhmeworks for understanding this
search: (a) individual narrative meaning, and @) medicd dominance, the latter of which has been
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discussed in detail. The question remains as to how medicai dominance underlies the experiences
of individual people, who today are fiir removed £tomthe historical processes which inherentiy

shaped the health aire system in which we are now emersed.

W e at first dance medical dominance may seem unrelateci to individual me-seeking
behaviour, there are eiements which point to the conclusion that the underlying effects of medical
dominance rernain powerfùi. This will be explored in M e r detail in Chapter Five. Furthemore,
the question remains as to what kind of health Gare sysiem the chronic illness sufferer must deal

with at present, and what kinds of medical dominance f i e must fkce. The answer, as will be
seen, is cornplex and many-faceted. Certain aspects of medical dominance remain, while others

have disappwed oniy to be replaced by different forms. Most importantiy, for those who are

receiving no help fiom dominant health care services, there are now new forms o f health care
fiom which to choose.

Chapter Three: Methods

In this chapter, methods are presented detailing how information was gathered in the
presemt research ~hidy.As an introductory note, and as detailed in Chapter One, the key method
used to coilect information was the illness narrative, based on tape-recorded intemews with

individuals dealing with serious or chronic illness. The main goals were: (1) to use the

descriptive narrative to identify heaith seeking behaviour with regard to the use of conventional or
unconventional health seMces by individuais stperiencing chronic iliness, and (2) to reveai details
as to how the nature of chronic illness affecteci the use of these services. The two theoretical

fiameworks of the care-seeking narrative and the medical dominance thesis were then applied to
the narratives.

Theoretical Coatext of Narrative Method

The use of iliness narratives in this research is a key methodological tool for understanding
individual perceptions of chronic illness, and for tracing the history of ibess associated with the

use of plural health care services. Personal illness narratives are the ideal tool for understanding
chronic illness, as its debilitating and long-lasting nature lads to detailed penond documentation
of illness history (Kleinman l988:48). Kleinman states that the value of the iUness narrative lies in
its ability to help resolve Mering and to provide effective uue for ilhess sufferen:
There is evidence to indicate that through examlliing the partidar significances of a
person's illness it is possible to break the vicious cycles that amplûy distress. The
hterpretation of &ess meanings can also contribute to the provision of more effective
care. Through those interpretations the kstrating consequemes of disabity can be
reduced (1988:9).
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Using an anaiysis of illness narrative, the h e s s d e r e f s social context may nrst be

revealed. For example, the individual'sfamily social wntext, occupation history, education and
residence history may be documented. The use of the ihess namitive locates the individual's
illness in a particular conceptual context, revealing an important perception of individuai illness as
it is associated with plural therapy use. Both the individual's illness history, and the themes of

causation, treatment, heaiing, acceptace and worldview are highlighted. Furthemore, use of
ïilness narrative enables the dynamic between the use of plural therapies to be rwealed. When,

where, how and why an individual began using plural therapies, and the individuai's opinion
towards these therapies, is doatmented. The researcher, using the i b s narrative, becornes an

hterpreter through which the individual's explanatory mode1 is mediated (Kadert 1WO:2 14).
This research draws upon illness narratives of individuals d e ~ orgh a k g sutfered from
chronic illness, in an interview context. LnteMews were semistructureci, based on sernistructured
questions, and were conducted in 45 minute sessious, including follow-up interviews to track
developments of key infonnants when applicable.
Interview questions dehed the topic and issues to be explored, with the possibility of the
i n t e ~ e w eor
r respondent pursuing additional reiated issues and topics. Questions were
structured loosely around six main categories, as dehed by Britten (1995:252): (1) behaviour or
experience; (2) opinion or beliec (3) fwlings; (4) knowledge; (5) sensory experience, and (6)
background or demographic details. The main goal of the interview and related questions was to
discover the individual's own framework of meanings conceming illness and the use of plural
therapies.
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While the interview rernained open-emded, the foiiowing interview questions and issues
were raised: (1) "Please give a brief description of your education (formai and infonnal), work

and M

y history" (2)"Has your ihess been medically diagnosed, and at what period in your life

did the h e s s appear?" (3) "What were the symptoms leading up to your illness?" (4) "How did
YOU

perceive your own health leading up to, and during the t h e you first perceiveci your iiiness?"

(5) "What kinds of plural therapies have you been using to cope with your illness?" (6) "How
have these therapies helped to relieve your illness?" (7) "Whichtherapy or therapies if any, in your

opinion, waslwerelislare the most effective?" (8) "What, in your opinion, were the major factors

contribuhg to your illness?" (9) "How do you perceive your own health after using these
therapies?" (10)When you first began feeling the effêcts of your illnas, what therapy or therapies
did you first choose, and why?

Target Group

Information was gathered f?om May to December 1997. Interviews were initially
undertaken with ten adults (five men, five women) of middle age, who were sdering or who had
d e r e d fiom chronic illness, as defined above. The main target group was defined as individuals

suffering from chronic illness, who had used or were currently using plural therapies, and were
associateci with either alternative therapy clinics or alternative therapy practices in Wuuiipeg,
Manitoba From the total number of ten individual interviews, three key i n t e ~ e w were
s
selected
and transcribd. While the gender distribution of these key narratives tumed out to be ali male,
no direct gender-Iimiting factor was applied by the researcher. Key narratives were selected based
upon amount of detail, relevant illness story, use of therapies, individual interest, and the potential
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for foiiow-up interviews.
At the begimiing of the study, interviews were additionally undertaken with altemative and

complernentary practitioners. Fïve interviews were undertaken with alternative and
compiernentary practitioners from diverse backgrounds, as they were associated with alternative

health chies and alternative therapy practices in Wtnnipeg. The main purpose of inte~ewing
practitioners was to obtain access to possible patient informants, due to the fact that practitioners
performed a very real "gatekeqer" role (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). Accordingly, the data
obtaiaed from the practitioner i n t e ~ e w has
s been used as airsory to that obtained from

individuais. nie use of additional interviews with practitioners has k e n used to supplement the
data obtained with chronic h e s s sufferers, and in some cases provides a national Canadian

context for the research. Due to the scope of the study, however, the main focus of the research
remained largely on illness sufferers.

Use of "snowbaiinsampling, a qualitative approach used to idente informants by
infomiants norninating others, was used to obtain initial contact with individuals (Creswell 1994;

Joe Kaufert, personal communication 1998). The subsequent communication between researcher
and indwiduals was further empioyed towards establishing a largw group of ùiformants.
"Purposive" sampling, which involves the directecl selection of idionnants by the researcher, was

used to resolve any access problems that arose in the attempt to estabiish a balanceci informant

group (Cresweii 1994). Individuais, clinics, private praaices and contact numbers/addresses were
also identifieci through continuai monitoring ofa Wuinipeg altemative medicine and "New Age"
newsietter, "The Aquarhn." "The Aquarian" provides detaiied and updated information
conceming listings of alternative therapies, local centres and pracfitionen. Additionally,
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individuais were identined by informing alternative practitionen of the intended research and
practitioner referral to patients. The informant group was focuseci on obtaining vaiidity of
d v e s rather than attempting to satisfy complete representation, and was not limiteci to a set
number of Sonnants or a strict control group.
Selection for infomiants was not restricted based on the demographic factors of gender
(despite a gender-baîanced initial target group), age, education, "classn,social or ethnic
background, occupation, or use of a specific therapy or duration of therapy. These are, however,
exceilent indicetors and have been employed in other studies (Keiner and Wellman 1997a; b).
Demograpbic variation, while valuable, was not used as a focus for this research.
The above-specified target group was justined for several reasons. It is clear that the

individuai use of plural therapies involves the use of not only multiple healing rnodalities, but the

use of multiple therapies within modalities. For example, an individual d e r i n g fiom chronic

back pain may have used alternative therapies such as acupuncture, reiki, and massage therapy, in
addition to biomedical therapies such as pain relief drugs and physiotherapy. Thus a group of
chronic illness d e r e n limited stnctiy to acupuncture and biomedical pain relief drugs, for
example, would cleariy not be representative or vaüd concerning the actual varieci individual use
of plural therapies. The broad membership criteria towards use of therapies as defined in this
study, is a purposefùi attempt at establishg a descriptive and emic perspective towards individual
are-seeking behaviour and perception of the efficacy of plural thenipies. This is a methodology

cleariy supported by Sharrna (1995: 15- 18). This study, therefore, is a pretiminary descriptive
analysis of narratives which cannot sample for or systematidy control for demographic
variation.
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This study has chosen to focus on the use of plural therapies by chronic ülness sufferers,
rather than to focus on one particular illness group. The underlying reason for this focus is that
chronic illness encompasses a broad range of largely untreatable and undiagnosable ilinesses by
biomedical standards, thus resulting in a large proportion of chronic iiiness sufferers using plural

therapies (Keiner and Wehan 1997; Sharma 1992). As indicated, however, as the study
progressed, it became increasingly foaissed on chronically acute andor We-threatening symptoms

than on mild chronic ilinesses. This may have led to a sample bias, however, this study does not
claim to make overarching generalizations based on the sample. Fhaliy7this study has limited the
sample to a smaii number of ihess narratives due to the time-consuming nature of qualitative
information gathering and data anaiysis, and the recognized s a p e of the study.

Ethics
For the intended research, confidentiality was maintaineci based on the guidelines specified

in the consent form iliustrated in Appendix B (please see Appendix &"Consent Fom"
below). Pnor to the interview, a detailed consent fom was signed andor read through by both

the inte~ewerand individual to be inte~ewed,and consent was negotiated based on the
following terms: (1) participation by individuals was voluntary, and was not soiicited through any

other means; (2) the interviewee7participant or individual was fiee to withdraw fiom the research
at any tirne, without consequeme; (3) every effort was made to maintain complete wnfidentiality,
based on the clear and prior specifications of the participant, a s was negotiated in the consent

form-no personal information, including proper or place aames, was released without expresseci
consent hthe participant; (4) quotations were not attributed to 118med individuals without their
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expressed consent and review of the quotation; (5) upon individual request, transaipts of ody
those participarits' transcribed or taped materials were fkeely given to participants, and (6) the

participant had the right to m o e the consent form at any t h e in the consent negotiation.

Conceptuil Mode1

Due to the qualitative design of the intendeci study, variables have not been identifieci as
"independent" or "dependent." Fbther, variables are seen as "interco~ecteû"and "interrelatecl."

Further, variables in this study were not "measured"quantitatively, but were "recorded "
puaiitatively.

The variables in this snidy may be disaisseci as relationships between categories or
themes, and as discussed earlier in the care-seeking narrative. Prior to research, six potential
thematic constnicts were identined: (1) the individual iiîness narrative; (2) the individual ihess;
(3) the individual explanatory mode1 of illness; (4) therapies (alternative, wmplementary,

biomedical); (5) the health and healing of the individuai, and (6) the significance and role of plural
therapies.

The potential relationships between themes were understood not as direct causal
relaîionships, but as a "web"of interconnecteci relationships between themes, with the potential of
any number of possibilities (see Figure 4). One may begin at any particular therne, and then

proceed to analyze the relative themes that are connected to it. One may also move back and
forth between themes. Thus, one theme may precede the other, based on the particular nature of

the individual's illness narrative.

Research Context
Interviews were done exclusiveiy by the p ~ c i p l investigator
e
in the City of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada- There were no CO-investigatorsinvolved in the study, or the use of additional

trained interviewers aside fiom the researcher. The research fiirther involved the duration of one
week travel outside Wuullpeg to Vancwver, British Columbia. Vancouver hosts a Mnety of
alternative therapies, and is a leading city in alternative health are. The main purpose in visiting

Vancouver was to obtain interviews with alte~ve/comp~ementary
practitioners to gain a
national Canadian perspective, and for the observation of the new Tai Chi Research Centre for
Alternative and Complementary Medicine. The core of the research, however, was fmsed in

Wuuiipeg, and rernained directed a individuais experiencing illness.
Individuals were identifieci either by referral fkom practitioners, or through the individual's
association with either alternative therapy clinics or pnvate practices. Upon obtaullng individual
consent through a written wnsent fom, intewiews Iasted a p p r o d e l y 45 minutes. Follow-up
i n t e ~ e wwere
s
then undertaken with individuals where additional information was necessary.
Where individuais were contacteci through practitioner referral, every effort was made to ensure
confidentiality of the individuai, by the p d t i o n e r first wntacting the individual and requesting
consent on behalf of the researcher.
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Thematic Anaiysis
The research has h w n upon several dytical techniques. Due to the nahire of this
qualitative design, analysis in this study was undertaken ~Unultaneouslywith data coiiection,
interpretation and narrative writing, and was continued at the end of the study. Rather than
attempting to satisfy broad generalizations such as in a quantitative study, analysis foaised on the
intenial validity of informant narrative.

Data was analyzed using content analysis and specific coding procedures (Berg 1989:105127; Strauss and Corbin l99O:61-143). Content analysis is moa ofken used for analyzing

remrded verbal communications, such as in illness narratives. Content analysis has been broady
defined as "any technique for making uiferences by systematic and objective identifying [of]
special characteristics of messages" (Berg 1989:106). Content analysis in this study involved both
manifest and latent content. The former refers to the physically transcribed and directly
observablejargon andor words or phrases also known as "in vivo codes" (1989:106). The latter
involves an interpretive reading or sociological analysis of the symbolism underlying the physically
presented data (1989:107). Manifest and latent analysis aliows for a baianced interpretation,

while the validity of latent content has been substantiated with follow-up interviews. Units of
anaîysis in transcribed narratives involved the identification of (1) key sentences, paragraphs or

phrases; (2) groupings of words around main conceptual clusters or ideas, and (3) the whole unit
of the sender's message (Berg 1989:1 13).
Concepts, categones, relationships between categones and theory were developed in the

course of coding as used in Grounded Theory (Strauss and Corbin 1990). Codgigis defineci as
the process of anaiyzing data (Strauss and Corbin 1990:61). Open wdùig is defimi as the

process ofbreaking dom eXamining, compariog, conceptualizing and categorizing data
(1990:61). Open coding was used to identi@ concepts in transcnbed interviews, by naming

phenornena, followed by concept identification, then concept grouping and categorization. M e r
the caiegonization stage, dimensions withia categories, such as the properties of categories dong
a continuum, were established (Strauss and Corbin 1990:69-72)(Please see Appendu C-

"Exatnple of Code Notes" below).
Additionally, field notes and diary entries were reguiariy reviewed, and analysis involved

"membercheckingw,or the verification and validification of the researcher's interpretations by
inforrnants (CresweLI 1994:167).

Signifiifaoce of Rcsearch

As disaisseci above, the majority of Canadian studies (with the exception of those
previously detailed) examinhg plural medicine have remained focused on large quantitative
surveys of Canadan physician attitudes and practices towards complementary and alternative

medicine, while consistently avoiding the systematic analysis of dternative/wmplmientary therapy
use by the Canadian individual or patient (GoldSmiidt et al. 1995; Hook 1993; LaValley and
Verhoef 1995; Verhoef and Sutherland 1995).

The howledge generated by this study has rnany aspects. As previously stated, the
research may be viewed as a "window"on the partiailu use of plural therapies by a select number

of Canadian iiiness sufferers. The research also reveals a detailed description and anaiysis of the

processes involving plurai therapy use by illness sufferers. Additionally, the particular therapies
used by individuals and related iiinesses are placed in a highiy relevant context of conceptual
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models, significance and healing, as anaiyzed in an ilhess d v e . The combination of therapies
used by illness d e r e r s , the range of ilinesses suffered by individuais, the individual's perception

of the iiiness and heaiing process associated with plurai therapies, and the reasons underlying

Uidividual use of plural therapies are explored and discusseû.
This research wii?be invaluable for hedth a r e provision, health care senice deiivery, and
in the education of health care providers. As previously stated, the research rnay be used by
physicians and other heaith Gare providers to gain a greater understanding of and appreciation for

plural therapies. Additiodiy, h d t h care providers and consumer groups of illoess derers alike
may greatly benefit £kom an understanding of how individuais conceptuaike their illness while

using plural therapies. This research dso begins to fil a large gap in heaith care provider
awareness of plural therapies, as identifiecl by LaVaiiey and Verhoef and discussed above
(1995:4549). Furthemore, this research may be usefid for public policy rnakers, by providing a

detded description of how individuais are actudy using plural therapies, in Light of hedth policy

such as health insurance and health care delivery (Vincent and Furnham 1997).

Chapter Four: Case Narratives

...wbai aierything else fi& end even the doctors kïnd of give up on y o u .,you imow what choice have 1
got?.-.Youknow 1get thrown out of a hospital...aü of a sudden y o u k had a problan you g d thrown out
on the street..and you have to try to deai wiîh t h g s

I nnd tbat with dternative healersfi. youte intemsted they will just give you a wealth of
hwiedge...ttiey do& hold baclt..whcrais doctors like to keep things: 7am îhe doctor and 111tell you
wfiat you need to know-don't ask me anymore"

I have seen niost peuple who go on dnigs d e r hiatrogenic diseast: disease caused by the treetments
tfiat the doctors give you..and 1believe because of the bicity of soole of the dnigs,thaî it probably leads
people to an e d y grme

Introduction
The above statements were made by three individuais whose illness narratives are the
focus for this chapter. The three narratives corne out of a series of i n t e ~ e w held
s with chronic
illness sufferers, who were searching for effective therapeutic relief. They represent, in basic

form, the cme-seeking t mut ive, previously discussed in Chapter One. The narratives were
chosen based on their representative detaiis and relevant stories about coping with chronic illness

and swvch for therapies. There was broad variation in the narratives with regard to type of illness
sdered, in that the selected narratives consist of two individuais dealing with HIV,and one
coping with an interna1 head injury.

As disaisseci earlier, chronic illness is varied in scope in terms of illness type, etiology and
symptom picture. Accordingly, chronic fonns of iliness necessitate many kinds of treatment.
Moreover, chronic ilinesses are often misdiagnosed, and at times no underiying physiological
cause can be found for the illness using conventiod biomedical techniques (Kleinman 1988). As

a result of aii of these factors, as will be illustrateci by the three case narratives, inchiduais
experiencing chronic illness often go beyond conventiod biomedical Gare in their search for
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e f f d v e thenipies to treat their chronic conditions. Therefore, the use of "aitedve" forms of
health care is cornmon among chronic patients (Garro 1992:100-37).
In the interviews, individuais were asked to talk about their expenences with chronic

ilhess and their search for therapy. The narratives began with the incihidual telüng the story of
his iliness-how and when it began, how it rnay have disrupted his We, and the search for
diagnosis and effective treatment. Similar to Garro's (1992) research documenthg chronic illness
and the construction of narratives, the narratives in this chapter reconstnict past evtnts. In

addition, the present is explained with reference to this recunstructed past. As a result, both past
and present are used to generate expectations about the hture (Garro 1992:101). Thus, temporal
events are used to recreate new meankg (Hyden 1997).
These narratives represent a spectmm of individual experiences. The narratives presented
here represent the "lived"or "embodied" iilness experiences of individuals who have had to deal
with illness at some point in their lives, and who have faced the chdenge of searching for therapy
in a complex biomedicine. The reader wüi discover that some of these individuals have managed

to cope with their illnesses in such a way that ilhess is no longer at the forefront of their lives,
while others continually face the challenge of unresolved symptoms including We-threatening

factors. As wiii be discussed in the next chapter, the narratives also refer to stnictural elements
which reflect the social, historical and political infIuences of the medical dominance thesis.
Furthemore, each narrative chronicles a personal quest for therapy. More than the mere

recounting of an ilhess event, it becornes clear that the narratives represent a Life dtered by illness

(Frank 1995; Garro 1992).
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Both similarities and Werences can be drawn in the way the three individuals present their
h e s s stories.

One of the main sidarities between the narratives is the diffidties each individual

hced in seeking effective care for a chronic condition Search for therapy often involvecl

i n e f f i v e treatment, and dealùig with an impersonai biomedical health uire system. One of the
clear Werences was the variation in illness among the tbree individuals; indeed, HIV is very

different nom an internal head injury. Nevertheles, the fact that they are two types of chronic
illness reveal signifiant wmmonalities between the narratives. Furthemore, as many authors

have argued in the past, the three narratives also rnay stand on their own, thereby defjhg
cornparison, by o f f i g unique accounts of lives profowidly changeci by chronic U n e s (Frank
1995; Garro 1992; Neinman 1988).
In this chapter, the intemiew material is organized and presented in a way that surnmarizes

the We-eveats and itlness history of the individual. This aiiows for cornparisons across the three
narratives, and helps to ident* sirnilar themes (Garro 1992:101). An analysis of the pertinent

themes, using added namitive examples, is then provided in Chapter Five.
Using a classificatory model effectively applied by Garro (1992:102) in her study of

chronic pain, individuals may be seen to reconstruct their h e s s histones foliowing a specific
pattern of stages. First, the narratives begin by indicaihg what may be called the "ihessgenesis."
nie illness genesis can be denved from the individual's own explanatory model or worldview, and

communicated through how the individuai talks about how the illness began. The iihess genesis,
as exempfifïed in this siudy, rnay also combine both exterior {alternative and biomedical), and

personai models for the construction of the illness genesis. This becornes apparent in the
118cf8tivesof H N ,where an w I y biomedical diagnosis is ofken made, and in other illnesses where
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the awareness of exterior information surrounding the ihess event enmeshes with personai

models. The illness genesis a h usually indicates certain precipitating factors for the cause of the
illness, in addition to other contextual and surroundhg details.
Second, the narratives continue by indicating a period of time up to the individual's

realuation of the disruptive nature of their chronic symptoms (Garro 1992:102). This period can

be as short as a number of days, to as long as weeks, months, and even years. Particular
charaaeristics that are indicative of this second stage are the disruption of daily life activities,
such as work and W

y life. This stage is also characterized by a transition to the individual's

realizaton that therapy is aeeded.

Following from this second period, a third stage emerges as the individual searches for a

clear diagnosis for their illness (Garro 1992:102). The diagnosis often involves a search for an
exterior, usudy biomedical description, rather than the individual's mode1 alone. A biomedical

diagnosis, however, as in the rumatives cases, did not necessanly end the individuai's chronic
syrnptorns, as curative biomedical treatment for chronic syrnptoms is rare (Kleinman 1988). As a
result, individuals in this study ofien pursueci other forms of unconventionai treatment such as
alternative therapies, despite having a biomedical diagnosis. The search for diagnosis, as in the

second stage, may be very short, or may last years (Garro 1992:102).
A fourth stage, although not necessarily last, is the search for effective therapeutic

treatment. Due to the varied nature of chronic illness, individuals in this study often fàced a

lengthy search for effective therapies which could treat their chronic conditions. As mentioned
&lier, conventionai biomedical therapies can have no potentiai for resolving or helping chronic
symptoms. As a result, the individuais in this study pursued alternative health are. Many of
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these alternative therapies provideci reliec although these therapies s t i l had to contend with the
COmplexity of chronic illness.

Lady, the narratives represented here are aot intended to be "quantifieci." The pain,

suffering and healing of each individual is not to be "rationaiwdnor "objeçtifiedn,or re-classified
into a "medicalproblern" or disease in order to be understood or deemed uvalid"(Good et al.
1992). The experiences represented here camot be "measured",but should be understood for

what they represent: they are "Livednexpenences, personal stories shared by individuals who
want to express the experience of dealing with an illness. Personal illness stories are not oniy

limited to the individual dealing with the ihess, extend to the people around them-their M y ,
fnends and caregivers (Frank 1991). Most important, these stories can extend to the people who

simply want to learn about what it is Lice to deal with an illness.
To maintain the wnfidentiality and anonymS of the individuals describecl below, place
and proper names have been changed wherever possible, as indicated in the Ethics section in

Chapter Three. For a more detailed explanation of the therapies presented below, please see
Appendix A-" Delinitions of Alternative Therapies."

-

1

Doug's story

1first met Doug in the summer of 1997, when I was conducting fieldwork i n t e ~ e w for
s

this thesis. My first impression was that there was nothing seriously wrong with him. There was
no indication that he had SUffefed fiom a senous intemal head injury fourteen years earlier fiom a
car accident. We met at a local coffee shop, and &ove to his smaii house located in a quiet

cornmunity. Pnor to the interview, the only indication that there migbt have been something
amiss with Doug was the decor of Doug's house, which was a e d with odds and ends located in

airious piles. As was later revealed, this decor was necessary for living with an intemal head
injury, as the performance of daily activities required that Doug Literally see everything in fiont of

him. The atmosphere, sirnilar to one of Kleinrnan's interviews, bordered on claustrophobic
(1988). Overall, Doug was senous and eager to begin the i n t e ~ e w
to tell me his story.
Doug's story distindy represents the care-seeking iIiness narrative, characterized by a
focus on the search for relief of suiftering and the understanding of his illness. The narrative
constructeci by Doug focuses on his understanding of his illness and the medical Gare he received,
and the effects that both have had on his Me. As in any narrative form, there are, however, other
aspects fiom Merent narrative genres apparent throughout Doug's story. For example, addimg

aspects fkom both chas and quest narratives, Doug views much of his past problems as due to an
irnproper diagnosis of his intemal head injury at the t h e of his accident, and due to the ineffeaive

and poor medical care he received after this t h e . Doug clearly indiates this accident as the
beginning of his problems. It was his discovery of alternative health care, however, which helped
to sigaincantly improve both his chronic syrnptorns and his overall life.
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Doug currently receives altemaiive health care tiom a herbalist and chiropractor. He uses
herbs to help irnprove his rnemory, bowel elimination, circulation, and general energy levels which

help him to perform daiiy activities. Chiropraaic therapy helps to keep bis spine aligned so that
he may waik without pain.

Background

B u g , 59 years of age, was bom in 1939 on a farm in rural Manitoba His mother was a
home-der, his M e r a carpenter. The oldest of three brothers, Doug's education was scattered

as his fàmüy moved locations several times. Eventdy Doug settied on mechanics as a trade. and
trained at a technical coîlege. Throughout his career, Doug workd in many mechanic-related

positions such as heavy mechanics. which involved automotive, diesel and diesel-electric. This

expertise brought him to several northern communities, where he worked as a diesel-electric
station attendant monitoring the electricity for a small station.
Before his car accident, Doug was working as an airport ïnspector, which involved the
inspection of equipment, the s u p e ~ s i o nof aircrafl fueling, and the maintenance of the runway

and electridemergency power units. At the time of the interview, Doug had been away fiom his
job for twelve years. He is currently divorceci fiom his d e , and lives with his only son.
Previously, he had been an energetic man, traveling to the many places that his work required, and

able to perform the tasks ofa demandimgjob. He now views ùi.mse& however, as a victim of the

medical "estabiisbment."

In 1983, Doug was involved in a senous car accident on his way home fiom his work at
the airport. Doug was hit on the driver's side of his car by a grave1 truck which ran a red light.
He was immediately rushed to the hospital by ambulance, but as he explains, he did not receive
the most appropnate attention. When admitted to hospitai, he was immediately strapped to a

board. The attending staff. however, failed to give him a thorough examination. It was not uiid

the next monhg that the hospital Wnoticed that Doug still had glass fiom the accident
embedded in his back, and pmmptly removed it.

Tallsng about his expenence ciirectiy &er the accident and at the hospitd, Doug notes:
They M e d me to the hospital in an ambulance...*I spent the Nght strapped to a board of
some sort [laughter]...and 1 dont really remember what tirne they-we11I think it was early
in the moming that they untied me fiom the board-and they found out that al night 1 had
been strapped to this board, no one had ever thought to take the glass out that was still
under me...and so 1was strapped to this board in the panic-1 guess when they were going
to change shifts in the morning-the nursing staff or docton 1 dont know what they werethen suddenly someone r&ed that I dihad al1 this glas under me...and so 1 guess there
was a panic to pick the giass out of me [laughter]...they untied me and turned me over and
picked al1 this glas out...and then the next morning I guess the doctors corne in and they
did a bunch of tests and they x-rayed me, and then they give me a set of cmtches and said
"go home!"

As Doug explains, he was dischargeci the very next day ftom the hospital, his intemal head
injury completely unnoticed by hospitai medical

SufTering from intemal bleedhg and acute

pain all over his body, he was refend to a speçialist who prescribed a powerful anti-idammatory
%me periods indicate a break in the vabal patian.
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h g , "Naproxin." Although providmg some initial rebec the cimg uitimately caused him more

acute symptoms, resulting in a bleediog ulcer for which he was prescribed additional medication.

This would be the nrst of many experiences in which his condition actually worsened by the
prescriptions he was given by biomedical physicians andlor speciaiists.

Prior to the accident, Doug was in good heaith, and able to keep up a demanding job and
attend to famiiy We. The accident which precipitated his head injury, and ineffective and

damaging biomedical treatrnent, however, slowly changed his previous Lifkstyle and activities.

From IUness Guiesis to Life DYruption
Miradously, Doug eventudy made it back to work f i e r his accident. ûver the next six

months, whüe maintainhg his work adVities, he began to experience symptoms of chronic fatigue
and memory loss. These syrnptoms began to prevent him from being able to perform his nomal

work duties, and he was soon forced to take an additional sick-leave. Doug was initially referred

to a work counselor who recognmd that there was a problem, but was unable to pinpoint the
cause. In the meantirne, Doug was referred to a psychiatrist, who gave him additicnal medication.

There was a specific period when Doug realized that something was seriously wrong.
Doug understands this Grne as a penod of confusion, hstration and u n c e h t y . Talking about

his exptrience at work, he explains:

...and 1 remember txying to get to work, and I would collapse several times in the walk
fiorn my parking spot to my work-place, and later on, when I got to work, 1 r d y didn't
know what I was doing there...my in-basket was pihg up, and 1just, you know,
everythmg was foreign to me.. .I didn't know what it was ali about...
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It was at this t h e that Doug reaiized that he would have to seek senous medical care to try to
understaad the chronic symptoms he was expenencing, and which were ultimately making his
previous lifestyle impossible.

The Searcb for Diagnosis
Over the next year and a half. Doug would embark on a very long search for diagnosis.

This penod was marked by Doug's uncertainty as to why he was experienchg bis symptorns, and
despair at finding no relief or justification for his condition. Doug continued to experience

memory foss, generai confusion and disorientation,hcluding muscle pain.
Doug consilted many biomedical physicians and specialists. None, however, could find

any underlying cause for his persistent symptoms. Prescribed dnig &er dru& Doug soon
developed serious side-effécts, which added other conditions to his already long list of
unexplainable symptoms. Thus Doug's life was not only disnipted by his illaes, but fiom
damaging dmg-induceci side-effects.
He first expenenced the cessation of bowel elimination and colon movement. In addition

to developing bowel problems, Doug further developed Type II diabetes, which, while perhaps
not attributed to a dmg side-eEi he was again prescribed an additional medication with

potential side-effects. It is this additional diabetic medication, which Doug believes caused a heart
attack several years later in 1990. Thus, Doug was not only suffering from symptoms produced

by bis body, but fkom the poweriûl and often toxic effects of biomedicai dmgs. Descnbing his
experiences with dmg-induced side-effécts, Doug notes:

...my elimination stoppeci...and my bely swole up so bad...1guess that was another thhg
that..d e r the accident that.. .myeiimination slowed down,and then, when I was on this
medication.. .that just plugged me up solid...and 1 swole up.. .oh 1dont know, I could put
a cup of ooffee on my beliy, iïke thet, but.. .it was temble.. .
Throughout this process, Doug aiso had to deal with maay other factors related to his

search for biomedical diagnosis, one of which was the "regimen", rigid schedules and authoritative
attitude of biomedical doctors.

For example, he often had to attend early moming doctofs

appointments, which ultimately exhausteci him. Furthemore, Doug wouici oAen be p r e s c r i i
medication with no thorough explamtion provided by the doaor as to the potential side-effects

and toxicity. In addition, Doug's illness caused repercussions which extendeci both to his M

y

and social Me, and which ultimately led to his divorce. Desaibing bis feeülgs at this dinicuit time

in his Mie, Doug notes:

...like 1just.. .I stiii felt so terrible.. .I guess by that time, 1 had been away fiom my
job.. .wife lefi me.. .I had moved to this house...and.. .you know everything was, you know,
everything was going wrong, and, everything that could go wrong did go wrong. ..
Throughout Doug's experience fkom iiiness genesis to search for effective therapy, his
experiences with conventional biomedicine proved only to be destructive to his overall health. His
problems began by a careless biomedical misdiagnosis of a We-alte~gcondition. His condition
was fùrther compiicated as physicians and specialists aiike couid find no cause for any of his
symptoms, until it was too late. Doug's search for diagnosis only proved to hinder his health

Looking back and reinterpreting his hospital expenence irnmediately afker his accident,
Doug is able to give two reasons why the docton missed his head injury. The first reason, in
Doug's words, is that "they minimized everything...and they went on the basis of 'Weil [laughter]
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you're nght side up and your blood's flowing and uh,you got a blood count ami, so away you
go!'"

The second reason, in Doug's opinion, was tbat the hospital did not give ample t h e for a

thorough medical examination. As Doug States: "1just got the feeling that 'hey' werythmg was

filleci up, and liey, we havent got room for more people here.'"
Two years &er his accident, with no diagnosis or e f f d v e therapy for his chronic
symptorns, Doug was on the verge of complete mental and physical daustion. Attending yet
another specialist, he was W

y given some answers which made sense. The specialist c~mectly

diagnosed that Doug had been experiencing syrnptoms caused by an internal head injury, and that
he was dennitely not "going crazy." This injury had been mis-diagnosed by hospital rnedicai staff

two years eariier. Moreover, because of this late diagnosis Doug had missed the opportunity for
signifiant rehabiiitation.

The Search for Effective Treatment

Up to the point that Doug suffered a kart attack in 1990, and despite the correct
biomedicd diagnosis of an internal head injury which provided a context for such syrnptoms as

chronic fatigue and memory loss, Doug's symptoms remained constant over the seven years since
he had expenenced the accident. His fiequent Msits to various biomedical practitioners and

specialists provided no effective therapeutic relief. Thus, he had not found any significant relief by

using biomedical therapies.
One of the last major hedth problems that Doug endured prior to seeking dective care
was his heart attack. He spent three weeks in the hospitai, foiiowed by rehabiiitation at a refit

centre. Incredibly, he was not taken off the diabetic medication until sometime later, which
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accordhg to Doug was a Wrely precipitator of the attack. In the aftermath of bis hart attack, and
s d a r to his past acperiences with doctors, Doug still attained no detailed explmation of his

condition. Additiondy, Doug was also put on hart medication at this time. Despite the possible
positive eEecf~that the new heart medication may have haci, Doug again experienced senous sida
effects nom drug-treatment, sudi as fhtigue. Rather than physicians validating his complaints. he
was coerced into takuig the medication under threat of additionai heart complications. Taking
about bis experiences, Doug exp1ains:

h e been cornplaihg ever since 1started taking this SM..
.that it creates...a feeling of
tiredness...you know your fidi energy isnt there...but they say "Well, you way one against
the other and, you know, would you sooner be tireci?", and then they scare you with the
threat of..heart pains or something like t h . ..

In desperation aiter suffering al1 that he had suffered with no significant biomedical
therapy or relief in sight, Doug began to explore additional therapies, in the form of altemative

medicine and related therapies. Attending a holistic conference, Doug overheard a herbalist
describing her practice, and asked her if she could help with his condition. This would mark the
end of Doug's quest for effective therapy, and the beginning of a significant healing process.

One of the first things that Doug and the herbalist worked to heal was his poor bowel
elimination, which gradually irnproved. Doug's other persistent and chronic symptoms, such as
his memory los, disorientation, fatigue and pain also began to improve significantly. In addition
to herbal therapy, Doug also found relief with chiropractie therapy, which, by aligning his spine,

helped with bis wallcing and balance. In addition, the use of herbs eventually enabled Doug to
manage his diabetes on his own. As a result, he stopped taking the diabetic medication, but still
remained on k a r t medication. Stopping the diabetic medication, as it turned out, sisnificantiy

improved his energy levels. Cornrnenting on his decision to use altemative therapies, Doug notes:
Weil nothing else was working...itls something I hadn't never tried before.. .so,you know
as far as 1 was concefned 1 had nothing to lose.. .we&ever since the accident things just
seem to get worse and worse...to the point 1had the heart attack...you know at that point
1thought I'd been foilowing all the doctofs wishes and...spending half my Me in the
doctor's office...which 1 was getting pretty depressed about...so at this point.. .1 thought 1
had nothing to lose.. .
When asked how he thought the use of altemative therapies such as herbs helped his condition,
Doug responded:

Oh! there was no.. .Ijust felt so much...better...not as go& as 1did previous to the
accident.. .but.. .at least I could function...go through a day without...massive pains. ..and
fhtigue-weil I stiii have the fàtigue but not nearly as bad-so there was a vast
improvernent over what it had been before
Despite the success Doug experienced in ushg alternative forms of health are, he had to
explore the use of these therapies on his own accord. He felt that no physician was partiailarly
interesteci in his case, and that biomedicine basicaiiy "gave up" on treating him. He was idormed
that there was nothing the present biomedicd system could do to help his condition, and that if he

wanted to explore unconventionai therapies he would have no support, financially or othenvise.

Talking about how he felt regarding these matters, Doug explains:
...the way 1 understood it was. ..there was nothing they [the doctors] could do for me...if1
wanted to do it on my own fine, go ahead but ...there was nothing that they would be able
to do for me...out of the present system.. .

Doug feels thzt in a long-term process of healing, alternative therapies gradually helped to
resdve many of his chronic symptoms. He notes that in using alternative therapies, he would

g r a d d y lose awareness of his symptoms, such as stmering, und they disappeared altogether.
In wntrast to biomedical dnig-treatment, Doug believes that when properly admuiistered,

alternative therapies such as herbs have little if no side-effects. In the case of hg-therapy, he
believes that the beneficial effects are often uc~tnistworthy,in cornparison to the potential

harmful effects dmgs may have. Doug further States that he has experienced virtually no positive
or beneficial effects h m conventional biomedical treatmentDoug feels that while doctors may have potential diagnostic abilities, they are overall, a
"necessary e ~ i l . ~He
' believes that there are other, more effective ways to maintain health than
relying on traditional biomedical procedures. He is very thankful for the accessibility to
alternative practitionm, when al1 biomedical avenues had failed him. M e n asked if he thought
biomedicine had helped him at all, Doug replied:

My feeling is no...it's practically the opposite...but ...y0 u laow, in my experience it was
the Naproxin that created my stomach ulcen...
it was the Chlorpropamide that created the
hem attack...and...y ou know what other stuff rve taL.en...I guess therefsother SM
as well
that...I've taken in the past and you know, had bad effects fiom...
Whea asked about his view towards the future, Doug still hinted to the fact that, despite
his success using alternative therapies, biomedical dmgs still had the potential to dominate his
life:
Well, I'rn waiting for...hoping that some doctor is goma say-gradually, or whatever-stop
taking these things...maybe it's sornething that's totally harmless...but ...y ou know,just the
same, if 1get the feeling that my energy is being robbed fiom this...then ...maybe it isn't
right...because 1dont really know why i'm taking these things [dmgs].
Overall, Doug believes he has resolved many of his chronic symptoms with the use of
alternative therapies. While he may never achieve the level of health he enjoyed previous to his
accident, Doug is content in his curent level of health and f'ctioning. Although he still has his
bad days, Doug is now completely self-sufficient. He spends his time collecting information
about various alternative therapies, and volunteers at a local head injury association.

II

-

Ben's Story

This narrative represents a difterent response to chronic ihess, although it is cleariy
related to Doug's quest for proper care and ciiagnosis. I was introduced to Ben through a Sound
Therapist, who was treatiag Ben for chronic symptoms attributed to the eariy stages of the fatal

HIV virus. I was interesteci to meet Ben,as 1 knew there were rnany people deaihg with HIV
who were exploring alternative f o m of health are. As with Doug, upon the first impression
there was no clear indication that Ben was d e r i n g fiom a Me-threateniog disease. His physical

appearance was of a man of middle age, with a strong, robust and healthy-looking physique.
We conducted the interview in Ben's small but tidy apartment, one of about a dozen suites
sp&caüy built and h d e d for people h g with HIV. In cornparison to Doug's house, Ben's
apartment was virtudy spotless. Similar to Doug's head injury which necessitateci keeping
objects in plain view, Ben's level of cleanliness was also a reflection of living with HIV. By

maintainhg a sterile environment, the risk of wntracting a virai or bacterial infection is lowered.
Indeed, for an HIV sufferer, infiion canot be taken Lightly, as wen the mildest of infkction

could prove to be deadly. We began the i n t e ~ e wwith Ben eager to teil me his story.
Ben's narrative focuses on his understanding of the HIV virus, and of the therapies he t
to combat the Wus. His story fkthennore enwrnpasses a life affected by the los of his partner
also due to IW,and a spiritual worldview which helps him cope, both physiologically and
psychologically, with the difnculties of living with W .DEering fiom Doug, Ben combines both

alternative and biomedical therapies together, in the hope that this wüî keep the Wus at bay.
While he recognizes the limitations of biomedicine, he continues to use biomedical dmg therapy,
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and féels that each form of medicine has t s place in maintahhg overall healtk Ben's story, while
rnaintaining the mre nature of a care seeking narrative, also contains strong elements from the

que* narrative. Ben understands bis illness as ajourney which encompasses both better health
and the fiiture possibility of death and transformation.

Background
Ben is 49 years old, and was bom in Ontario. His f ~ e was
r in the d t a r y , and bis family
moved each t h e his fàther was posted to a new location. Eventually Ben went to a technical
sch00l in Ontario. Afier completing his education, he then worked in the Navy for three years.

Followhg this, Ben pursueci various other jobs such as a farmhand, and in construction, splitting
field-stone for fireplaces. Later on he securecl a position with a G.S.I. oil exploration company,

which payed for bis additional education in geophysid research. He then changed occupations
once more and worked for a provincial governent investigating fiaud untii his retirement 17

years later. Ben's illness would be a key factor in his leaving this job, and would change his
Mestyle significantly.

SUnilar to Doug, before contracthg HIV Ben was working in a demanding job which
required a high level of energy. As a result of contracthg IW, however, Ben decided to take
early retirement. At the tirne of the interview, Ben was living by himself supported by a

settlement package fiom his previous company.

IDness Genesis/Search for Diagnosis
In 1994 Ben was medically diagnoseci with the HIV virus. At the time of the interview, he

had not yet progressed to full-blown AIDS. His illness genesis was combined with diagnosis, in
that both were relatively short. One underlying reason for this was that despite k i n g a disease

which causes chronic symptoms, biomedical tests can now identlfy HIV infection quickly. The

other reawn for the short time of genesis and diagnosis, is that Ben knew immediately how he had
contracted the Wus. He had been living for some tirne with his partner who was also HN+,and

dthough they were t a h g precautions, Ben stüi manageci to contract the virus.

Fmm IUness Genesb ta Life Disruption
As mentioned earlier, one of the major effects that HIV had on Ben's Me was t a h g early

retirement. The main reason for this, was that Ben's level of fiitigue could not stand up to a fùll

work week. There are other important elements of We disruption that Ben experienced, however.
Recently, Ben's partner died fkom an infection due the advanceci stage of the HIV virus.

Ben considered his partner to be his "soul-maten.and was devastated when he lost him.
Fwthermore, We disruption, as in the case of HIV. does not necessady precede the search for
effective therapy, as HIV is most often a terminal disease. In other words, Mie disruption

continues throughout Ben's We, since the loss of his partner, and as the chronicity of his
symptorns graduaiiy increase. Moreover, Ben experienced other aspects of He disruption, such as
drug-induced side-effects, which were a part of bis search for effective therapy.

Seuch for Effective Thempy
Ben began exploring both biomedical and altemative therapies fkom the very b e g h h g of
his contractmg the HIV virus. In contrast to Doug, Ben's search did not involve a long quest for
effe~tive'therapy~
This was partly a result of his previous knowledge of alternative therapies used
to treat his late partner, and partly a result of his knowledge of the body. Ben's mother was a
phannacologïst, and because of this he leamed many aspects of the body and the medichai use of

-

herbs wbite growing up. In the course of his varieci fornial education, Ben also t w k additional

courses on biology and chemistry, thereby boosting his aiready detaied knowledge. Through
these courses, Ben obtained a good understanding of human anatomy and pathophysiology which

he uses in conjunction with his use of alternative therapies. Ben began exploring in earnest
"pluraln therapies, or the combination of both alternative and biomedical therapies to promote

healing. Talking about this p e n d of education, he explains:
1 basically did what 1 did on my own...but I knew 1 had done research and 1 had been
taking m o l d a r biology at university.. .I knew how the body worked.. -1knew how the
body absorbeci...and when it came to plants 1knew that they do have medicina1

properties.. .and hawig been brought up with herbs my mother, when she was in England,
she studied pharmacology but in those days it was mainly herbal pharmawlogy they
studied, so we were raised on herbs when we got sick...m1had a bit of an in there. ..I had
to get a good background on everythg-on the neurology, the physiology.. .
Ben's use of plural therapies began with a combination of certain f o m of biomedical dnig
treatment, and various forms of alternative therapies incorporateci to boost his overall system.

One of the main reasons he started to take the HIV drugs was due to the caution of his doctor,
who wamed him about his l o w e ~ white
g
blood c d and rising v h s wunts. In addition to taking

KïV drug therapy, Ben also uses sound therapy, vitamins, herbs, protein supplements, in addition
to a weil-balanced diet and proper exercise. In addition to these therapies, Ben practices Buddhist

meditation, which he believes helps his mind and spirit and lowers his anxiety and stress levels.

As a part of his method, Ben further uses a cornputer graph to monitor his blood and the effects
of how each therapy may be helping him. Talking about his combined approach, Ben expiains:
1was fkst iutmduced to [plural therapies] by my doctor-a wondemil doctor...because my
counts had dropped so low they went d o m to 125...he said it's time to start this therapy
[medical drugs]...so we started with the retrovirals, the pharmaceuticals...he prescribed
them for me and then 1had to go to the clinic...and 1 started takùig the retrovirals and the
protease inhibitors, and a prophylaxis for PCP pneumonia which 1dont take anymore
because my counts had gone up high enough I don? need them...and 1 was taking that
along with my rnega-vitamins...I was taking that along with the herbs...and 1 use herbs
sparingly because...during flu season Il1 start taking extra herbs to help my body...and I've
had success with that...1don? get too many flu's ...and PU use herbs if 1 feel
like...something coming on 111 start dosing myself with herbs that are appropriate or have
been known to be appropriate for that condition...but I always take my supplements... I
drink a powder as well...which is a supplemental powder for protein ...and 1work out-..

Ben is very articulate about the effectiveness of the use of alternative therapies to promote
healing. He believes that alternative therapies promote healing by strengthening the body's own
systems on physical, mental and spiritual levels. This is different from relying on drugs to create
the body's health. In the case of alternative therapies, it is the body which is being helped to
establish its own equilibrium, rather than a sole reliance on an extemal source.
For example, Ben uses the more "matenal" alternative therapies such as herbal and

vitamin supplements to strengthen his body's physical system, while therapies such as sound
therapy and Buddhist meditation promote lower stress levels and spiritual healing. Furthemore,

Ben believes that the therapies, while potentially working independently on a diflerent level of
the body, work together in a form of "synergy", each p r o m o ~ gor enabling the other. It is this
focus on promoting healing on al1 levels of the body, rather than focusing on one level alone, that
he believes is the key to maintainhg healthiness in the face of a potentially fatal disease.

Ben also draws an important cornparison to the Merence between altemative and
biomedical p d t i o n e r s . In his opinion, alternative pmctitioners provide much more emotional
and psycholo~caisupport, which he beliwes is essential to the healing process. Rather than
separating the two domains of altemative and biomedical therapies, however, Ben wiU oflen
attempt to combine the two by using one to cornpiement the other. For example, Ben uses a
visuaikation meditation to attempt to strengthen bis immune system. In accordance with his
combined approach towards treatment, Ben M e r believes that it is a combination of therapies,

rather than sbictly biomedical or alternative, that has helped him to achieve his wrent level of

Ben describes how he understands the use of alternative therapies on multiple levels to
promote heabg:
1think the alternative therapies, they've achidy done what they are supposed to do which
is strengthen my system-help me naturaIly to keep myseif healthy.. .my immune
system...my whole fiuiction as a whole...because 1 dont take just supplements just for my
immune systm...
1take vitamins that work synergistically with each other so that they
work together and they can work for the whole body because...I don't believe in just
taking out one ana and working on that ...1think the secret to this is using the whole
body.. .maice the whole body healthy...as I explained to you before.. .mentally, physically,
spiritually...you know...and 1 think the alternative therapies have helped much more than
the dopathic help because you dont get.. .the psychological and emotional support ftom

doctors that you can get fkom some of these practitioners ...alternative therapists you know
and that's certainly helps a lot when you ...gO with somebody that is genuinely wants to
help and is generally out there to help you.. .you know.. . t h can make a difference...with
doctors you can sornetimes be in and out and in and out and in and out and in and
out!. ..but a lot of these people [alternative therapists] that h e deah with and I've
seen...they're just very genuinely wncemed and genuinely want to help.. .
As mentioned earlier, there are certain aspects associated with the search for effective

therapy which can be disruptive in one's Me. Similar to Doug, Ben's use of HIV biomedical drugtherapy, despite his positive intent, had its pricehe was not able to avoid the side-eEects of the

powemil mti-HIV dnigs. He experienced episodes of severe nausea and anxiety, accompanied by
fatigue, in addition to violent sinus headaches. Interestingiy, through the use of alternative
therapies such as meditation, however, he has been able to overcome some of the side-effkcts of
the EW medication. Additionaily, the dmgs altered bis sensory perceptions towards certain

f-

and required that he completely exclude those fwds fiom his diet. Commenting on the

severe s i d e - e f f ~he experienced, Ben states:

Oh! Nausea, unbelievable nausea-it was with you all the time...sometirnes it wasnl always
iike you want to get sick but ...1 guess you could say it was like in the background you
always felt crappy...nitigueci and oauseated.. .and 1know cause it did with my partner as
weli-1 got turned off from some fwds...lüre even now i f 1 think of griiied foods 1think of
going to the bathroom..I used to love @ed steaks and chicken-..it's altered my
perception of certain fwds...
Currently, despite expenencing certain side-effkts,

Ben is feeling very healthy, his Wus

counts are low, and he is not expenencing any chronic HIV syrnptoms other than d d fatigue.

His use of a combination of both alternative and biomedical therapies, has, in his opinion, kept

him at his m e n t level of health. He continues to explore new therapies which may booa his
immunity against HIV. When asked which therapies, in his experience, were the most beneficial

in treating his ihess, Ben replied:
You know...it'd be hard to say right now.. .if 1was to zero-convert 1muid never say which
one was the best 1honestly think it's going to be a combination of everything. ..I think a
person who is...not just HIV+ but who has cancer or whatever...you have to look at the
body as a whole...y ou have to treat the disease definitely...and when you keep the whole
body healthy you have to think of the mental weli-being, which a lot of doctors dont really
do...they just sort of, "hey here take a piii"...and uh as well as a spintual weii-being
because you become spiritual when you know you have a disease that can kill you ...y ou
become very.. .you know.. .introspective 1guess.. .you look at your past We.. .

Greg's narrative of living with HIV,while similar to Ben's story, is also strikingly
different. 1was introduced to Greg through Ben's Sound Therapist, who also happened to be
treating Greg. Greg also h e s in the same building as Ben,and it became clear that they were
friendly neighbours when Ben led me to Greg's apartment. Differwt fiom the two previous
narratives, however, upon f h t impression there was evzry indication that Greg was dealing with
a serious ihess, and that he had been for some tirne. His face had the dram look of someone

who was living with a disease, accompanied by a slight physique. Defjmg his weak physical

appearance, however, Greg embarked on a very vocal, detailed and full narrative of his illness
story.
The focus for Greg's narrative centres on his struggle with living with the HIV virus, and

his search for effective therapy. Eiements of the chaos narrative intemiingle with the careseekuig narrative, as Greg's despair of living with the v i m becomes strikingly apparent. Unique
to Greg's search for therapy, however, is his almost complete avoidance of biomedical therapies,
and his extensive use of alternative therapies, f b m the time he was first diagnosed with HIV.
This additionally gives Greg's story aspects of the manifesta quest narrative, characterized by

raising awareness through illness. Funhermore, aspects fkom narratives about illness become
apparent in the detailed chronology of illness symptoms that Greg presents. Also unique to
Greg's story is that he is a long-term HIV survivor. At the t h e of the interview, Greg had been
living with the virus for at least ten years, and had not yet progressed to Ml-blown AIDS.

Background
Greg is 48 years old.

He was bom and grew up in a s d t o m in Nova Scotia with a

population of approximately 5,000. Greg lefi Nova Scotia for Ontario, where he studied Social

Work at Ryerson University, foliowed by Theology at the University of Toronto. In addition to
this education, Greg has trained in and practices the altemative therapies of reiki and therapeutic
touc!~, and is a certified hypnotist and praditioner of tirne-line therapy and neurolinguistic

programming (NLP). He also has a thorough knowledge of many other alternative and
biomedicd therapies.

IUness GenaidSearch for Diaposis

In 1988, Greg was m e d i d y diagnosed with the HIV Wus. As with Ben, due to fast
biomedical tests, Greg's illness genesis and diagnosis were combined, and both were relatively

short. DEering fkom Ben, however, Greg was uncertain as to how he had contracted the virus.
Accordhg to bis partner history, Greg couid have been infecteci and living with the virus since
1981, at which tirne a partner he was no longer involved with passed away fiom an advanced
stage of HIV.

Thus, there was a potential seven year gap when Greg could have been M g with

HIV. Despite the fact that Greg wuld have k e n i n f i e d seven years pnor to his medical

diagnosis, he did not begin to experience symptoms until 1988. Greg's illness genesis and search
for diagnosis, therefore, remains relatively short from when he fïrst began to experience

symptoms.
Greg was diagnosed with HIV when he was at the height of his career. As he explains,
hding out he was W+
was to change bis life dramatidy:
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"Haw didyoufeel when yoir werefirst tocdyou had H W "
Weil 1felt a lot of things... well initidy 1 felt very comforted by the people who delivered
the news, they were really very supportive.. -1had done pre-test wunseling-.-1was well
aware that it was a very real possibility that I was infecteci, so it wasn't so much a surprise,
but the reality wasn't a v a y pleasant one...as a matter of fw the doctor, I suggested to
him that we have a iittle party, because there were quite a number of changes that 1felt 1
needed to rnake in my life at that point-including nutritionally-so k e let's have a little
party with some of my fiiends, and sort of have a "lastblast!" [laughs], and, so we did
t h . ..um,it was very nightening, scary.. .

From lllness Geaesis to Life Disruption
Despite the fàct that Greg would have much success with altemative therapies in
controlling IW, he wdd not avoid the detrimental and disniptive effects fiom living with the

HIV virus. Greg's situation was cleariy Merent fiom Ben's experience. Whereas Ben lives fàirly
comfortably on a settlement package fiom his previous wmpany, Greg lives at the poverty line.
By avoiding HIV dnigs, however, Greg does not have to deal with the harxnfùl side-effects that
Ben must endure in addition to living with W .Nevertheless, both experienced üfe-disruption in
terms of the inability to work. In the case of Greg, HN prevented him nom being able to

maintain a standard of living above the poverty line.
For five years &er diagnosis, Greg was still able to maintain full-time work. Shortly
thereafter, however, Greg began to expenence bouts of imtability and fàtigue that could oniy be
attributed to the HIV Wus. It was at this point that Greg left for Toronto, in the hope of starting
a pnvate practice in therapeutic touch, which he hoped wodd require less energy. M e r severai

weeks in Toronto, however, he developed an episode of shhgies, and experienced even more
fatigue. This ultimately prevented him fiom developbg a private practice, and forced him to
r e m to Wuuiipeg, unemployed. It was not until four years later, with the help of altemative

therapies such as homeopathy and sound therapy, that Greg found the strength to start explorhg
pari-time work. Commenting on this period in his KeyGreg notes:

when 1would g& up in the morning, I would have to see my k t on the floor. in order to
be able to stand up, because my energy was so low that 1didn't know that my legs-it was
like-1 had to concentrate on my feet being on the floor in order to know that my legs
w d d hold me up so that 1 could waik...so 1just became blottoed, and it took quite a
nurnber ofmonths to be able to regain some strength, and so, while 1did some work wMe
I was there, 1ended up not being able to have the energy to work on developing a p h t e
practice...
Greg is very vocal about what it is Wre to live in poverty with a senous ihess. He States

that he does not have the privileges that rnany of us take for granted, such as being able to
tnivei, to visit with family, to see fiiends, gohg out to dinner, and pursuhg creative

activities. He also believes that it is his inabiiity to pursue these activities which
contributes significantly to his depression and lack of motivation. Commenthg on what it
is like to tive in poverty with a serious iiiness. Greg notes:
living in poverty is not any fiin, it's very stressfuCXI could be employed in some way and
in some activity that didn't have a lot of stress, that wuld allow me some flexibility to
function when 1 wuld hction, and 1 wuld generate a decent incorne and living for
myself; I1dbe cornfortable...
As wiii be seen in bis search for therapy, not oniy is HIV preventing Greg fiom living the

life he wants to lead, but his lack of hancial resources uitirnately restricts his use of
aitemative therapies. Thus We-disruption and search for therapy is combined, as it is for
aii Uidividuals dealing with a chronic and Me-threatening ihess.

Search for Efféctive Therapy
Faced with a chronic and often fatal illness, Greg was very aware of his options towards

partidar health care stratepies. For reasons that wili unfold betow, he made an educated and
conscious decision to wmpletely reject most biomedical therapies such as biomedical dmgs, and

decided to pursue altemative therapies alone. Greg's reasoning for this decision, as he explains, is
threefold. He believes that: (1) biomedical drugs, especiaiiy those used to treat HIV, are highiy

toxic; (2) the long-tenn sideeffects of HIV dmgs on the human body and on the HIV virus are as
yet unknown; and (3) altemative therapies represent an equal or better chance of cornbating the

virus and promoting weil-being. Regardhg his decision to pursue only alternative therapies, Greg

I went to a medical doctor in order to get tested...but by that time in my Me 1 had been
doing some exploring, 1 had already starteci, 1 had already been trained in therapeutic
touch and was practicing with fiiends and others...1 had begun to explore nonconventional understandings of health and disease and how to work with those
conditions...I guess because of my reading and sort of re-thinking that part of my [Xe, I'd
atready decided that i f 1 ever was faced with a Me-threatening disorder that 1 would
primarily use alternatives, as my first h e of attack, and 1 have continued to do that for
nine yean.. .
As mentioned, one of the main reasons Greg avoided biomedical dmgs was his belief in

their tolac side-effects, otheMnse known as "iatrogenesis",or disease causeci by biomedicine. He
believes that by ushg alternative therapies to combat H W ,he may avoid causing his body to
become more toxic. He details bis argument:

...I don't experience side-effects fkom what 1 do [alternative therapies]...in the sense that
my reactions to the medicines that 1take or to the practices that 1 use do not cause me to
become more toxic, therefore 1 don't have to deal with the toxicity level but it does heip
to cleanse the body and keep things flushhg out and moving, it does help the body to be
more restorative, and, lots of the things that 1 do stimulate activity on other levels psychospintual ieveis...so, and I must say that, as 1 look out fiom my experience to other people,

at times when others are becoming more and more fatigue4 the work that I've been doing
has beni cceating more and more energy for me.
Requesting a referral nom the doctor who diagnosed him, Greg soon began a rigorous
seven-year program with a naturopathie doctor (for a detailed definition of naniropathic
medicine, please see Appendix A

- "Definitionsof Alternative Therapieswbelow). He began

with an idormal meeting with the naturopaîh, where they negotiated a treatment program. The
meeting involved taking an extensive medical history involving a psychologid assessment.

Greg then began a program which involved such alternative therapies as acupuncm, counseling,
herbs, ozone therapy, vitautins and minerais, hydrotherapy and nutritionai therapy (see Appendix

A).
Despite his heavy reliance on alternative therapies, Greg explained that in order to

maintain his mental well-being, including a balanced lifestyle, he ultimately had to incorporate
other pursuits in addition to alternative therapies. By the end of the first summer of intensive

treatment, Greg detemined that while he may have been physically well, he was not mentally
healthy. As a result, Greg took some time off his intensive treatment plan, and began some part

time work. Nevertheless, he still continued using certain alternative therapies.

In his search for therapy, Greg discovered that he needed to find a therapy which
stimulated both the physicai, emotional and spiritual levels of his body. Bio-tuning, subtly
different £kombio-acoustics, is one such therapy which met al1 of those expectations. Using biotuning, Greg also became aware of his own symptoms and began to understand them more
thoroughly. Regarding his healing process associated with the use of bio-hining, Greg

comments:

...and then I found out about bio-tuning, and what had led me to homeopathy and to bioacoustics was that-it was just a hunch you know I'd been reading a lot about acupuncture,
Chinese medicine, herbal medicine.. .sowhat 1had corne t o r e a b e was that 1 needed
somethhg that tunied all of the systems on simultaneously, and that worked aiso on the
psycholspiritual level, and bio-tuning is the one therapy that does that, and it moves you
througb the physical level, by balancing al1 of the organs in the systems of the body, and
then moves on to address the emotional/spirihlal level...and of course whüe the body is
king stimulateci to be hctioning at a nomial level, it also is sort of pemiating al1 of the
psycho/spirituai things...
It was clear that Greg's decision to avoid biomedical therapies was inûuenced by his
interactions with allopathie doctors, which, simiiar io Doug and Bai's experiences, on the whole
were negative. Greg notes that his experiences with doctors were m k e d by doctordefensiveness and physician coercion to use biomedical dmgs, despite the fa* that eventually he

was able to find a supportive doctor.

For example, Greg was in need of a M y physician to perforrn certain fùnctions such as
blood monitoring. Greg wouid approach the certain physician, and as with his naturopath, would
negotiate an informai verbal contract in an attempt to establish the kind of treatment he wanted.

His main ne&

were that the physician agree to perform basic physiological checks and tests,

keep him updated on the iatest biomedical treatment or treatments, but also recognize and respect
Greg's use of alternative therapies, and thereby not werce him to use HIV dmgs.
Despite attempts to establish such a contract, Greg had many ditncuities. One experience

was marred by the particular physician being highly defensive towards establishing an open
physician-patient relationship. Another physician, despite agreeing to the contract, wntinued to
badger Greg to use HIV dmgs, to the point where Greg siiply outright left the physician.

Taiking about his experiences with doctors, Greg States:

...one of the fhsmtionsfor many years, has been that medical docton have not generally
supported [alternative therapies], and it took me a long time before 1 found medical
doctors who wodd suppon thai, because, as more and more h g s became available-of
course every t h e 1went to have my blood work done then they wanted me to consider
îhis new dmg or that new dmg,or taking some kind of prophylaxis-and my reasoning for
not dobg that k, h m the beginniog, that what I'm doing is workiag...but what wodd
happen is I'd go for Msits and at the end of it 1would be asked, you know, "was1ready,
you know, to take the 'A'", you know,that 'A' word, what she was referring to was
AZT...so that just happeneci more frequentiy, it became an every tirne occurrence, and,
one day 1just was in the wrong mood to hear if and 1just, Literally got really pissed off at
her and 1waîked out of her office. 1 said "ifyou can't sewe me the way 1 need to be
serveci, then you dont need to be my doctor!" ..Then 1went to the director of the clhic
and I complained, and then 1 wrote the board of directors at the chic, and 1
compIained...because she really had overstepped her bounds. That put me in a place of
really havhg little or no trust for doctors, for medical doctors. It also put me in a place of
having to search for somebody else, and it took me as 1 said wefi over a year to be able to
find somebody...

Greg is wnvinced that it was his reliance on a combination of aitemative therapies, and
the avoidance of toxic biomedical therapies, that has kept him at his cunent levd of health. He
also beiieves that it is the exclusive use of alternative therapies that has helped him to survive the

HIV vins for a si@cant

Iength of t h e . This is in clear contrast to Ben, who believes that

biomedical dmgs, seai as toxk by Greg, are also integral to maintaining health in the face of W .
Commenthg on bis view towards the use of alternative therapies as opposed to HIV drugs, Greg

Weli lets say that many of the people that I knew who were diagnosed [with H N l at the
same tirne that 1 was diagnosed, are dead now...you know...1 have stayed, certainiy have
stayed as weli as those people that are, who are taking drugs, and much better than most...
When asked what he thought were the major reasons for why he outlived other people he
knew with tW,Greg responded:

Weii, Pve done an awfiil lot other than just relying on pas for my well being, you know. 1
and many other people that are infectai you know we have grom up in a a i l N e that
says, you how, the "quickkW,
and people look to thaf it's the only thiag that they
know...

When asked if he thought medicine had fded in the treatment of chronic illness, and if for that

reason people were choosing unmventional therapies, he responded:
1 dont know if people are choosing alternatives because they are chronically a-some for
sure1think that what we can say about chronic illness in cornparhg the dBerent systems
is, that depending on the chronic disease, the alternative systems do as well or Mer, and
the way it winds up is, on the acute side, the allopathie medical practices do a Iittle bit
better, and on the chronic ihess side, the alternatives do a little bit better.

Currently, Greg is continuhg with the healing process of bio-tuning, and has plans to draw
on his currerit experiences by writing several books about coping with HIV and using alternative
therapies. Despite his skepticism towards biomedicine, he is also explorkg the potential of new
ailopathic therapies, and is participating in a current clinical study on alternative therapies. Greg
remaios, however, hstrated with his present-day existence:
but what f i e discovered is that ...part of the pattern that I've Iived with is living in the p s t ,
and living towards the fùture, but having difiïwlty being satisfied k i n g here in the present,
and I'm heavily into those past issues in ternis of feeling stuck and changing them, and
bound to be determinecl to do it, and looking forward to the future and things that 1 want
to have happen, but Pm having difnculty just being here.. .

Chapter Five: Analysis of Narrative Themes

The followiog analysis presents themes derived fiom the case narratives. The themes are
presented and discussed by drawing analyses across the three narratives, thereby providing both

cornparison and wntrast. In addition, extra narrative fiom the case studies not previously
included is added where it becornes applicable and relevant to the partiailar themes. The anaiysis

also links the two conceptuai fkameworks, that of the individuai care-seeking narrative and
medical dominance, as disaissecl in Chapters One and Two.

Themes Drawn from the Ca-seeking

Narrative

As previously mentioned, themes can be drawn from the narratives using two related
conceptual fhmeworks. The individuai me-seeking narrative reveals themes such as
iatrogenesis healing promoted by altemative therapies, spirituaiity, job loss, f d y history and
self-reflexivity. Medical dominance, however, underlies many of these expenences, by providing

a more global framework towards understanding these themes. Nevertheless, as will be
d i s c u d , the are-seeking narratives continue to engage the underlying medical dominance
thesis.

Theme 1.

The Chmnic Patient in Biomedicine

It is clear that one of the main sidarities between the three narratives is the expenence of

the chronic patient in biomedicine. As previously mentioned, biomedicine is often ineffective in

treating the complexity of chronic illness, resulting in chronic patients facing rnany obstacles in the

biomedicd heaith care system (Kleinman 1988). Contained within the experiences of the chronic
patient in biomedicine, is one powerftl sub-theme: iatrogenesis.

"Iatrogenesis", orip.iauy derived fiom the Greek origin, literally rneans "of physician
ongin" or " p h y s i c i a n d w(IUich 1976:3). More specifidy, it means disease caused by any

medical system. Illich breaks aown iatrogenesis into three levels: chical, social and

structuraVcuIturaf. Illich, defines "clinicaliatrogenesis" as meaning "ail clinical conditions for
which remedies, physicians, or hospitals are the pathogens, or 'sickenkg agents'" (1976:27). Nich

The pain, dysfbction, disability, and anguish resulting fkom technical medical intervention
now rivai the morbidity due to trafEic and industrial accidents and even war-related
activities, and make the impact of medicine one of the most rapidy spreaduig epidemics of
our tirne. Among murderous institutional torts, only modem malnutrition injures more
people than iatrogenic disease in its various manifestations (1976:26).

Clinical iatrogenesis "includes not only the darnage that doctors inflict with the intent of ainng or
of exploiting the patient, but also those other torts that result fiom the doctor's attempt to protect

himseif against the possibility of a suit for malpractice" (1976:32-33).
Illich fùrther states that iatrogenesis cannot be understood unless it is seen as the
"spedically medical manifestation of qecijic ccounteproduc~ivity"(1976:8; emphasis in original).
Illich defines "specific" or "paradoxical" counterproductivity as a "negative social indicator for a
diseconomy which remains locked within the system that produces it" (1976:8). In other words,
iatrogenesis is in itseif a very reai "sideeffectnof the entire medical enterprise. Furthemore,
medicine cannot exist without iatrogenic disease, nor can iatrogenic disease exist without

medicine. Each is encoumghg the other, in a vicious circle where money is made from ilines
causeci by the very system that was created to resolve it. Nor can iatrogenesis in Western

medicine, as N a v m (1976) argues, d s t outside of an inherently capitalist economic system.
"Social iatrogenesis", as denned by Illich, "involves medical practice as it "sponsors

sichess by reinforcing a morbid Society that encourages people to becorne consumen of curative
[. . .] industrial, and environmental medicine" (niich 1976:33). What Illich is referring to is the

"quidcfix" mentality that is proposed by biomedicine, which ultimately becornes ingraineci in our

Western Society. This worldview is based on the "band-aidwtreatment of syrnptorns rather than
the cause, which glorifies the widespread use of medical drugs and technology as the first wune

of action in the face of iliness. Moreover, social iatrogenesis is in itself diseasecrrusing by nature.
Whereas many forrns of healing can have beneficial or

eEkcts regardles of actual

efféaive or physidrnaterial properties in the therapy, social iatrogenesis involves "nocebo",
where the non-technical side-effects of biomedicd intementions can powerfùliy damage health
(1976: 114). In other words, the side-effect of social iatrogenesis is that insteaâ of mobüinng the

seIf-healing powen of the individuai, it invariably causes damage by default. An example of an
iatrogenïc nocebo is found in a study which demonstrated that patients who underwent

mechaaized hospital a r e had higher mortafky, ultimately ascribed to fnght (Mather 1971, in Wch

'

'Placebo". or the medical term for physiologkai healing which cannot be atû-ibutedto biomedicine (Bmly 1980). is
a debatable term and wiu be discussed in more detail in Chapter Six.

1976:107).
" C u l W s t r u d iatrogenesisn,as defined by Illich, encompasses both ciinical and social

iatrogenesis by incorporahg deep-rooted culturai i d d s of "better health" based on sew
destnicting notions of medical "progressn(IUich 1976:34).

Illich believes that each level of iatrogenesis is now medically irrwersible, which is a
feature "built nght into the medicai endeavorn(1 976:M). Even new medicai approaches aimed at

stemmhg the iatrogenic process ultimateiy becorne "paîhogens contributhg to the new epidemic",
in an "iatrogenic loop" (1 976:M). IUich terms tbis loop medical nemesis, a 'self-reidorcing l w p
of negative institutional feedbackm(1976:34). Nemesis is derived fiom the Greek word for the
Gods' punishment of mortals who attempted to acquire the god-like attributes calleci hubns

(1 976:34-35).

C l i n i d Iatmgenesis

There are many instances where the above narratives have demonstrated, in various
examples, dl three Ievels of iatrogenesis, clinicai, social and cultural. Beginning with clinicai
iatrogenesis, Doug experienced physicidospital-induced illness when he was first taken to
hospital immediately after his car accident. As mentioneâ, the hospital attendants strapped him to

a board whiie overlooking the glas embedded in his back We may cal1 this experience
nbiomedicalneglect." He M e r experienced various toxic and damaging sideeffects fiom
doctor-prescribed medication ranging fiom a skin rash, oversleeping and fatigue, to a bleeding
stomach ulcer, cessation of bowel eiimination, and a heart attack. Taking about one experience
immediately after his accident which was only made worse by hg-induced sideeffècts, Doug

Weli 1just hurt al1 over-no matter what it was-I just didn't know where to go, what to do
with myself-1 was-in pain-coostant, continuous pain...so my doctor sent me to a
specialisf and. ..this specialist, he give me some...anti-infhmnatory...Naproxin 1thùik is
what it was. ..and.. .Oh! Jee!...ri@ away 1felt better, I said "weii why didn't you give me
this sooner?"...weil...you know...I hadn't finished saying that.. .Iiardly...when the Naproxk
started to act, and it bumt a hole in my stomachh..so...now 1bad two sets of pains...and so
now I had to go back to a doctor and to another set of speciaiists where they put a hose
d o m my throat to take a look at my stornach to diagnose what was happening-..and...weI
then they put me on the medication for ulcers...and most of this time too rm in extreme
pain with the ulcers, and the joint pains and the back pains and whatever else 1 had..l was
just hurting aii over.. .sa..as soon as that. ..the doctor found out that 1 was b l d m g
intemaiiy weli then, then 1had to stop that medication and go on another
medication...weli...Idont know how long that transpirecl but I remember it was a long
*

the.. .

Ben, for the most part, suffers from the toxicity of the biomedical h g s he is taking to
combat the HIV virus. He suffiers fiom strong nausea which involves tepulsion to certain food
groups previously in his diet, violent sinus headaches and anxiety. Ben comments on one of these
side-effects, for which he is presmibed additional medication with potentiaily hamiful effects:

...one of the side effect of the AZT is.. .you get very violent.. .sinus headaches...and oh!
that's! ...you ever had one? oooof! you dont want that...when the weather change
cornes...barometric pressure...i will get one...but they give me medication for that.. .which
works but which is very hard on your stomach...so 1 dont like to take it unless 1 absolutely
have to ...
Greg on the other hand, was acutely aware of the high toxicity and damaging effects of
biomedical HIV dnigs. and chose to completely avoid them. He States that the frequency of

iatrogenesis, such as indu& in biomedical dmgs, is reported in a high perceatage in medical
joumals, which leads people to an early death. He maintains that 80-9Wh of aü allopathie
procedures are not proven according to scientifically required "double blind controiied studies",
and the long-terni effects of dmgs on the human body in combathg illness are not known. Greg

has seen many of his fiends with HIV d e r iatrogenic e f f i nom HIV drugs, and by relyhg on
altemative forms of heahg Greg has outlived many he knew who engaged in drug treatment.
Reiterahg his opinion towards biomedical drugs?Greg states:

side-effects are in effect iatrogenic diseases...when drugs induce harm to the patient's
body, say, for example, they screw up the Liver-that's an iatrogenic disease...1 see the guys
around me and I see otber people-weii, one of the guys around here, who had just started
a few months ago, 1mean, he essentiaiiy slept ail day long, and ail night-the quality of his
Hie went d o m bill-now, what we know about this particular group of drugs is thai, they
have a tendency to have certain kinds of side-effects for a pend of tirne, and then most of
the side-effects go away, but people stiii get, you know, nausea, people stili get headaches,
like al1 kinds ofthings that just are constant and re-occUmng, and as a r e d t of the
dmgs...

Social iatrogenesis is dso found in these narratives. As mentioned, Doug suEered fiom an
interna1 head injury, something which shoufd have been diagnosed in the hospitd, but which was

missed due to nedm and his eariy discharge immediately after his accident. It took two years
before Doug received proper diagnosis that he had indeed suffered head trauma. By that time
substantial recovery was impossible.

In the two years before he was diagnosed, Doug was referred to specialist after specialist,
who prescribed a "smorgasbordnof medication which lefi him suffering fiom serious side-effects
which may have contributed to a heart attack years later, almost Caking his Me. Despite being
properly diagnosed, his search for therapy would continue for five more years before he found

relief with herbal therapy. Doug feels that medical therapy did not help hirn at di, and that he
d e r e d unexpected and often violent side-effects f?om any medical procedure he tried. Stating

his opinion towards the use of herbs versus drugs, he states:

Weil, you know, the herbs-you can take them and there's no side e f f i , ifs very
gradutil. ..you dont have pains or weird feelings usually...and if you take these
dntgs...there's always after &eds or side effects and.. .you h o w , these side effects are
probably p a t e r than they're supposed to be.. .itls khd of what my feaing is and.. .the
dmgs never seem to do what you expect them to do...
Doug was never given a fufl and clear explanation fiom physiciam as to the aliopathic

procedures or dmg-treatments he received, even while he was in the hospital. Doug dso suffered
fiom the regimen of doctors' rigid scheduies. For example, he ahost coliapsed one &y in his
effort to attend a doctots d y appointment. Additiody, Doug states that because he did not
have any information to the contrary, he simply accepted the doctor's instructions to take the

medidon, despite d e r i n g iatrogenic effects. Doug's health seeking behaviour could be
interpreted as "addictive", as he initiaiîy had no other option but to keep using biomedical

therapies (Ulich 1976). Descrïbing an incident regarding a particular medication he was
prescribed, Doug wmments:

me on the diabetic medication...and...the medication he
put me on.. .I fowid out later...there's a book at the library...and it says " 101
medications...the worst medications to be onn...and...he put me on the worst
one.. .Chforpropamide.. .and ail the side-effects that they promised in that medication, 1
think 1had them.. .ùicIuding the heart attack
...you know, he [the doctor] put

Similar to Doug's story, Ben also expenenced social iatrogenesis with certain aspects of
biomedicine. As mentioned earlier, despite his opemess towards the combinai use of alternative
and biomedical therapies, Ben notes that he had significantiy more to endure when interacting
with physiciam than with alternative practitioners. Ben notes that when dealing with biomedicine,

he has had to face such things as the devaluation of bis syrnptoms by physicians, withheld
physician knowledge, physician hopelessness, and the lack of proper diagnostic procedures.

Ben has also endured frustration with the biomedical system with regard to the treatment
of his now decea~edpartwr. One of the first things that Ben n o t i d was that he had to struggle
to get his partner proper medical care. For example, he believes that physicians gave up on his
partner when he was in an advanced stage of the disease, and prefemd to "let the disease take its

course." Additionaiiy, Ben's partner wntracted a neurological disorder cornmon in the tenninal
stages of HIV,which Ben believes could have been prevented with a proper diagnostic procedure,

such as a CAT scan or MRI. Furthermore, Ben beiieves doctors becarne defensive when he
would suggest information about certain courses of HlV treamient that he had leamed fkom

additionai readïng. Talkllig about his past experiences with physicians, which is largely dinerent
fiom experiences with alternative practitioners, Ben notes:

...with docton I h d you have to research and 1 do that-1 used to do that with [my
partner] I'd have arguments with doctors to get new treatrnent.. .and put my case forth and
then...as won as they realized, "thisguy knows a Little bit about what he's tallcing about",
thqrll usually give in... and do what you want...y ou dont have to do that with aitemative
doctors...$y ou show interest and you h o w something theyll say "yeah, that's right, weil
maybe we can t
q that"...you dont get that [withdoctors]-1 have to fight for what 1 get!

Greg, while avoiding biomedical drug treatrnent, stiii needed an aliopathic physician to
monitor his h d t h status and to perform basic diagnostic procedures. His experiences with
physicians were marked by extreme doctor defensiveness and skepticism towards his use of
a l t e d v e therapies. In addition, he experienced physician coercion to take dopathic drugs.

Greg believes that doctors are fearfùi of the effectveness of alternative therapies, and that they
maintain a false sense of power by prescribing powemil and toxic biomedical dnigs. He M e r
believes that Western society is characterized by a "quick-fix"mentality towards health, rather

than promoting wehess and prevention through non-toxic means. Sumrning up his experiences

with physicians, Greg notes:
so my experienws have been two-fold-the younger, the most recent ones [medical
doctors] have been women; they've b e n very supportive; they respect my degree of
howledge and understanding of what rm doing, and why I'm doing what Fm doing; they
know that they have nothing better to offer, they understand that protease inhibitors are
really unproven and the long tem effects are not known, but they appear to be as toxic or
maybe even more toxic than AZT;and so,they dont know like, when is their
effecfiveness? How long does it last, and what's all this toxkity go- do? 1have a
number of people around me who h e here, and others that are wmmuted in, they have
just di kinds of stuffbappening because of the toxicity levels...w 1 have a very
comfortably working relatiooship with a couple of medical doctors in recent years, and I'm
v a y happy with t h . . .
Both Ben and Greg's exfiences with doctors mirror Arthur Kleinman's case studies such
as the profile of Mr. Steele, whose doctor was hostile to the use of alternative therapies or self"
care (Kieinman 1988:127). Weinman states: "The message the practitioner indirectiy transmits to

patients and their f d e s is this: your view doesnt rpaUY matter much; 1 am the one who will

make the treatment decisions; you do not need to be privy to the influence and judgements that

S o m those decisions" (1988:130).

Culturai Iatrogenesis
Cultural iatrogenesis can be also be seen in these narratives. As will be demonstrated

below, however, these individuals do not foilow the exact definition of cultural iatrogenesis as
defineci by Iilich, in that despite each experiencing periods of dependency on the medical system,

they each maintain a strong sense of individual autonomy in their choice for heaith care.
For example, Doug was never referred to a holistic or alternative practitioner by a

physician. In the face of biomedical failwe over seven years, physicians never relinquished their
"powaNby admitting that perhaps there was something else to offer Doug in the fom of les-

hnmiwe alternative measurese8SUTeS
Doug beliwes that doctors essentidy "gave up" on his condition,
and instilleci in him a sense of "hopelessness." He aiso had to ~ e ~ e d u c ahimseif
te
about effective
altemative therapies, as there was no support id?astructurein the health care system to direct him
to any therapies thaî might have been beneficial for his condition. Doug is M e r convinceci that
while there is a place for biomedical diagnostic procedures, docton do not aid in maintainhg a
healthy lifestyle. Cornmenthg on these experiences, Doug states:

in fàct 1dont think there was anybody...even...particuIarly interested in my case...iike
that's the way 1 felt anyhow...and...if 1was to receive any p a r t i d u therapy.. .I was gohave to...corne up with the bucks for that and. .....from what 1 understand t h e n was no
therapy available in Wùuiipeg.. .
Ben believes that doctors and the medical system deal poorly with death and dying, and
that doctors wili attempt to keep people alive even when a person does not want technical or Wesupport measures, and is ready to die. He also believes that doctors do not want to hear about

ihe effediveness of alternative therapies. Ben believes that people are eager to be "cureduby
alternative therapies, but he states that people must realize that alternative healing involves a longterm process of preventative meamres and boosting the body's overd healthiness through slow-

acting means. Taking about his perceptions towards the establishment and recognition of
alternative therapies by the biomedical commdty, Ben states:
1 can see it corning about, but it's going to be very difncult...a lot of doctors just wili not
this has
open their eyes to see that this cm...a lot of doctors do not want to hear this

no basis in the way they were taught, even though it is the basis of medicine to start with,
they just dont want to hear t h k i t ' s not to replace them...but, lets look at the whole
person ...a lot of docton just dont do that-here I go again!-you go to some docton and
tell them you're taking vitamllis they'll tell you to stop, they don't do any good ...they do do
a lot of good!

Doctor De-valuation
Related to social iatrogenesis, is a reaimng therne found in both Doug and Ben's illness

dories. The theme rnay be terrned "doctor devaiuation of patient complaints." Simplified, it
means that both Doug and Ben consistently had experiences with allopathie physicians, who
would "devalue" or question their experienca of parti&

side-effects fiom dnig-treatment.

For example, Ben has had repeated experiences where physicians would question his own

perception of certain dmg-induced side-effkcts. The main reason for this question& Ben
explaias, is due to the fact that the partidar side-&kt may not be containeci within the formal
üst of sidezffects for that h g . This upsets Ben greatly, as he believes he knows his body better

than any physician. Tallcing about this expenence, Ben explains:
1 tefi them [doctors] symptoms that I'rn havllig-and they kind of wonder ifyou're actually
having them! But Fm the one who's taking these pills! A lot of these doctors dont take
these pills, I'm taking them because 1 know what I'rn hawig I know how 1 feel...and I
think some docton maybe think it's just me but no, I know it's the pals...
Doug has had similar expenences with physicians. When put on two different heart
medications after his heart attack, he cornplaineci of symptoms of fatigue and lack of energy. Not
only were Doug's complaints not vaiidated by his physician, but he was asked to accept these

side-effects as the only option to avoid a future hart attack, and was strictly told not to stop
taking the medication. As Doug explained earlier:
WeU lbe been cornplabhg ever since 1...starîed taking this &. . .that it mates.. .a feeling
of tiredness...you know your full energy isn't there...but they say "weil,you weigh one
against the other and, you know, would you sooner be tireci?", and then they scare you
with the threat of ..of heart pains or something üke that ...and you talk about quitting these
pus...weii...everybody throws up their hands and says "don? you dare!"...W...that's why
I'rn d
i with these pills as recommended by the dodoB...
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JustiTying ilines

Doug's experience of being told by physicians to continue taking his medication under
threat of a fûture heart attack, despite enduring iatrogenic sideeffects, leads us to an interesting

moral andor philosophid dilemma: can wejuste e n d u ~ one
g ihess to prevent another? Or
put differently, can we say that one fom of illness should be artificidy imposed and endured to

prevent another? One may argue that ideologically (in the sense that this is not the nom and may
never be), no additionai iliness should be imposed on an individuai to prevent another h e s s or
disorder, and ce-y

not be imposeci under any form of 'threat." Furthermore, the fact that

doctors devaiue iatrogenic illness as an acceptable part of the healiog experience only reinforces
how deep and integrai iatrogenic disease is in biomedicine.
Predictably, doctors readiiy acknowledge that side-effects always exist in any drus and
druggists state that side-effkcts are something that simply must be "accepteci" as part of "reality"
(Nich 1976). As some doctors readily admit, 'AU dmgs are a poison." This does not, however,
justiS, iatrogenic disease as necessary for al1 heaiing experiences, nor does it rnake it valid by any

means. Furthermore, biomedicine fails to acknowledge that perhaps there are other ways of
healing the body which do not involve iatrogenic disease. These narratives are testimony to the

fiict that illness d e r e r s caa, and do heai their illness through altemaîive and non-toxic means.

Theme 2.

Alternative Healiog

In direct contrast to iatrogenesis, the ocamence of "alternative heaüng", or a healing
experience promoted by alternative therapies, is a second key theme which is integral to these

narratives. As cm be seen in the narratives, indMduals %ced many problerns in attainhg

theriapeutic care which could efféctiveiy treat their condition. Their conditions necessitated

treatrnent on various levels. both physiologicai, psychological, and spiritual. DiEerent types of
altemative therapies, for various reasons, had the capacity to provide the treatment needed by

When Doug M

y l m e d about the positive h&g

effects of herbs and began herbal

therapy. his symptoms and healing improved significantly. Through the use of herbs, Doug

reduced the s w e b g in his abdomen and resumed a fairly nonnal bowel elllniaation, something
which was hindered Iiom the side-effects of dmgs he was taking. His blood circulation, digestion
and generai pain level also improved. Most irnportantiy, Doug's head injury, which causeci
detrimental memory los, stammering and generai confuson began to improve, resulting in his
~ e ~ s d i c i e n c He
y . also achieved considerable success in aligning bis spine and irnprovhg his
mobiiity with the use of a chiropractor. 1 asked Doug about his use of herbs:

"Doyou remember any imrnediate impactfrom the herbs? Did anything chzge
&amaiicaily?"
Weli, yes...y ou know 1 started to have bowel movements...and the pain started to, you
know, subside slightly...you know it's taken a long time but.. .you know you can't expect
these tbiags to clear up over night either...but things are much better than they were.. .you
know, and 1 got to the point where 1 could walk, and 1could tak with Iess difficulty...you
know 1 sometimes d
i get a Iittie mDted up and hstrated...
Interestingly, Doug explained that in his use of alternative therapies, not aii were

beneficiai, at times were even harmfui. Describing a harmfbi experience with acupuncture which

he uitimately had to combat with chiropractie, Doug explaineci:
about three weeks ago, 1 had acupuncture, and...it just didn't agree with me...I've just been
feeling rotten and my whole left side tightened up...so I've been spending extra time with

my chiropractor...and he says, "weii,it's wming dong", but he says fominately I didn't
wait too much longer to get it looked at...and he says he had several instances

where...acupuncture had been recommended by...1 think he said Autopac Winnipeg
automobile insUraace]...and people had corne just a.ü hunched over aad...i guess that's
probably the kind of thing that happened to me...just didn't seem to agree...so I've been
trying to...get over that...in the last while...and...well hopefùlly.. .this is the start of it...

Ben, while also using biomedical therapies, has maintained a hi@ lwel of health using a
combination of alternative therapies. Using things such as vitamllis, m i n d s , herbd and protein
supplernents, Buddhist meditation, sound therapy and a well-balancd diet and proper exercise,

Ben is keeping his immune system Song and his HIV virus counts low. He also believes that
altemaîive therapies aîended the Me of his nowdeceased partner by an extra two years, and that
altemathe therapies can si@cantly

help in the o v e d host-resistance to virulent viral or

bacterial infections. As Ben previously stated:
1 think the alternative therapies have actudy done what they're supposed to do which is
strengthen my system-help me naturaliy to keep myself healthy...my immune system...my
whole hction as a whole...because I dont take just supplementsjust for my immune
system...1 take vitarnins that work synergisticaiiy with each other so that they work
together and they can work for the whole body ...

Greg is a key example of a person who has maintained optimum health and s u ~ v e dthe
ofien fatal Hnr iUness by relying solely on alternative therapies. Greg began a seven year healing
program with a naturopathie doaor which involved alternative therapies such as acupuncture,

herbal therapy, homeopathy, nutrition, ozone therapy, psychological couoseling, and vitamin and
mineral supplements. Following his work with the naturopath, Greg began another altemative

therapy caiied bio-acoustics/nuiuig. He believes that these therapies help to cleanse the body's
systems, and encourage healing on deeper levels of the body, both physical and psycho-spintuai.

Greg is convinceci thaî his reliana on a combination of powerful alternative therapies has
kept him aüve today. He has outlived many people he knew who were diagnosed with the v h s at
the same time he was diagnosed, and who relied solely on biomedical drug-therapy. He further

believes, similar to Ben, that alternative therapies can and do play a significant role in the Weextension and immunity of HIV d a e r s , partidariy at the terminal stages of the illness. For
example, Greg believes that the HN sufferer at the terminal stage, who has boosted his body with
aitemative therapies, may avoid the quickly htd bacteriai or Wal infections cornmon at this stage
of the illness. In contra* the ElIV d e r e r who has not used any alternative therapies may

succumb quickly to these infèctions. Additiody, Greg states that aiiopathic medicine has a place

when dealiog with acute illness, whiie alternative medicine is particularly suited to chronic
illnesses such as HIV. Comenting on how alternative therapies have helped to manage bis

condition, Greg states:
1 beiieve that for the seven years that 1 worked predomlliantly and prirnady with the
nahiropath, he kept me dive, 1 really-well, let me re-phrase that, because 1 beiiwe that
we keep ourselves alive, and that there are other people that we may be blessed to corne
into our lives and help use dong the way-but he, both fiom the perspective of his
personal support, as weU as fkom his skill as a physician, and my wihgness to do the best
that 1could do with those things that he was asking, you know, directing me and helping
me-and plus many other things that 1 did on my owk-that that combination of my
cornmitment to working at if and his cornmitment to helping me work at it, kept me alive,
kept me productive...and so, 1 mean that's a lot of things, that's acupuncture, and herbs,
and homeopathy, and bach flower remedies, and nutrition, and clinid, you know the use,
the cIinical use of nutrition and supplements and minends and a whole bunch of things,
and the naturopathie system of medicineit worked, in my estirnate...it has had a great
deal to do with me feeling physically well, energetically 1 have more energy; 1 used to
suffer d d y nom fatigue, and once 1 no longer was feeling fatigueci 1 W y understood...

It is clear that each individual as represented in this study is using a combination of many

ditfiirent therapies to promote healing, biomedical inchdeci. As doaimented in previous Canadian
studies by Kelner and Weliman (1997a; b) on alternative medicine use, individuais use certain
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therapies as tbqr help their condition. This explaias the use of many different altemative therapies
by these individuais, in addition to some biomedical therapies. For example, each individuai in

this study used a combination f h m as M e as two, to as many as nine different alternative

modaiities. Despite the widespread use of alternative therapies, these individuals did not total&
reject the use of certain biomedical elements. Indeed, each individual remained in the service of a
fiuniiy physician for basic hedth Gare needs such as annuai check-ups, blood monitoring and
certain drug therapy. This CO-incides with Kelner and Wellman's conclusions, and suggests a

"plural* nature to heaith are.
As w4.i be disaissed in Chapter Six, however, the case narratives indicate that the

underiying reasons for alternative therapy use nin much deeper than postmodernist "calls to
order" based on notions of "romanticism", "nature worship", "reintegration with antiquity"and
ultimately, Aneoprimitivism"(Hook 1993 :16 1). Indeed, alternative medicine users as represented

in this study are not choosing alternative health care based on a "pick and mix" mentality, but base
their decisions on positive experiences with h&g

promoted by alternative therapies.

For example, it is clear that the above individuals s s e r fiom chronically aaite aüments

(head injury. HIV/AIDS), which at various tirnes in their Me have been Me-threatening. As
downented in previous studies (Kelner and W e h 1997; Pawluch et al. 1994; Sharma 1992)
the majority of alternative medicine users d e r fiom chronic illnesses, which f o m the basis for
their choice to use alternative therapies. Furthemore, as evidenced in this study, it is through the

use of certain aitemative mediches, as opposed to biomedical, that the resolution of these
individual's chronic symptoms has been most successfùi.
Moreover, it is apparent that the individual illness conception plays an important roie in
the choice and continuai use of therapies. This coincides with Kleinman's fïndings, who states that
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"physiologicalaspects of chronic illness shape explanatory models and the meanings they

encapdate"(1988:45). For example, Ben perceives the human body using a combination of both
biomedical and holistic concepts. Accordingiy, bis choice of thaapies combines both alternative

and biomedical, in that he uses meditation and herbs in combination with HIV dmg-therapy.
Greg, in another example, is very fmsed on psycho-spiritual elernents, and thus has drawn

heaviiy on therapies oriented towards spirituai heaüng such as therapeutic touch and bioacoustidtuning.

Theme 3.

Spiritudity in Iüness

A third wmmon theme that was found throughout ali three narratives was the concept of

"spirituality." That is, Doug, Ben and Greg exhibited partidar conceptual ideas which hinted at

their beiief in the nature of the Universe as "ordered",outside of any structwed religious wntext.

This ocamence also coincides with previous research showing that a notion of "spiritualjtynis
common among altemative medicine users (Kelner and Wellrnan 1 9 9 7 ~
b).
Doug, for exarnple, feels a strong sense of cause arid eflect, that there is a reason he ended
up using herbal therapy, and that there are many inter-relatai factors which leads an individual to

different He-events. For example, he beiieves that if the medical system had not faikd as it did,
that he wouid not have leamed about the heahg effects of herbal therapy.

In his search for therapy, Ben has found a strong spiritual comection with the world
philosophy of Buddhism. Buddhism is derived from an historic individual Siddartha Guatama
known as uBuddha"in approxhately the nfth cenhiry B.C.E., in what is today Southem Nepal
(Powers 1995). The entire development of Buddha's teachings and the volumes of knowledge
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that were produced after his time is far too cornplex and detailed to d i s a i s here. Generafly,
however, Buddhism involves attaining a higher consciousness by which one leems to endure
suffe~g
though He, leading to breaking the cycle of rebirth in the Kamiic or "physicalwworld,

calIed "Samsara" An additional Buddhist concept is "non-violence" and the respect of al1 iiving
things, expoudeci by Tibet's m e n t spirituai leader bis Hoiiness the Ddai Lama Ben also does a
form of yoga (meaning "wnnection") meditation, derived fiom Hinduism.

Ben believes that living with a potentially fàtal illness has Ied him t o become a more
spiritual person. He believes that his spintual notions have helped him to deal with many M o r s
associated with his iiiness, such as death and dying, and the loss of his partner. Ben is not a h i d

of death, and he has corne to terms with the fàct that he may soon die from the HlV Wus.
Furthemore, he believes in a form of "afterlifewwhich is a positive and beautifid place filleci with
fiends and famiy, and believes that he was put on this earth for a reason. Buddhist spirituality

has led him to see life as iiiusory, which has helped to reiieve the stress associated with his current
Lae and illness. More pragmatidy, Ben combats anxiety, a side-effect causeci by one of the
drugs he is taking, by using a relaxhg meditation. Should Ben reach the terminal stage of HIV,

he hopes he will be spintually advanceci enough to be able to die peacefUy and without much

pain.
Ben believes that when it cornes to dealing with death and dying, docton do not have the
same philosophy. He believes that docton do not understand death as a naturai process, and do

not recognize spiritual aspects towards death and dying. He explains:

Thcfre [doctors] so dedicated to keeping you alive at whatever cost, they dont see death
as king the naturai process that we go through, that a person has W
ed whatever he has
to fiünl and now it's time for them to go on...&, no, they dont see that, no, they wiU look
at the machines, because they've got this thing that they wiil never do any harm to you,
but, you how, they are doing harm when they're keeping you aiive when you shouldn't be
alive...that's stressfûi-it's got to be s t r d on the person whose tqhg to pass over...
Similar to Ben, Greg's narrative also contains signincant spiritual elementS. Whereas Ben
discuvered a specific spintual phiiosophy in Buddhism through his search for alternative therapies
which he uses to promote healing, Greg focuses more on issues which are both psychologicai and

spumial in nature, and which are fundamental to his existence. When disaissing his work with the
naturopath, Greg hinted at his own deep psychospinhial issues that were an integral part to his

healing experience. When asked to expand on this issue, Greg Uidicated that he was deaihg
d

y with two separate yet interrelated issues. F i Greg believes that his upbringing in an

abusive family environment contributed significantly to the psychological issues he developed.
Greg's father was an alcohoiic, and because of this Greg endured both physical and psychologid

abuse. This contributecl to Greg's own "self-abuse", by fostering behaviour and mental attitudes
such as anger, rage, and homophobia.
Second, Greg believes he came into bis body as a fonn of spiritual wnsciousness, b ~ g i n g

with him certain unresolved issues. As a resulf he feels a constant pull between the side of him
that wants to keep living, and the side of him that does not. Comrnenting on his psychospiritual

issues, Greg explains:
the interesthg thing is the wnflict that goes on inside between what 1 know is the tnith,
what 1think is the truth, and this other aspect which hasn't been healed yet, the part that
doesn't want to be here. 1 mean those two t h g s are constantiy clashing, and that just sets
up a system within myself for not sucaxdhg..Amakes it diî5cult for me to iùndamentally
say "yes, 1 want to be here", and it makes it difiidt for me to fundamentally say, "yes, 1
am cornmitteci to following through on what 1 know my purpose to be "...and, fiequently,

means that 1go through periods of t h e evai doubting that 1 know what my purpose
is...although 1love a statement that 1 heard the last few months: "wespend too much time
wondering and worrying about what our purpose is, or trying to find it; ifyou havent
found it, them chwse it!", and there's a lot of wisdom there...so, as much as 1 know that
that's wise and that's a good thuig, 1still sabotage my efforts to do that...
Asked whetha he thought spiritual issues were important in the context of illness, Greg
responded:

Fundamentaliy aii disease is a spirituai disease, and therefore, provided my body hasn't
gone, hasn't deteriorateci to such an extent that it can't recoup, 1assume that if1 can get
nght with myseif spirittdy, that my body will recuperate and I'ii be fine...does that mean
that the H W s goma be gone? Not necessarily...but, if ifs possible for the scientist to
cane up with dmgs that supposedly might be able to keep people alive with the disease
for a very long time, 1see no reason why using very powerfùl alternative methods can't do
the same...sowhether 1iive with the actuai Wus in my body or not, isn't important...
Theme 4.

Job Loss/Ihess poverty

A fourth key theme which touched all three individuals was job loss due to illness, or what

may be d e d "ilinesspoverty." The effects ofjob-loss due to illness leading to a low incorne has
no&as some studies suggest, completely prevented these individuals fiom using altemative

therapies (Keher and Wellman 1997a; b). Job loss does, however, play an integral role in the use
and continuecl use of alternative therapies, particularly in light of the fact that in the cumnt
(1998) Canadian health uire system, few alternative therapies are covered by maiflstream or
private heaith care. Thus, as N a v m argues, the facets of inequality as iinked to a capitalist class

system also m e into play here (1976).
Doug's work for& him to retire nom his longstanding job as manager, due to the
debilitating effects of his head injury. Although not included in the above narrative, Doug

indicated that he had to legdy pursue compensation fiom his company which was not offering

any monetary package. Doug now s u ~ v e son long-term disafiility payments, including the

money he received form his senlement. This is just enough to wver his iiving expenses and
payment for herbal therapy and chiropractic. Doug indiates that he spends a significant arnount
of money to support his use of alternative therapies, and that he was forced into payhg for certab
therapies due to the cessation of work compensation:
my hab bill for a month is probably twice what my medication bill is! [laughter]...
worker's compensation cut me off on the chiropractic...they told me 1 couldn't go
anymore...and then it got to the point 1couidnt waik anymore.. .W.. .I dragged myself in to
another chiropractor...Re been paying it on my own ever since...

Ben also is prevented fkom w o r b g due to his ihess. As prevîously mentioned in the life
disruption section of his narrative, the fatigue associated with HIV prevents him from king able
to maintain fiill- or part-the work. Fortunately for Ben, however, he pursud a
retirementkttlement package and was fUy compensateci by his company.
Greg is very clear about the hardship of living in poverty while dealing with a serious

*hess. Fonneily working at demanding organizational and managerial jobs, Greg is now unable
to keep up this pace whiie living with W .As previously discussed in the Me-disruption section,

Greg attempted to open up his own private praaice in alternative medicine, but was forced to
m c e l his plans due to a senous bout with shingles. As mentioned, Greg States that living at the
poverty level restricts him from pursuhg creative activities, contributes to negative emotions, and
ultimately prevents him fiom using much-needed alternative therapies unless practitioners

withhold charge. Despite Greg's hardship, he has managed to keep relying on alternative

therapies by ushg the linle money he has, and by accepting certain therapy sessions fiom certain
alternative pradtioners. As previously mentioned, Greg believes that incorne level and the choice

to use altemative health uue are ingraineci wiuiin a warped biomedical system:
[people] who 1know who are HW+,they wouid say that [il was probably most
important to thern that they shouid bave a choice of treatment-they don't-they don2 have
a choice because it's not part of the system of medicine thattspradiced here, there's not
the money, and also, they dont know what choices they have other than dnigs-most
people dont-and most people dont wanna know...

Theme 5.

Famiiy History

An important contributhg factor in the iives of Doug, Ben and Greg in the wntext of their

illnesses and heaüng was the impact of th& fimilies and social histories, which ultimately
influenced th& use of alternative therapies.
Doug, for example, notes that when he was growing up on a rurai Canadian fàrm, the first
course of action for remedying minor health afflictions, iacluding broken bones, was to see the

local chiropractor. While di&rent £komchiropractic therapy today, the chiropractors of old
provided much needed health care when medical doctors were few and far between, and when
they were available, were only within reach of the elite class. Describing nûal health practices,

Doug notes:

Chiropractie had always been in the family...1guess it may not have been chiropractic in
the way that we know it now.. .but it was, you know, the old traditionai or chiropractic
that the.. .the old people used...I rernember years ago as a small kid going to see the
chiropractor lady and...and she wouid bandage you di up with hot towels...and rub you
down with Vicks...and then she would proto manipulate or whatever.. .and somehes
you would corne away with a cloth bandage around you ...and...hopefully things would
settle down fiom whatever wes b o t h e ~ gyou ...1guess years ago ifyou had to go to a
doctor it was probably a ten mile drive with home and buggy...and the cbiropractor wasn't
as far...but SU
sometimes we may have gone once every couple of months.. .if
somebody...feu off a hay wagon somewhere and.. .dislocated a bone.. .well.. .that would be
the first course of action...

Ben, on the other hand, directly grew up with herbs, as his mother was a trained
pharmacologist scbooled in herbal therapy. Growing up with herbal therapy, Ben leamed
valuable knowledge that he still applies today, such as the knowledge of the effectiveness and
different healing properties of herbs. As he previously mentioned:

having been brought up with hehs my mother, when she was in England, she studied
pharmacology but in those days it was mainly herbai pharmacoiogy they studied, so we
were raised on herbs when we got sick...so I had a bit of au in there...
Growing up in the l95Os, Ben also faced considerable homophobia which he had to deal with as
a gay man. This ultimately influenced his lifestyle to the point where he could not pumie this

lifestyle openly.
Greg expenenced a damaging childhood marked by physical, emotional, psychological

and spiritual abuse, which stemmed mainly fiom his father. Like Ben, Greg was also a victim of
rampant homophobia that was inpined in him, his family, the local church, and the community.

Commenting on his upbringing, Greg explained:
in my case my father was addicted to alcohol-I lived with, what I think of as minor
physical abuse, it was the minor of al1 of the abuse, but the psychological and the spirituai
abuse that cornes fkom a family that's sorely lacking in those things takes its toll and
mates a series of patterns that become self-abusive-1 don't mean that in the sense of, you
h o w , "slash and bum and cutW--but,just in the sense of not following through on things
that I know that are good for me...and it generates a lot of fear and anxiety and anger and
rage, and add to that d l of the homophobia-some of which 1believe I brought with me,
when 1came into this body-and which was just very strongly re-inforced, in my family,
and in the church, and in the cornmunities in which 1p w up and liveà, in just daily life,
you know...

Theme 6.

Physician Satisfaction

One interesting theme which appeared shortly in Doug's narrative was the fact that
physicians should have a vested interest in being p g s o d y satisfied with the treatment of the
patient, regard les^ of the fact that the therapy may be damaghg to the Uidividual. For example,
when seeing a psychiatrist, Doug stated that his m e n t was not satisfying him or the

psycbtrist. This kind of comment hints at the f8ct that physicians exhibit a certain kind of
"powauin king personaly satisfied with the progress of the patient, regardless of how the

patient might be feeling, or ifthe treaûnent is contributhg to iatrogenic effects. This often results

in the patient feeüag obliged to take biomedical treatments rather than having a choice not to take
the therapy. DeScnbing this expenence, Doug explained:

...and the psychiatrist-weii 1don't know-he give me piiis and 1 pop piiis until 1-weii, at
that t h e too 1 had to go home and went on sick leave, and this psychiatnst give me a
bunch of pas and 1ate these pius and as 1ate them, you know 1 would sleep for three
days at a tirne! And W y he decided that, you know, this wasn't gening anywhereit
wam 'lhelping me. or. it w a m helping him...
Theme 7.

Alternative Therapy Self-edueation

Another important theme which was found in aii three narratives was that Doug, Ben and

Greg seLf-educated themselves with regard to altemative therapies. For example, Doug referred
to his large library of books on herbal therapy, which, while he auinot mentdy retah in detaii,

still provides usefbi reference material. Ben indicated that he had taken courses in biochernistry,
which, while aiiopathic, helped him to understand the effects of the alternative therapies on his
body. Lastly, Greg is an expert on rnany alternative therapies, and has even trained in several

forms of alternative medicine such as therapeutic touch and neuro-linguistic-programming(NLP).
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Similar to conclusions drawn in Kelner and Wellman's research (1997a; b), prior to their
Unesses the above Uidividuals were highly educated. For example, each had pumed education in

a least a post-secundary institution,while one of the participants in this shidy (Greg)had two
university-grantecl degrees. It is, however, debatable how the precise role of education plays in
the choice for alternative therapies, and how this contributes to the awareness of these therapies,
as (a) each individual pursued dœîerentforms of education, and @) these f o m of education did

not specincally ded with alternative therapies. One explanation that may be pursued in fùture
studies is the role that family u p b ~ g i n gmay play in the shaping of heaith-seeking behaviour. For
example, it is ciear that in this study, both Doug and Ben had direct W

y influence for the use of

alternative f o m of medicine (e.g. Doug's family used a chiropractor, Benls mother was a
herbalist).

Theme 8.

Patient as Healer

Related to the theme of "alternative therapy self-education" is an important theme
ülustrated by Greg: that of "patient as healer." While Greg is a regular user of rnany diffierent
alternative therapies, he is also a trained practitioner in therapeutic touch, reiki, and neurohguistic-programming8 One rnight argue that this kind of dual interaction between patient and

healer would provide much understanding of both the practice and heaiing effects of alternative
therapies. Greg describes an important expenence which combined rnany aspects of his
knowledge as an alternative healer and patient, and indicated the hter~~~tztt?dne?,s
of many
f o m of altemative therapies that deal with energy f o m of healing:
a couple of people who were taking therapeutic touch fiom me, somehow got interested,
in learning bio-acoustics...now 1was one of those people that [the sound therapist] first

worked with, with bio-acoustics, and then when bio-tuning came dong, and she leamed
that,and it seemed that it was gohg to be even more e f f ' v e in helping me, then we
changed fiom biu-acoustics to bio-tuning. But befbre we finished bio-aunistics, one of
the t h g s that happeneci was we were starting to work with if for the enagy system
amund the body. In partidtu, we were working with the chahs, so the energy centres
in the fiont and the centre of body dong the spine...What we unwvered is-I mean I've
hown about the meridiaas and h e known about chakras, and R e known about auras,
and worked with ail of that, so that wm't new-I mess 1 had thought that they were
interconnected but I'd never felt the interconnedon, until one day when we were
experimentiagwith using fiequencies of the chakras, and what happened was, 1 starteci to
feel the associated meridiaos in my body opening up, so I ran home to my meridian charts
to see ifwhat 1 was feeiing had any relatiomhip to where those meridians were on the
body and they were sractly where 1had felt the sensations of the opening taking place...so
that was kind of interesthg so that's really changeci-You know it's not maybe a grand
iosight-but it just certainly proves to me that when you work on any one of the energy
systems youtre working on aiI the others,they're interconnected...

Theme 9.

Therapy Interaction

As Greg indicates above excerpt, therapies can interact on multiple levels, not oniy with
the body, but with other fomis of therapies.

For example, Ben is wmbining altemative and biomedical therapies, and states that each is
important for maintaining the entire health of the body. He combines things such as herbal and
vitamin supplements, with dopathic dnigs, in combination with meditation. Ben believes that this
combination of plural therapies has kept him at the level of health he has today.
Greg most clearly demonstrates that each therapy interacts with another and also affects

the body on al levels. As he states above, this is exemplifieci by his work with chakra (&du
energy centres) balancing which also helped the meridians (Chinese energy charnels) to open up.

He m e r States that each therapy has a khd of "synergynwhich can promote the other, such as

with the combination of homeopathy and bio-hininglacoustics. Greg notes, however, that he had
to stop horneopathy as it was making the effects of bio-tuning too strong.

Thew 10.

seWd&ty

It was clear that each individual had a strong sense of his illness and healing processes
throughout his entire experience. This coincides with Arthur Kieinman's (1988) statement that the
chronic illness d e r e r is acutely aware of symptorns and is wnstamly monitoring Mly

processes. For exampie, Doug was aaitely aware of how each aiiopathic therapy a8C'ected him in
tenns of side-effects, healiag provided by alternative therapies, and in keeping wnffen and fled
documentation of each therapy that he has tried. Ben is also aware of his symptorns, and
coll~tantlymonitors his virus and ce11 counts including graphing bis blood work on a cornputer.

Greg, whüe also comtantly aware of symptoms,potential &esses, and the eEects of Werent
therapies, is dso very aware of his mental/emotional States, and refers to them in detail.

Themes Drawn from the Medical Dominance Thesis
Theme 11.

Medical Dominance

Returnhg to the discussion at the end of Chapter Two,one rnight argue that whiie the
medical dominance thesis may rernain hidden on an individual level and remain in a so-called

"largernstructurai context, it is certainly ewident that it underlies the care-seeking narratives.
Whereas the namitives can reveal rnany aspects surmunding the search for therapy, one may
suggest that one of the main theoretical foundations which underlies even these experiences is the

occurrence of the rise and fa11 of medical dominance. It is here that the link between individual
narrative conceptions and structural elements can be consolidated.

Interestingly, as suggested in the discussion in Chapter Two, it appears that individuals are
illustrriting both aspects of medical dominance and wllapse, supporthg Cobum's (1993) thesis
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that while medical power bas declined, certain elernents have remaineci. Moreover, as previousiy

discussed, the fact that individuals continue to exhibit certain aspects of medical dominance
supports the argument that while medical dominaace may have declined on the medical

professonal level, the dominance of the biomedical paradigm to define notions of health and
disease remallis powemil. Thus medicai dominance remains complex in the üves of individuals.

Stmchirally, the rise of medical dominance can be seen to afféct s o c i d elements such as
the establishment of "medicalelitism" and the consolidation of "medical power", wkreby

medicine be«une the dominant forrn of health care in Western society. In this process mdcine
also came to dominate the vehicle through which h d t h and wel-being was achieved, namely that
of strictly ailopathic or biomedical therapies. Medicine fhthermore elimlliated non-aüopathic or

"alternative" therapies as they represented a means of health are.
How can structural elements be seen to affect individual experiences? Before proceedhg

to the narratives, Frank (1998b), by drawing on Foucauldian concepts, suggests a concise way to
understand power within illness stories. Frank states that while stories of illness are told to

empower the teiier and readers who share the story, there are additional aspects of power which
corne into play, and thus necessitate an "ethics"of storytelling (1 998b:3 3 1). Frank suggests that

the concept of stnicturai power containeci within stories may be best exempLified by an analogy
put forth by Foucault in the Iast years of his Mie, drawing on the wncept of the "panopticonn-"a

prison design that ailowed an uaseen guard to exercise perpetuai meillance of each celin
(lW8b:33 1).

Frank states that the panopticon concept illustrates how power operates through

micro-strategies, which can tum the selfinto its own agent of disciplinary practice (1998b:33 1).
Summarizing this concept, Foucault writes:

He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who h o w s it, assumes responsibility for
the conslraints of power, he makes them play spontaneously upon himself, he inscribes in
hirnself the power relation in which he simultaneously plays both d e s ; he becomes the
principle of his own subjection (1979:202-3).
Foucault M e r States that "it is not that the beautifid totality of the individual is amputated,
repressed, aitered by our social order, it is rather that the individual is carefiilly fabricated by if
according to a whole technique of forces and bodies" (1979:217).

Frank suggests that by putting Foucault's concepts together, one arrives at Foucault's
basic insight: "the genius of the social fabrication of the individual is to make that individual the

principle of his or her own fabrication, thus guaraateeing the sense of authenticity in what is
fabricated" (Frank 1998b:331). Thus, while individuals may be only partially aware of aspects of
medicai dominance in the healtb care system, not only may ihey be shaped and fabricated by
these forces, but they may be in the process of directly fabricating these forces themselves. Frank
writes: "To ignore how the il1 person is afTected by institutional medicine is as much an error as

the medicd negation of contexhial and existential factors that affect il1 people" (1 997: 145).
Therefore, on the individual level, the consolidation of medical elitism and power,
thereafter appropriated by the state, has led to the establishment of what may be temed a
"hegemonic biomedicine" (see Figure 3, Chapter Two). A hegemonic medicine, in tum, is
defined by "allopathic health", which is defined by biomedical therapies. "Allopathie health", in

tum, has led to the control over the definition of disease and what it means to be "healthy", in
addition to defming the parameters around which this health is established. Individually, these

factors have partially led to a reliance on allopathic therapies as the only means to establish
health and healing, and has resulted in the "marginalization" of any existing non-allopathie
therapies.

Taking Doug as one example, for seven years he had no option but to rely on
biomedicine in his search for therapy. Furthermore, while alternative therapies were available in
Doug's search, they were largely marginalized and were not supported by existing health care
structures. This 'dominative" biomedicd structure is confirmed by the fact that Doug had to
"self-educate" hirnself with regard to his awareness of alternative foxms of healing, and also
explains why Doug had to endure seven years of ineffective biomedical treatment until he
chanced upon herbal therapy.
In a second example, despite being fortunate to have the opportunity to consult fkely
with a naturopath, Greg's choice for alternative health care was not without its problems. Greg

believes that on a fundamental level, people suffering fiom illness do not have power or fkee
choice to use alternative fonns of health care. He states that this stems fkom the dominant and
competitive nature of our current biomedical health care system, which has led to the overail
poor accessibility of alternative therapies, tbeir high cost, and stigma against their effectiveness.
One of the main reasons for the inaccessibility of alternative therapies, Greg suggests, has
to do with alternative therapies not being part of the current biomedical system. He believes that

altbough people may have a certain amount of choice in using aspects of biomedicine, such as
which particular physician to attend, ultimately people do not have thefieedom of choice in
health care. As a result, Greg believes that alternative health care users ultimately do not have

power. Furthermore, Greg states that due to the marginalization of alternative mediches, the
necessity for ample financial resources also plays an integral role in a person's ability to access
alternative health senices. For example, because he is unemployed due to his ilhess, Greg is
restncted in his use of alternative therapies and relies on the charity of alternative practitioners.

This occurrence has strong links to a capitalist system. in which unequal access to resources
restricts the ability to maintain health. Commenting on his viewpoint, Greg states:

I think generally that we dont have choices; 1 have a choice as to which allopathic doctor
1may go to. 1 may have the choice to go to one allopathic doctor, and then go to another
and another, just to get a couple of opinions...1 don? have the choice to seek out the
advice-well, the system doesn't enable me to have the power or the choice; if I have the
money, where alternatives are concemed then 1 have power. and then I have choice. you
know...if Fm fomuiate enough to know people or to find therapists or alternative doctors
who will give me free service or who will negotiate with me for service, then 1 have some
power and some choice, but the health care system that we have does not give us that ...
Expanding on the issue of medical dominance, Greg notes that many allopathic
physicians are feamil of the effectiveness of alternative therapies over allopathic therapies. and
assume false notions of power. He further draws links between the marginalization of alternative
therapies, and biased biomedical research. Refemng to these issues, Greg states:
there's nothing rational about [itl--they're [the doctors] just scared--because they know
that in some areas, naturopaths and other brands of medicine do as well and better than
they do; things that they can't cure, or that they can't manage, alternatives can do better,
and uh, thatfsvery fiightening, it's very fnghtening that they don't wanna see that...but 1
think that those doctors are just as hopeless about HlV as they ever were, and 1 think that
really affects the way in which they prescribe, it gives them a sense of power, to give
somebody a prescription for these powerful toxic dmgs. and it makes them feel like
thefre doing something, and they're not really looking at what the dmgs aren't
doing...and, now, 1 mean, at this stage, we don't know what naturopathie medicine or
ayurveda or any of those othen are doing either, but we might know if al1 the money
weren't going in to research on these dmgs, as if dmgs were the only answer, and it's
clearly not; you know, certainly the alternatives. can do as well at helping people to have
a quality of life as stay as well, you know, well as the people on dmgs...
In a third example, Ben makes clear reference to the role that pharmaceutical companies.
which can be seen to be aligned with a medically powerful state. have played in the systematic
elimination of important herbal remedies essential for boosting his immunity against infection.
Commenting on these issues, Ben states:

...Fm sure the government are big agaïnst this kind of thing [alternative therapies]...that's
how I feel...they took licorice offthe shelves...I mean 1 can go down 1cm get a ficonce '
root and make the same thing myseif but they took the extract offthe shelf...and.. .thai was
one of the main things 1used to use in the Wmter to help me get through because it is very
much an immune stimulant and. ..now 1have to go make my own or get it fiom the
states...wery time you do somethiag good, the government seems to want to just take it
off md say "no"...but 1put that down to a very powerfid lobby with the
pharmaceuticals...you know there's a lot of things that they've taken off the shelf
that...people have been taking for years and years...1 mean, they say "oh, yeah, so and so
has die& or this many people have died nom it", but more people die fiom over the
counter dmgs-o.dlig on them-than actuaily ever been kUed on herbal dmgs, 1 mean, the
statistics bear that out.. .

There are also elements of medical dominance on the individual Ievel which are related to
the above themes of social and cultural iatrogenesis as d&ed by Illich (1976). For example,
Doug's reliance on a dominative medical system led to a misdiagnosis of his intemal head injury,

while limiting bis choice to pursue additional and perhaps non-allopathie therapies. Ben,while
attempting to combine aüopathic and alternative therapies, was conf?onted with the dominative

nature of medical doctors, such that he had to fight to obtain medical information concerning

himselfand his partner. He also found it difncult to negotiate with physicians his views towards
alternative ideologies of death and dying. Greg endured a sense of "mockery" and was ridided

by biomedical doaors for using alternative therapies. He was fiirtherrnore coerced by medical
doctors into t a h g HIV medication such as Protease inhibiton and AZT, somethllig which Greg

had made explicit he did not want, based on the effectveness of the altemative rnedicines he was

As discussed in theme #4, "job l o s d i e s s poverty", "choice"is partiailady relative when

it cornes to the use of alternative therapies by individuals living in a dominative biomedical health
care system in Canada,and which is ultirnately ingraineci in a capitalist system (Navsrro 1976).

As mentioned, not only are alternative therapies m81ginalizedby the existing health care structure
in terms of support aetworks such as medical care, but because of this many non-allopathie
therapies are simply out of the hanciai reach for many individuais who muid benefit from them.

As Greg stated earlier:
1think generaiiy that we dont have choices; 1have a choice as to which dopathic doctor 1

may go to; I may have the choice to go to one allopathie doctor, and then go to another
and anothet, just to get a couple of opinions.. .I dont have the choice to seek out the
adviceweii, the system doesn't enable me to have the power or the choice; if1 have the
money, where alternatives are wncerned then 1have power, and then 1have choice, you
know...if rm forturirrte enough to h o w people or to h d therapists or alternative docton
who wiii give me free s e ~ c or
e who d negotiate with me for senrice, then 1 have some
power and some choice, but the heaith «ire system that we have does not give us W...

As was discussed earlier, "financial reach" also has to do with the ability to maintain an
occupation, which in tum affects altemative therapy use. Thus, the use of alternative therapies
marks individuals as venairing beyond the conventional medical system, where they are not
making neutral decisions, and face overwheiming capitalist processes such as the loss of wntrol
over the means of production (Kelner and Weliman 1997; Navarro 1976).
In sum, one argument which can be drawn from the above examples is that medical

dominance contributes to individual experiences in the -ch

for therapy, such as iatrogenesis and

marpinaiized alternative health care services. Furthemore, it is evident that while individuais are

having experiences which may be seen to be attributed to medical dominance, they are also aware
of these larger stmctural factors wbich are contributing to their experiences.

Thcrne 12.

Medicd CoUapse

"Medical collapsen,or the "Mn
of medical dominance can also be illustrated on both
structurai and individuai lwek despite the fàct that individuals continue to exhibit certain aspects

of medical dominruice and a dominant biomedical pmdigm.
Stnrcturaliy, the relative deche of medical dominance on the medical professional level

where the control of medicine was appropriated by the state, can be seen to have contributeci to
the overall decluie of medical "elitism" on the medical interprofessional level. The decline of

medical eLitism, in tum, can be seen to have wnaibuted to the decline of the medical
monopolization over the means to achieve health through strictly allopathie means. The decline of
"dopathic health", in turn, has led to the resurgence of non-aiiopathic or "altemative" therapies,

which are defïning dinerent notions of health and disease by using different health rnodatities.
hdividuaily, the decline of medical eiitism and power has given room for the rise of what

rnay be calleci "counter-hegemonic" health movements, Uustrated by individuals e x p l o ~ g
different therapies apart nom ailopathic (see Figure 3A, Chapter Two). The decline of the

medical monopolization over definitims of health and disease has fùrther led to the resurgence of
altemative health ideologies or worldviews towards defining health and illness. Emerging and
Mering health ideologies may also be t e d the "democratization" of knowledge (Hook 1993).

The resurgence of alternative therapies has additionally led to the widespread use and availabilay

of partiailar alternative therapies, whereas previously they were unavailable. The fact that
individuals may be using widely available alternative therapies does not, however, negate the fact
that these therapies remain unsupporteci by existing biomedical hedth care sbuctures.

It is evident that the individuals presented in the above nanatives are clearly representative
of a decline ixt medical d o h c e , with regards to partidar hctors. For example, upon the
failure of the biomedical system to treat his chronic symptoms, Doug was able to explore
additional non-ailopathictherapies in the form of herbal and chiropractie thaapy. Ben, in another
example, has had the fieedom to combine aspects âom both dopathic and alternative therapies.

Lady, Greg has had the choice to reject sole reliance on allopathie hg-therapy, and has had the
option to pursue many different alternative therapies and modalities to treat his condition When

asked about his opinion concerning the use of alternative therapies and the m e n t state of the
Canadian health care system, Greg replieci:

..A's gonna change, it's go- change because pharmaceutids are killing people; people
are increasingly aware of the profiting that goes on with the pbarmaceutids, and drug
wmpanies; even the dodors' medicines are going to catch up with them because 1 mean
there are increasing numbers of researchers who are looking at this very issue of iatrogenic
diseaseand the high rate-oh! God! the high rate of iatrogenic disease, and 1 mean, we're
not just talking about people getting sick we're talking about people dying there's a high
death rate fiom, you know, the therapies. and there are other means that are less h d l
and just as effective...
Summary
Aspects fiom both the rise and Ml of medicai dominance can be seen to contribute to both

structural factors, and to individual factors in the course of the iliness experience. The plural
nature of health care that exists today iilustrates the faa that whüe medical domuiance has

deched, it has certainly not disappeared (see Figure 3B, Chapter Two). The complex nature of
medical dominance becornes most clear at the individual level, despite structural barriers. One
might argue, for example, that medical dominme has led each individual in this study to become
dissatisfied with the "authorityl' and ineffectveness of biomedicine. This has ultimately resulted in
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each individual pumiing alternative fomis of heaith, or what were earlier caiied "counterhegemonic" heaith movements, which in turn contributes to the decline of medical dominance.
Furthmore, while biomedicine may be maintainhg its hegemony through a health care system
dominated by the biomedical paradigm, the above individuals are one exarnple pointing to the
fact that medicine is losing its hold not only on certain types of heaith care, but on even the

ability to maintain and promote health with regard to chronic iliness. Thus, medical dominance
is at the root of both medicine's failure to promote heaith and weli-being for chronic aihents,
and is the inspiration for the use of alternative fonns of healing by individuals.
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Chapter Six: Discussion

The Choice for Alternative Heaitb Care
It is eviâent that the individuals es represented in this thesis, while cleariy not

representative of a large sample, are nevertheless choosing alternative therapies for reasons similar
to those outlined in previous studies (Kelnex and W e h m 1997; Pawluch et al. 1994; Sharma

1992). The individuais in this thesis suggest that the use of alternative medicines in the course of
theh search for therapy involves many fàctors.

First, it is clear that these individuals are choosing aitemative therapies based on
significant negative past experiences with the biomedical systern. These individuals have d e r e d

&om various Ievels of iatrogenesis, physician dominance and coercion, and have faced the power
of a dominative biomedical system. Moreover, these individuals have found no relief fiom their
chronic symptoms while using conventional medicine, something which has been shown to be a
clear and infiuential factor in the choice for alternative hedth care (Kelner and Wellman 1997;
Kleinrnan 1988; Shanna 1992). Despite completely rejecting biomedicine for fading to resolve
their chronic symptoms, these individuals nevertheless rernain in the service of dopathic
physicians for specific functions, such as an annual checkups and certain diagnostic procedures,
including some foms of medication.
The individual use of alternative therapies in this shidy firther involves clear ideological
factors. For example, foliowing models as defineci by Fumham (1988), PawIuch et ai. (1994), and
Sharma (1992), these individuals are committed to a proactive and preventative role in their own

health care as evidenced by their search for effèctive reliec and they assume respoosibility for
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health care decisions. These individuals fùrthermore have a unique holistic understanding of
h d t h as encompassing both physicai, mental, emotioaat, and spirituai weLi-king. Additionally,
they have a belief in the positive value of alternative care, and are concerned about the adverse

side-effects of conventional medical care.

Using Andersen's mode1 for health seeking behaviour @reviousIydisaissed in the
iiterature review), Kelner and Weiiman's study (1997a) doaiment influential predisposing and

enabling &on in the c h o b for altemative hedth care. While it was not the aim of this shidy to
assess these factors in detail, certain wnclusions can be d

m here. As evidenced by Kelner and

Wellman, the a b i to pay for dternafive mediches is a key predisposing factor in the ability to
choose and use alternative therapies.
It is interesting to note, however, that two individuais in this study, Doug (despite his
setdement package) and Greg, were not ~ c i d predisposed
y
to using alternative medicines, yet
they were clearly relying on hem for relief f?om their symptoms. This does not negate, however,

that hancial factors are clearly influentid in the choice for and use of alternative health are, but
simply points out that capitalkt processes are not universal in their power to influence health care
choices. Other factors that were cleariy apparent in the individual choice for aitemative care were
the lwel of education and inwme. Again, however, factors such as employment did not adversely
affect the use of alternative therapies by individuals in this study. Despite each individual being

unemployed due to disabTty (only Ben received a substantial settlement package), they continued
to use alternative therapies. Education, nevertheless, remallis an important factor with regard to
comprehensive awareness of alternative therapies as a viable health care option.
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In addition to examiniog past experience, ideological and predisposinglenabhg factors, an
examhiion of the potential positive benefits of alternative therapies in the wntext of chronic

iilness, as opposed to the effedvenessof biomedical therapies, cm also be drawn. One may
argue that alternative therapies represent for the most part a non-toxic meaos towards health and

healing, as opposed to iatrogenic biomedical therapies. As stated eariïer, this d o s not, however,
negate the fàct that in any improperly administered medical system, alternatives included,
iatrogenesis can occur. Rather, it is evident that iatrogenesis appears to be much more established
in contemporary biomedicine than in alternative medicine.
Alternative therapies fùrthemore promote the body's own "naairal"healing process, and
includes it as an integral part of the healing experience, as opposed to the biomedical reliance on

the therapy alone. The term "natural"is used here not in the sense of a "rornantic" notion, but by
engaghg what has been called "mind-body"healing (Chopra 1989). Additiondy, non-biomedical
therapies take into account important contextual factors by vaiuing them as an integral part of the

heaüng process. Contextual factors, for example, involve mch things as examinllig an illness on
the individual level rather than population level, and ernphasizing ernotional and lifestyle factors as

part of the iliness context. One rnight argue that alternative therapies, as evidenced by individuah
in this study, are effeaive in eliminating chronic symptoms and in promoting healing in the
context of chronic illness. One might argue that this is something that biomedicine has yet to

achieve.

Lastly, a popular argument often disaisseci today by avid postmodemists suggests the use
of altemative medicine by individuais stems mainly nom the nature of our posûnodem society.
While it is not the intent of this thesis to explore in detail the relationship beîween postmodemism
md alternative health care as has been done elsewhere (Hook 1993), certain conclusions can be

b

d on the above case 118t~8tives.This thesis does not dispute that we live in a

postaiodeni and fragmentecl society; however, the choice for altemative health care cannot be
purely attributed to postmodemist factors. For example, one may argue that in contrast to some

arguments (e.g. Hook 1993), the choice for altemative health care can neither be attribut& to:
(1) the shift fkom one monolithic Eiamework to another, m8nifestUig in another search for "tmth";
(2) the evolution of postmodemist society characterizai by malaise and uncertainty, ultimately

r d t i n g in "caüs to orderndefined by either (a) romanticism, (b) nature worship or (c)
reintegration with antiquity also known as "neoprimitivism." On the contrary, as previously

mentioned, the choice for alternative health a r e involves both experiential, ideological and
predisposhg/enabling factors, in addition to the positive healing benefits of alternative therapies in
the context of chronic illness.

Taking into account all of the above factors, the message becomes clear: chronic illness
sufferers are choosing alternative therapies not only because they rnay have experienced limited
options for improved health in the biomedical world, but because alternative therapies have
demonstmted the means for resolving their chronic suffering and promoting healing. Alternative
therapies can resolve chronic illness over the, and in the process provide an open-ended
relationship by vduing the individual. Furthemore, where biomedical therapies often lave the
individual to cope with sometimes devastating side-effkcts, alternative medicines provide a means
to resolve even iatrogenic disease. Thus, unilateral statements such as proposed by Hook (1993)

which claim that patients "do not abandon biomedicine in favour of alternative medicine when a
crisis arises",have not only ignored important contextual factors,but have fded to account for
the complexity of alternative health care use.

Has Biomedicine Faiïed in the Treatment of Cùronic IUness and in the Abüity to Promote
H d t h and Wdl-Being?

One c a ~ odeny
t the fàct that modem biomedicine has, and has ha4 a very real place in
the maintenance ofhealth. There are many instances where innovations in biomedicine have

saved millions of lives. For example, immUniz8tion has M

y wipad-out the paraiytic

poliomyelitis, while vaccines for infectious diseases such as measles, and whooping cough have
prevented d o n s of deaths worldwide @lich 1976:23-24). Drug trament has helped to reduce
the moriality and morbidity of diphtheria, malaria, pneumonia, d e t fever and tetanus.

Biomedical diagnostic procedures such as the papanicolaou vaginal smear ("pap-smear") have
prevented many potentidy acute diseases, by signalling the eariy stages of disease and providing
the individual an opportunity to overcome the disease before it advances (ILlich 1976; Kleinman
1988: 175). Ernergency medicine such as surgery has saved many lives in the fbce of immediate

We-threatening factors. Two-thirds of all deaths in T i World" countries are now associated

with the disuises of old age (IUich 1976:13). Medicine is also gaining an ever-increasing and
intricate knowledge of how the body works, through anatomy, physiology, genetics, and di-

signalling systems. New discoveries in neurology, or the structure of the brain and nervous
system, are increasing at a rapid pace.

Just as biomedicine has saved millions of lives in light of particuIar diseases, in the rise and

practice of medicine so too has it destroyed or darnaged lives due to a myriad of factors which are
tied to politicai, economic and socio-cultural mntexts. For example, early aiiopathic medicine in

nineteenth century Europe and North Amenca sided with the popular philosophy of the times
which viewed women as "irrationalcreatures", their emotions "out of control" and rooted in their

s

d or-,

and to be remedied by "ovariotomy" or the surgical removal of the o v h e s

(Ehrenreich and English 1973; F d a y and Miller 1994; Mitchinson 1991; Mosaicci 1990).
Jumping to twentieth-century medicine, experimental procedures on women such as misguideci

reproductive and bio-technology4have accounted for countless des* a d o r unforeseen sida
effects, due to the lack of long-term knowledge of the e E i s of these procedures, and due to

Illiksbetween capitalism, patriarchy, science and technology (Mies 1993:174- 197;Martin 1994).
Furthemore, research has dernonstrateci that m e n percent of ail hospitalued patients in
the United States suffer injuries while hospitalued, and incredibly, the frequency of reported

accidents in hospitals is higher than in al1 industries excepting mines and high-rise construction
(Illich 1976:31). One out of every five patients admitteci to a research hospital acquires a hospital

induced disease ftom drug or diagnostic procedures, which in tum requires additional treatrnent,
while one in thirty of these cases leads to death (1976:31). Moreover, threequarters of the

diseases in the late twentieth century in the Western world are now chronic in nature, thereby
replacuig the acute diseases of the past, and it is the chronic form illness which biomedicine is at
present ineffective in treating (Kleinman 1988).
1would iike to argue here that despite sorne advances in the preservation

of health,

biomedicine does not p r o m e health or well-being on a large-sale. My arguments partly stem

f?om conclusions drawn from the case-narratives and particular fiterature references. In addition,

'balcon Shield; Deprov- the new IC's or injectable Coairaceptives; 'Third Wwld" sterilization of woinen; f d e
foeticik based on the diagnosticknowledge of amniocentesiS., rampant cesarem sections.
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the foilowing disaission also represents my viewpoints as a researcher on the intapretation of

illrress in the context of biomedicine and alternative health care.

Some readers, especially those with a medical background, may partially or strongiy
disagree with the arguments presented below. 1 anticipate that the main citicism, among others,
will be direzted towards claims to eflicacy of alternative medicines based on the case-narratives.

It is not my intent, or the intent of this thesis, to claim ciïnical validity based on biomedical notions
of "proof" 1 beliwe, however, that the combination of explanatory models as represented by
both m y s e l f d individual narratives is a valid means for coostnicting iiiness meaning, and in
assessing the eficacy of alternative medicines using a non-biomedical paradigm. This perspective

is dso clearty supported by other researchers such as Kaufert in his resarch of F i Nations'

explanatory models in the context of clinician/cLient communication, and by current research
directions in complementary medicine (Anthony 1987; Kaufert 19901214- 15; Neinman 1988;

Shamia 1992; Vmcent and Funiham 1997).

It is clear that biomedicine has a place in the larger picture of hdth such as in the

prevention of acute diseases, but f& short in maintaking daily weii-being of a preventative
nature, particularly in the utse ofchronic illness (Kiehman 1988:175). Ivan U c h States: "The
fact that modem medicine has become very effective in the treatment of specific symptoms does

not mean that it has become more beneficial for the health of the patient"(l976:8 1). Moreover,
taking into account the hhorical factors in the nse of medical elitism and dominance disaisseci in
Chapter Two,biomedicine has assumed fdse tniths as to the preservation of humanity such as the

elimination of ail disease and the extension of the human We-span @Lich 1976). While
biomedicine has achieved partidar successes in reducing the morbidity and mortality of certain

health problems, there is a strong argument which suggests that worid-wide changes that are not
medical principles (e.g. public h d t h developments in the nineteenth century may not n e c d l y
be attributed to biomedical techniques but may be associated more generally with science and
techaology) are the r d and underlying causes of change in human health pattems (IUich 1976:1520; Waldram et al. 1995). These include better housing and nutrition, enbaaced treatment of

water and mage, environmental factors such as changes in the eco-system and the effêcts of
pollution and environmental contamination, socidtural factors such as socio-politicai
inequaiity, and the overall epidemiological changes in disease virulence and genetic pattems in
populations over t h e @lich 1976:15-20; Waldram et al. 1995). For example, medical treatments
for cholera, dysentery, piague, tuberculosis and typhoid came rnany years d e r these diseases had

reached epidemic proportions and subsequently declined in 19th and early 20th century times
(IUich 1976; Frank 1995). Ivan Illich (1976:15-17) states:
The study of the evolution of disease patterns provides evidence that during the last
century doctors have affeaed epidemics no more profoundly than did priests during earlier
times. Epidemics came and went, imprecated by both but touched by neither
[. . .] two things are certain: the professonal practice of physicians cannot be credited
with the elimination of old forrns of mortality or morbidity, nor should it be blarned for the
increased expectancy of Me spent in d e ~ hgm the new diseases.

One may argue that the underlying reasons for illness d e r e r s choosing non-biomedical
therapies rnirrors the reasons that biomedicine has become ineffective in treating certain types of

illness. Thus, there are four main influentid fàctors, which will be discussed M e r , which have
led to the ineffectiveness of biomedicine in treating certain types of illness. These factors
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encompass: (1) iatrogenesis; (2) capitalist processes and class inequality associated with medical
dominance; (3) biomedicine's inability to mat chronic illness, and (4) biomedicine's critical view
of non-allopathie therapies. While the first two points have been thoroughly reviewed in the body
of this work, I will focus on points three and four for the majority of the discussion.

Beginning with the first factor of iatrogenesis, the narratives presented above are
testimony to the fact that biomedicine, to use Ivan Illich's words, has created an "epidemic"of
iatrogenic disease, which cannot be separated nom medicine @lich 1976). As previously
outlined in Chapters Four and Five, particular aspects of biomedical treatment, such as the use of
toxic drugs, have contnbuted more to the damage than health of the individual. Second,
medicine cannot be separated nom capitalist processes and class inequality, as evidenced by

N a v m (1976). As discussed in previous chapters, capitalist processes associated with the nse
of medical dominance have contributed to both structural and individual health inequalities.

Third, it is clear that biomedicine, as it stands today, is ultimately ineffective in treating
the entirety of chronic illness, which as stated, now fonns the majority of illnesses in the late
twentieth century by replacing the acute diseases of the part (Kleinman 1988). Kleinman argues
that one of the main reasons for the inadequacy of medical care to treat chronic illness stems
fkom biomedicine's failure to assess the social environment in which illness is experienced
(1988: 180). Kleinma. States:

Chronicity is not simply a direct result of pathology acting in an isolated person. It is the
outcome of lives Lived under constraining circumstances with particular relationships to
other people [. ..] To understand the contribution of the social environment to chronicity,
to the swings of symptoms and disability, we must be able to see the patient suspended,
as it were, in the web of relationships that constitute a life world, including relationships
with the health care and disability systems that fiequently impede the transition fkom
impaired role back into normal social statuses (1988: 180- 1).

Rather than simply behg "peripheral tasks", Kleinrnan states that the interpretation of
illness meanings, and the handiing of deeply felt emotions within intimate personal relationships is,
or should be, the central tenet of biomedicine (1988:253). The fidure to address these issues",

Neinman argues, "is a fùndamental flaw in the work of doctoring" (1988:253). Strauss et al.
(19847) m e r state:

[. . .] to treat medidy the problems of any chronicaily ill patient, one has to supplement
the strictly medical knowledge with psychologid and social knowîedge-about the
patient's M y and other intimates, as weii as the patient himseK That knowledge will
hclude not ody how he or she and they handle the disease and the associated medical
regimens but how the disease, regimem, and symptoms affect bis or her and their iivesand so possibly, or even probably, the ultimate progress of the disease.

Biomedicine treats chronic illness not as an illnes fÙll of a web of interconnecteci social
and physiological meanings to be worked through, but as an isolateci diseuse to be cured. In

medical training, students are encourageci to believe that disease is more important than ilines,
and that a purely biological understanding of the body is SuffiCient to understand aspects of iilness
(Kleinrnan l988:Z5). Furthermore, the majority of medical research on chronic üIness has not
focussed on the experientid aspects of illness d e r e r s (Strauss et al. 1984:10). A problem arises
upon the realization that chronic iilness cannot be w e d , as the very existence of chronic illness
indicates that curative notions are utopian in nature: "[. . .] human problems carmot be reduced to
simplistic formulas and stereotyped manipulations that treat patients and their fâmiiies as if they

were overly rational mannequins"(Neinman 1988:228). The goal, however, should be to d u c e
the fiequency and the seventy of exacerbations, and to minimize iife difidties associated with
illness (1988:229).
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To understand chronic iilness, Kleinman states, "we must inquire into the structure of
h e s s meauings: the manner in which ihess is made meanin@, the processes of creating

meaning, and the social situations and psychological situations that determine and are determined

by the meaaiags" (1 988: 185; original emphasis). "Without understanding a great ded about how
the chronicaiiy il1 get through their days outside of health fiicilities (and inside them, too), health
personnel will never understand what they really need to know to give effective Gare at the
facilties-and to ensure that patients wiiI not r e m more quickly than they should" (Strauss et al.
19849).

Supporting Kleinman's positioa, the Australian philosopher Paul Komesaroff (l995), calls

for a "mûcoethics" towards the proféssionai treatment of the iii and pmonal illness experiences

(inFrank 1998a). Komesaroffe t e s , "Thejob of the clinician [. . .] cannot be fomulated in

terms of broad p~ciples,bioethicai or othenvise, but only as a senes of practical tasks"
(1995:63). These tasks involve "the most appropriate way to approach the patient, to taik with

h h , to d a y his fears, and to estabiish the wmmon ground on which mutual decisions can be
takenn (199963). Frank (1997: 134;140) furthemore proposes the development of a new
"potentid consciousnessnof illness, which involves pushing the "cultural limit of the imagination
of who the ill person might rise to the occasion to becorne", by redrawing "moral maps." The
potential wnsciousness of illness also suggests the capacity to imagine new ways of being ill,

what Frank calls "risingto the occasion" of an iiiness (1997:135). Frank writes:
[the] potential consciousness imagines disease not as a pathology to be aued in an
individual body. Instead, symptoms are openings to a recognition that a pattern of
relationships is out of balance. Disease is not the absence of heaith; rather, hedth and
illness are the complementary cycles of the world (1997:140).
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Kleinmaa argues that it is the nature of biomedical training wtiich seems to disable
pradtioners fiom giwig effective care to the chronicaliy ili,and that the only solution to resohre

these inhereat problems is to restructure medical training fiom bottom to top, however unfiible
this may sound (1988:225;255). Students must be taught to interpret the ülness narrative and

illness experience, by drawing on courses in the medical social sciences and humanities. New
ways of teaching must be employed, and even teachers must be reschooled to value the illoess

narrative and We history in addition to orthodox measures. These fonns of learning must be
supporteci by medical school fàcuity, in order for students to value what they are learning. In

order for this medicai training to be presewed, health care structures and fùnding agencies must
uitimately change, by emphasizïng physician-sensitive interviewhg outpatient care and

community seMces (1988:258). Only then will the epidemic of chronic iiiness be efféctively
addressed by the biomedical comrnunity.
The care-giver, in learning the above approaches, must overcome professional masks and

interpreting chronic symptoms as personai failure, in order to meet the needs of the chronically ill
(Neinman l 9 8 8 Z 8 ) . In addition to the above-rnentioned issues, Kleinman (1 988:227-245)
outlines a specific h e w o r k for meeting these needs that the care-giver can ernploy in the

wntext of chronic illness: (a) the development of a mhi-ethnography which constmcts the

patient's narrative; @) the identification of psychologid problems associated with the illness and
its treatment; (c) the solicitation of a life history; (d) the elicitation of the patient's explanatory
rnodel accornpanied by the practitioner's expianatory modei, and (e) estabiishing a therapeutic

relationship between the care-@verand patient. It is through the use of this figmework that
chronic symptoms can be resolved.

The fourth and last underiying reason as to why biomedicine has becorne UieEecfive in
treriting certain types of &ess is that biomedicine has fervently opposed andor aiticized any

other kind of medical system which is not deemed to be "aüopathic." Regarding this matter,

Kleinman States: "Here we see exposed the profession of medicine's mischievous mind-body
dichotomy, which assumes that only biological aspects of iuaess are "real" and only biological

treatments are %rdN enough to produce biological change [. . .] Respect for the patient's
viewpoht should include a willingness to leam about the use of socalled altanative practitioners"

(1988: l28;262). In addition to biomedicine's faifure to address effdvely chronic illness through
its own means, it has ignored the possibilities and potential successes of other healing systems.

It is clear that there has been some success in the melding of allopathie and alternative
healing systems. For example, new complernentary medicine cumïcuium implemented in some

Amencan medical schools, and the use of "hands-on"healing for pre- and post-surgery in leading
Amencan hospitals, suggests a new woperative venture ( C r e h et al. 1997). In addition, a new

comrnunity of aliopathic physicians who recognize the drawbacks of biomedicine, and the
strengths of other f o m of healing is slowly emerging (Coburn et al. 1983). For the most part,
however, biomedical and alternative healing systerns have rernained diarnetrically opposed. WhiIe

there appears to be antagonism from both sides of the fence, it appears that biomedicine is much
more structureci in its resistance.

For example, when conducting research in Vancouver in June of 1997,Ih t e ~ e w e dthe
C h i c Coordinator for the newly established Tai Chi Research Centre for Alternative and

Complementary Medicine. The Centre houses approxhately 16 waiting r o m and provides a
Traditional Chinese pharmacy. The Coordinator informed me that despite being set up for many
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mon-

prepared to wnduct even chical trials of certain alternative thenpies, and being open to

cooperation from the medical wmrnunity, they had not been able to start research due to the
scathing critickm and poor cooperation fiom the British Columbia Medical Association and

Coliege. At the last news update over a year later, the M t u t e still claimecl to be "aimost ready
to begin research." 1also intemiewed one of the leading complementary physicians in Eastern

Canada, who discussed his fight to save his praaice corn being closed d o m by the Provincial
Medical Cokge for no reason other than offerhg alternative fonns of heelllig (Dr. William
LaValley, personai communication 1997). One may conclude that one of the main reasons that

biomedical and alternative medicines have M e d to merge is due to unjust and negative medical

criticism and fear, combined with outright medical antagonism in some instances. Related to the
above issues, as will be discussed below, is that not o d y is biomedicine highly critical of nonconventional medicine to treat ihess, but it has a clearly misconstnied perception of alternative
therapies.
One of the important and popular arguments that often anses fkom the skeptical doctor or

individual regardhg the use of alternative medicine to combat ihess is: How can one be certain
that the alternative therapies are actually doing what they clairn to do? Phrased differentiy,
physicians or medical researchers alike often argue that because the heaiing mechanism or

mechanism of alternative therapies is not known, there is no way of telhg if the alternative
therapy is actudy promoting heriling, or if'it is sirnply an arbitrary factor such as the "placebo
effect." This kind of medical reasoning is often used negatively to stigmatize alternative therapies

as doing "nothing" and as d p l y part of the patient's "hagination"(Vicent and Furnham 1997).
Medical doctors also label alternative therapies as "dangerousflbecause they are not understood
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and viewed as "unregulated." Due to the above factors, many alternative medicines are viewed by

medical doctors as avoidable at al1 cost, ifat least not approached with extreme caution and
apprehension (Crellin et al. 1997).
The counter-argument to this criticism is cornplex, and therefore ne&

to be outlined in

detail. Beginning with broder l d s , as disaisseci in detail in Chapter Two, medicine has been
characterized by an historic process of domhance and elitism whereby medicine attempted to
eliminate or M

t aif

cornpethg health ocaipatioos. Funding for research was focused strktiy on

aifopathic forms of medicine, such as in the early days of "Rockefeller Medicinen (Brown 1979).
Subsequently, clinicaily-based scientific research has until recently cornpletely avoided exploring
non-biomedically based therapies, and has monopolized research on strictiy allopathie or
"acceptable" forms of healing. This focus has also avoided valuing the nature of the ihess
experience (Meinman 1988). Furthermore, medical fear of the effixtiveness of alternative

therapies combineci with medical dominance has contributed to the misunderstanding of
alternative medicine and the avoidance of clinical research on these therapies. Thus, one of the

main reasons that alternative heaiing mechanisms are not understood scientincally is because there
has been virtuaüy no scientific research aimed at trying to understand them.
A second argument as put fonh by Patel(1987), on a theoretical level, suggests that even

ifscientific medicine were to focus ail of its efforts on researching alternative therapies, it might
show some signincant results but it wouid ultimately fd due to core Merences between
scientinc and alternative paradigms. Medical researchers, in contrast, commonly argue that
"everythhg" in the naturai world can be understood using a "controlled' study. Patel(1987),
however, suggests that merences in alternative and scientific paradigms or worldviews are so
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diametridy opposed that whiie scientific research may achieve some understanding of alternative
therqies according to the scientiiic paradigm, it will ultimateIy not be able to comprehend the
mechanism of thW success. Therefore, based on Patel's argument, one may argue that not ail

things in the natural world may be understood accordhg to the scientific pmdigm.

PaWs argument does not propose, howwer, that because alternative therapies may not fit
within the parameters of the ScientSc paradigm they are "unscientific", and are therefore infenor.

On the wntrary¶many alternative f o m of healiog such as homeopathy and traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM)grew out of logical scientific principless, but ultimately developed a system of

medicine wbich did not fit within the scient.& p d g m . There have also been some scientific
studies which, while largely unknown in the scientific and medical wmmunities, have shown
significant results with regard to some alternative therapies such as homeopathy6and TCM (see

footnote five).
Furthemore, one reason which may explain why rnost alternative therapies do not fit the
parameters of a scientifidy controUed shidy is that a key component of many forms of
alternative medicine involves relevant social, cultural, and personal contextuai factors. These are

something that controIied studies attempt to eliminate above al1 cost, or labels as "bias"which
uitimately "taints"the data. Many alternative therapies also value the individuai, and treat the

iiiness by taking into account hoiistic factors such as personaiity and lifkstyle. In the case of

'Samuel Hahnemami. the orightm ofHtmempathy, had a rigorous ahpathic educatim;Traditional Chinese Mcdicioc
ewolved over mriny years using the now r a t i d principle of ?rialand e m ~and
, underwent I i t d y thousands of clinid
shidies in the 1950s documenthgclinid efficacy (Kaptchuk 1983:ZO).
6

Set for example Fisher et al. (1989), British Medicol JoumaI:p365; ûibso~ld al. (1980). Journal of Clinical
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altemative treatments. one individual's iiiness may require a wmpletely different therapy as
compared to another individual d e r i n g Erom a simiiar condition.

The argument, therefore, is the foliowing: while some alternative therapies may be
understood accordhg to the scientific paradigm, others rnay not be understood foiiowing the

"tried and m e wclinical trial (Crellin et al. l997:42). Furthemore, alternative therapies which are
not scientifically "proven" can stiil rernain as an equaily valid system of medicine. Moreover. it is
evident that there are some new fonns of dopathic treatment, such as HIV dmgs for example,

which remain misunderstood by the biomedicd comunity, but nevertheless are authorized for
use by HIV derers (e.g. new protease inhibitors and DNA vaccines). It would appear that

alternative therapies may be strictlyjudged by the medicai community without a recognition of the
Baws apparent in biomedicine.
Expanding fiom this point is a related concept which suggests that what is going on in the
body conceming ail f o m of healuig including biomedical therapies, is so cornplex that it simply

cannot be understood in its entirety. For example, many suggest that healing involves a wmplex
interaction between physiology, mentaVemotiona1States. spirituality, matter, and ultirnately,
consciousness (see for example Chopra 1989). Concepts such as these are at present beyond our

fidl understanding, despite their current exploration in fields such as Psycho-neuro-imrnunohgy
and in Quantum Physics (see Talbot 1991).
Phannacology 9:p453;Kleijen et al. (1 99 1). British Medical Journal 302:p3 16; Reiiiy et d.(1 986)- Lancecp365.
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In Light of the above arguments, a scientist may argue that because rnany alternative
therapies remain scientificaiiy unproven, s p d a t i o n is irrelevant. Contrary to this argument is the

fact thaf first, ali humao innovations, including those of scientinc value, have come from human
hmghation and speculation (Frank 1995). Second, the role of a paradigm is such that if it
encounters something in the naturd world that it cannot u n d e r s t e for example the ocairrence

of 'spontaneous" or 'miracuious" h d g , the paradigrn must change and modulate to fit the
parameters of that partidar naturai event (Dr. Waam LaValley, cumplementary physician;

personal communic8tion 1997). This leads us to the concept of 'placebo", which, one rnight
argue, is biomedicine's poor attempt to label and 'explain away" something it does not, and
mot,

Wy understand (Vicent and Furnham 1997). Third, despite claims to the contrary one

may argue that up to 80% of al1 practiced aiiopathic therapies, surgery for example, have not been

clinically tested according to the 'double-biind" study (Vincent and Fucnham 1997). Moreover.
even the ceUular mechanisrns for early biomedical drugs such as acetycalicylic acid (containeci in
Aspirin), including many Nrrent therapies, are not M y cornprehended by the medical wrnrnunity.
Ironically, these examples speak for themseives-biomedicine assumes a 'double-standardn

whereby for alternative therapies to be accepted and deemed 'scientificn, they must first confom

and 'prove" themselves to scient.ific protocol. Further, alternative therapies must then conform to

strict and regdateci procedures which are not even fully applied to dopathic medicine.
Regardles of the fact that alternative therapies may not be 'scientifically"understood,
many corne fiom a nch background which is just as cornplex as biomedicine, and which involves

detailed conceptual and explanatory modeis for these therapies. For exarnple, traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) (labeled as 'alternativen in the West), while rooted in centuries-old concepts, is a
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coherent and independent system of thought developed over two d e n n i a (Kaptchuk 1983:2).

TCM, while predating Western science and therefore 'pre-scientific", is nevertheless grounded in
'conscientiow observation of phenornena, guided by a rational, logically consistent, and
communicable thought process [. . .] It has a body of knowledge with standards of measurement

that dlow practitioners systematidy to describe, diagnose and treat illness' (1983:18). This is
not to state, however, ihat because certain forms of alternative therapies predate biomedicine by

hundreds to thousands of years that they are necessarily 'bettef fonns of healing ( C r e h et al.
1997:42). Rather, many o f these therapies have been developed through trial and enor on living

human beings, which in itseifis a scientific principle. Many of these therapies, such as
naturopathie medicine, have regulated schools and training certificate programs on par with

biomedical schools (Kieinman 1988).
Doctors, however, often argue that alternative therapies are not understood and are

therefore "dangerous" and less effective than clinically-tested biomedical therapies. For example,
sorne doctors argue that there is simply no way of knowing what compounds are containeci in
herbs, and as they are not synthesized, pose potential risk to the individual (Hook 1993233).
Docton also argue that alternative therapies are assumed to pose no threat to the individual
because they are seen as "nahiral", when they should really be seen as harmfid (Hook 1993;

Wasner 1991).

Contrary to this medical criticism, however, is that as practiced by an experienced and

weU-trained alternative practitioner, the therapy is understood and therefore not dangerous to the

individuai. This does aot negate the fkct that in any improperly administered or unregdated
medical system, alternatives included, damage can occur to the individual. Rather, the argument
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is as follows. Considering that some allopathie therapies may be Less understood by doctors than
alternative therapies are understood by alternative practitioners, and taking into account the high
level of iatrogenesis propagated by physicians who prescribe concentrated and powemil
medicines with potentially mimderstood side-effects, biomedicine has significantlyhigher
ramifications in temis of damaging individuals thm alternative medicine. Furthemore, in the
case of herbs, for example, con-

to some arguments which c l a h there is no recognizable

ciifference between organic and synthesized molecules (e.g. Hook 1993:82), one may argue that
herbs in raw form often contain key trace-elements which are lost or overlooked in the
biomedical molecular synthesis. Additionally, rather than being "natural" therapy, the relative
low-potency of herbs in contrast to biomedical drue is a key factor in the prevention of
iatrogenesis using herbal therapy.

An additional criticism often arising fiom the medical community is that many alternative
therapies are not regulated by any monitoring board, and therefore they cannot be tnisted for the
quality of care they provide. While at first an easy cnticism to accept, the underlying issues
surrounding alternative medicine regdation point to the fact that alternative medicines are not to
blame for any lack of regulation. In fact, there are certain therapies which are regulated. For
example, as discussed in Chapter Two, chiropractie, midwifery and massage therapy have
recently been accepted by the Ontario Health Professions Legislation Review as having their own
goveming bodies and peer review cornmittees (Cobuni 1993). Acupuncture is now regulated in
Alberta and Quebec, while in Alberta acupuncture is now officially accepted by the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta (Greg Elgert, acupuncturist, personai communication 1998).
Naturopathie medicine in Canada also has provincial and national regulatory boards and

examinations (Dr. Chris Turner,naturopathie doctor, personal communication 1997).
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Outside of North America, there are mmy countries in Europe, and some countnes nich

as China and provinces in India which have fiu more integrated plural health care systems and
regulated altemative rnedicines than in North America This is somethllig that North American
doctors are quick to overiook. For example, China, whiie biomedical health care may soon
dominate, still hosts integrated traditional Chinese medicine with Western biomedicine (Greg
Elgert, acupunctwist, personal communication 1998). Further, some parts of India claim a thme-

tiered h d t h care system comprised of ayurvedic medicine, homeopathy and biomedicine, whiie
England has weU-established homeopathic schools, regdatory boards and homeopathic hospitals.
Fwthermore, one might argue that the underiying cause for many alternative medicines
which remain unregdateci in North America is the nature of the North American health care

system, which has historically bem cornpetitive and dominateci by biomedicine. Additionally, due

to thè nature of medical dominance which eliminated therapies such as homeopathy through COoption or 'assimiiationn, alternative therapies have a tendency to be wary of meeting regdatory
guidelines specified by the medicd coiieges. Indeed, alternative therapies aimost wmpletely
eliminated in the eariy twentieth century, have oniy recentiy begun to overcome the darnage that
they incurred fiom early allopatbic medicine. Moreover, many alternative therapies, while they

may not be 'officiaiiyn regulated, have their own system of informal peer review, policy-making

and maintenance of quality of care provided.
As stated, the majority of docton wili agree that because the scientific mechanisms of

aitemative therapies are not lmown or scientifically "proven", any nurnber of factors could be
responsible for the heding of the alternative medicine user ranging fiom the patient's own "natural
heeling process" to the patient's "imagination." Therefore, doctors argue, one wili never know if
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the alternative therapy had a healing effect, shodd be relegated to the wmmonly doctor-used
term "quackery",or resigned to be a thaapy which exploits the patient and their resources while

doing nothing benefid for the patient. A centrai issue which needs to be addressed is: if
alternative therapies cannot be proven "scientificaliy",does this mean that these therapies are
"useless"and have no healing properties, and should be disregarded? Again, there are sweral

more-specific counter-arguments to this fom of medical criticism.

F i in cl= wntrast to biomedicine, it is evident that one of the basic mechanisms of
alternative therapies is to stimulate the body's own heaiing mechanism or immune system to &

i

healing by using non-toxic and non-invasive mecisures (Patel 1987). Therefore, the body's naturai

healing process is an integrai part of the use of alternative therapies. On a very deep level the
body's system is "kick-startedf'to address the imbalance which has indirectiy c

d illness

('imbalancen as the root cause precipitating iiiness, usuaiiy understood as an imbalance of
'energy", is a common theoretical explanation in many alternative therapies) (Vincent and
Furnharn 1997). Thus, biomedicine is taking a very positive aspect of alternative medicine, that of
stimulating the body to affect heal'mg using non-invasive rneasures, and criticizes it because this

kind of healhg, for the most part, does not exist in biomedicine. In a field characterized by
"attaeking"or directiy "manipulatingnthe body's ceUular processes using outside means, the fact
that the body may achieve this with the help of non-invasive rneasures would indeed seem very
foreign to medicine (Frank 1995).
Weighing these two opposing fomis of medicine, it is clear that the use of non-toxic and
non-invasive measures to heal iuness would far outweigh the value of resorting to toxic and
invasive procedures. Again, this type of thinking is diametncdiy opposed to the biomedical
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p d g m - One might M e r argue that medicine's critique of alternative medicine for these very
reasons is not achially dohg altexnative therapies a disservice. On the wntrary, by stating that
alternative therapies promote the body's own healing process and mental attitude, which are

integral fhctors to the healing process, medicine is achially supportbg the use of these therapies.
Second, and more specifidy, by shifhg the focus away fiom trying to "prove'

scientifically that altemative therapies are actuaiiy doing "something".much becornes revealed.
Complementary p d t i o n e r s and researchers alike are suggesting that the classic experimental
methodology of the biomedical randomized controîied trial rnay not do justice to complementary
medicine, thus requhg a aew methodological approach (Anthony 1987; Heron 1986; Vincent
and Fumham 1997). One might argue that it is not necesmy or appropriate to use dinical trials
to assess alternative therapies at the individual level (Patel 1987). Rather, the focus should be on
the overall healing experience of the individual. Factors that may be explored are the benefits of

the partidar therapy with regard to resolving the illness and in wmparison to other therapies,

and the explanatory models of both patient and therapy (Kaufert 1990; Vincent and Fumham
1997:151). Additionally, questions should be raised as to: How did the individual feel after using

alternative therapies? How did the therapy promote the heaiing process, both physically, mentdy

and spintually? Ody then should the therapy's effectiveness be detennined (Viicentand Funiham
1997).

The m e r s to the above questions can be cleariy found in what are medically cded
"retrospective studies." These are often devalued and labelleci "purely anecdotal" by the scientific

comunity, but can form valid testimony to the perception of biomedicine (see Hunter 1986).
Moreover, anecdotes may fonn valid testimony to the effectiveness of alternative therapies. One
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mi@ argue that th-

are different kinds of "proof, and that it is less important to understand the

specific molecular mechanism at hand, which arguably cannot be fully understood at this point in
the, than to understand how alternative therapies promote healiog on the individual lwel.

The

narratives provided by Doug, Ben and Greg are excellent examples of illness stories which give
"oralnand personal testirnony to the positive healing effect of alternative therapies. These iiiness
histories fllrthermore fonn a new body of evidence beginning to assess the efficacy of
wmplernentary thenpies in a non-biomedical format (Vicent and Fu-

1997: 152).

Reguding medicine's citique of alternative medicine as a forrn of exploitive "quackery",it

is only fisir to state that quackery exists in both the domain of alternative ond biomedical
therapies. While there certainly do exkt certain alternative therapies which do "nothing"and
capitalize on the financial resources of the individuai, there are many alternative thempies which in
fact do much good and do not exploit the individual. Furthemore, as previousiy demonstrated
some f o m of biomedicine have done much darnage to individuals, arguably more so than the
sum of all aiternative therapies put together, and this damage certainly involved exploitation and

violation of individual rights on many levels. Ethicaily speakuig, one can argue that the general

nature of alternative medicine is structured to protect the rights of the individual by respecthg
confidentiality, consent and the open sharing of information and awareness, whereas some areas
of biomedicine do not. Again, referrhg back to the historic rise of allopathie medicine, it

becornes clear that medicine was boni f?om exploitive and elitist parents, and that the level of
exploitation tbat occurs and has ocairred in biomedicine far ouîweighs the so-called "quackery"
going on in the domain of alternative medicine (Hamowy 1984). Moreover, and as previously

stated, biomedicine would seem to win its own contest in "quackery", as one may argue that 80%

of medicine is presentiy not "provenuaccording to its own standards.
An additional criticism often heard fiom the medical community is the following: an

individu81 fàced with a senous or Life-threatening ihess should not 'fml arowid' with alternative
or "unproven"therapies. While it is clear that biomedicine is effective in dealing with aaite or
emergency situations, it certainiy does not have a monopoly on treating these types of ilinesses.
In certain contexts, some alternative therapies have demonstrateci s

u

d treatment of aaite

iiînesses. A good example is the homeupathic "£irst-aid" rernedy kit that can be obtained fiom
most homeopathic clinics or pharmacies, and which is directly applicable for many acute £kt-aid

situations, ranghg fiom minor injuries such as cuts and bruises, to more serious atliïctions such as
broken bones, bum, food-poisoning, shock and even drownllig (Panos and Heimlich 1980).
Furthemore, aithougb con-

to many doctor's opinions and actions, an individual has

the right to choose the form of therapy dhe may want to use. As Greg indicated in this study, it is
the biomedical dnigs such as currentiy king used to mat HN which are not M y understood,

and therefore pose potential risk to the HIV patient. Taking into account the high leva of
iatrogenesis contained in these dmgs, on the wntrary, it would seem that individuals faceci with a

He-threatening iliness should not "fool-around" with biomedicine. This does not negate the fact
that some h

s of potent h g treatment, for example, while iatrogenic in nature, do have

beneficial effects in combatting the illness. Rather, it is the risk that these dmgs pose to the
indMduat which is the focus for debate, as the side-effects may overshadow any beneficiai effects

that the dmgs induce.
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Lastiy, a cornmon medical argwnent used to justify the use of toxic biomedical drugs to
treat üIness is that because the illness, cancer for example, is so destructive, that oniy toxic drugs

can be used to defeat or "kW it (Frank 1991). As previously stated, this kind of medical
reasoning is thea used to justify iatrogenic disease as simply "part of the therapy." What is oaen
niiled to be inciuded in this statement is that while these dnigs may be k i h g the ihess, they rnay
also be kiiiing the body in the process (Frank 1991). For example, whiie chemotherapy for cancer

treatment kilis cancer cels, it dso destroys the body's immune system, 1g
-

it open for other

iiineses and different forms of cancer to develop (Chopra 1989). Additionally, the fonns of
chemothmpy-based dmgs beiig used today are so toxic, and administered in such large

quantities, that the patient nuis the risk of having their wrouary artery coilapse f?om "toxic
overdosen(Frank 1991).

As stated, the main issue then cornes down to a philosophical argument in which
biomedicine claims authority to value one Unes over another. For example, ment breast cancer

dmgs such as Tamoxifen are currently being defended by doaors who can be interpreted as
stating: "Which would you prefer, breast cancer at age 60 or the risk of u t e ~ cancer
e
andor
&ta1 blood clots?" If one assumes that rampant iatrogenesis does w t exist in every medical

system as it does in biomedicine, and taking into account the above iliness narratives as

represented in this study, it is clear that there are other ways of treating serious and chronic üiness
than resorting to toxic and iatrogenic-causing drugs. Whether the majority of biomedical doctors
will realize this remains to be seen.

In sum, biomedicine's incapacity to treat certain fonns of illness and maintain overall
health and weli-being stems from many interrelateci and complex factors. W

e there certauily
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exkt a variety of other fhctors, it becornes clear that iatrogenesis, medical dominance, capitalist
processes, biomedicine's insbiiity to treat chronic illness, and unfounded medical criticism towards
aiternative therapies form the basis towards explainhg biomedicine'sweakness to promote
heaiing.

Conclusion
The a h of this thesis was to use illness narrative stories to document the processes of
iUness and heaiing among chronic h e s s derers. Pariicular emphasis was given to bighlighting
the use of a l t e d v e andfor biomedical therapies in the search for therapy, and how these

therapies fit into the illness context. Contained within the illness meanings, it became apparent

that chronic ilhess sufferers, while ushg pariidar aspects of biomedicine, were becoming
partiailady disenchanted with the efféctiveness of biomedical therapies to heal their illnesses.

As became revealed, tbis dissatisfàction with biomedicine stemmeci fiom many factors,
encompasshg iatrogenesis, medical dominance, dissatisfàction with physicians, devaiuation of

personal socidy contexhial factors and explanatory models, a demivation of the illness
experience, and ultimately, an overd ineffectiveness of biomedicine to resolve chronic symptoms.

In the course of this research, it became apparent that where biomedicine had failed, individuais
were tuming to outside means to resolve their ihesses-altemative medicine. It was the

conviction of each of the individuals as presented in this study, that certain forms of alternative
medicllie, for various reasons, helped to resolve the chronicity of thek symptoms.

This study presents a strong avenue for hope. There me options for those who have been
damageci by biomedicine and for chronic illness sufferers that can simply find no relief ushg

biomedicd therapies. This study represents documentation of real individuals who have found
positive relief with alternative medicine, who are very clear about how they experienced this

process. Furthemore, these stories communicate the message that there always exist alternative

ways of thinking about iiiness and healing for those who wish to hear. Whether biomedicine will
begh to "hear", only time can reveal.
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Acupmcture originated several thousand years ago as part of a Chinese medical system that
included herbs, massage, moxibustion, exercise and diet. Traditional Chinese medicine is a
holistic system of health care that brings body, mind and spirit into baiance. Acupuncture itself
refers to the process of inserting thin needles of various shapes into the skin to stimulate
"acupoints" or "meridians"in the body, which may be understood as nerve or energy pathways,
and to stimulate the life-energy force of "Qi" or "Chi" (pronounced "Chee"). Qi is a balance of
opposites-hot and colci, moist and dry, yin and yang-and also involves the five elements of fke,
earth, metal, water and wood In the Chinese system, illness results when the Qi is imbalanced
within the body. Acupuncture is ofien used to relieve physical pain in the body, and has been
recently used to help with dnig addictions. It also promotes the body's narural healing abilities
and restores interna1 regdation systems. "Medical Acupuncture" is another form of acupuncture
perfonned by medical doctors, physiotherapists, and chiropracton. Acupuncture is currently
regdated by the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, and Quebec, and while it is not
supported by Canadian health care, is covered by some private health insurance companies.
There are several Canadian national acupuncture associations, including a new national Canadian
acupuncture body established in 1996 to meet national standards. There are also several
Canadian acupuncture colleges located in Victoria, Vancouver, Montreal, and London, Ontario.
Acupuncture is practiced in al1 Canadian provinces (Sources: Altemative Health Care: The
Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997; OBCIEP 1994; Raso 1994).

A system of medicine &ting back 3,000 years and developed in India. Ayurvedic medicine is a
holistic philosophy, based on restoring balance in an individual's energy systems. Meaning "the
science of life", ayurvedic medicine is based on the concept of three "doshas" or body types
(vata, pi- kapha) and treats the unique individuai by using a combination of herbs, minerais,
diet, massage, exercise and meditation. Ayurvedic medicine in India is taught in more than 100
colleges with five- to six-year programs, and is practiced in the United States, Bntain and
Canada. It is curraitly not regulated in Canada, despite having a national Canadian association.
In Canada ayurvedic medicine is practiced in Alberta, British Columbia, Ontano, Quebec and
Saskatchewan (Source: Alternative Health Care: The Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden,
1997).
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These definitions include those therapies referred to in the above study. They do not represent the fiil1 spectnrm of
alternative therapies.

Amendix A -Definitions of Alternative Thenmies (Cootiaued...)

A relatively new therapy which uses sound tone and frequency to affect heaiïng and promote weli-

being on both physiological and psycho-spirihial levels of the human body. Iaitially developed by
a chiropractor in the United States, bio-tuning/awustics uses sound-toae to detoxicate the body,
and to baiance the human energy centres such as the Hindu chakras and the Chinese meridians.
Sound-fiequency is also used to heai soft-tissue and bone damage. New innovations in the
thempy are wnstantly behg discovered, such as the use of a specific tone to inhibit the
protiferaîion of the HN virus. Bio-tuning/acoustics is cunentiy k g practiœd in Winnipeg,
Manitoba and in the United States.

Derived h m the Greek meanhg for "treatment by handn,chiropractors foais on the spine in
relation to the body and specialize in the understanding and treatment of its component bone
structures, muscles and nerves. Chiropractors do not use drugs or surgery, but most wmmonly
use manuai adjusmient or manipulation, which involves the subtle re-aligning of the spinal
column, r d t i n g in a bdmceâ nervous systern. It also involves the use of diet and exercise.
Founded in 18% by Canadian bom Daniel David Palmer (1845-19 13). some f o m chiropractic
therapy also integrate the notion of a "vital force" within the body. Chiropractic therapy can
aileviate mudo-skeletal disorders, including headache, migraine, neck and back pain, and pain
radiating to legs, shoulders, and arms, and can alleviate disorders caused by spinal disfhction. It
can aiso help sports and work-related injuries, hip problems, and c m treat insomnia, menstnial
cnunps and the symptoms of multiple sclerosis. To date, there are approximately 4,500 licensed
chiropractors in Canada. Chiropractic is regulated, Iicensed and practiced in dl 10 provinces, and
is partidy or fUy wvered by provincial health care systerns in Alberta, British Columbia,
Manitoba, Ontario and Saskatchewan, and is covered by most pnvate health insurance cornpanies.
There are several Canadian chiropractic coileges in Toronto and Quebec. (Sources: Alternative
Health Care: The Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997; Raso 1994).

Amendix A -&finitions of Alternative Therioies IContinucd...)

Herbal medicine reférs to the use of plants for healing and prwentative medicine. This therapy
uses plants to treat health problans, by causing neurochemical responses in the body. Herbal
products are derived fiom roots, stem or laves and are fiequendy sold in raw form, ointrnents,
liquid extract, p i . form or teas, douches, enemas or suppositories. The main merence between
herbs and biomedical dmgs is that whereas 25-3û% of ail drugs extract the single active
constituent fiom a plant and synthesize it in a chernical compound, herbs use remedies extracted
nom a part of the whole plant, wMe presexving all of its biochemical constihieats. The practice
of habal medicine also traces its ongins to the eafliest forms of heahg. Herbs may be used as
diuretics, laxatives and blood purifiers, to stimulate the body's own ~e~heating,
and to tone
organs and to nourish tissues and blood. Herbs can also be used to treat skin problems, digestive
disorders, k a r t and cirudation problems, gynaecological problems and allergic responses. H&d
medicine is a part of many different healing systems from around the world. While herbal
remedies are not commonly prescfibed by Canadian physicians, they are eequently prescribed by
doctors in Britain and Germany. There is currently no Canadian regulation for herbal
practitioners, aside fkom the use of herbs by uaturopaths. There does exist, however, some
controversial Federal regulation of herbs using dnig identification nurnbers @IN), including some
proposed regulation by the Health Protection Branch of Health Canada. There are several
Canadian hehd coiieges in British Columbia and Ontario, while herbal therapy is pmcticed in
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario. Quebec and Saskatchewan.
(Sources: Alternative Heafth Care: The Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997; OBCIEP
1994).

Homeopathy refen to the use of highly diluted traces of botanicai, mineral, animal and other
natural substancesto stimulate the body's seshealing abilities. Developed in the nineteenth
century by Geman physician Samuel Christian Friedrich Hahnemann (1755-1 843). homeopathy is
systern of "energy medicine" based on the principles of "like cures üke" and "less is more."
Homeopathy follows the phüosophy that substances which cause symptoms in a healthy penon
can cure diswhich causes simiiar symptoms in an unhealthy person, ifused in a very didute
nature. The overarchhg homeopathic theory, as proposed by Hahnemann,is that a "vital force" is
the source of ail biological phenornena, that it becomes "derangedmd u ~ illness,
g
and that
appropriate homeopathic remedies restore health by restoring the "vital force." Homeopathic
remedies are drawn £tom varied flora and fauna, includiag minerais and both diseesed (nosodes)
and healthy (wcodes) tissues (Jan Lips, DiHom.; personal communicaîion, 1998). Remedies are
prepared through a complex process of processing (called "succession") the substance by griading
it repeatedly, and then diluthg it with alcohol a n d h water to various concentrations of dilute
solutions. For example, a ICH dilution will consist of 1 drop fiom the "mother tincture", and 99
drops of alcohol or water. This dilution would be represented as 0.01 or 11100. Dilutions range
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aom 1X (0.1) to 1000CH (1M).Homeopathy can treat aimost aü disorders in the human
condition, rauging fiom chronic to amte symptoms. AIthough once regulated in British
Columbia, Quebec and Ontario, homeopathy is no longer regulated by any provincial or f e d d
body. There are curredy two new homeopaîhic schools in Winnpeg and Toronto, and many
schools in other cuuntries such as in the United States and in Britain. Homeopathy is practiced in
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan. (Sources:Alternative
H d t h Care: The Caaadiao Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997; Jan Lips, DiHom, Personal
Communication 1998; Panos and Heimlich 1980).

Hypnosis is the process of entering a trance or meditation state and the providing of positive
suggestions to one's unconscious or subconscious min4 which represents 90% of potential
braiapower. Hypnosis can be used successfully to end chernical addictions and resolve
psychological and physiological problems. (Source: El Paso NLP Help Centre).
Meditation

Meditation is the process of entering subtle trance to positively affect mind and body. Similar to
hypnosis, although meditation can involve guided meditation fiom another practitioner, it usualiy
involves the trainhg of the mind by the individual. Meditation is found in rnany worldphilosophies, and can be used to relieve iosomnia, amciety and promote overail healthiness.
Naturo~athicMedicine

A system of medicine which involves diagnosing, treating and preventing disease without the use
of dmgs or surgery. It is a phiiosophy founded on the healing powa of nature, which combines a
variety of naairal methods and substances to support and stimulate the body's inherent seFheaiing
ability. Naturopathic medicine as a profession was nrst established in North Amenca by Benedict
Lust, a German immigrant, who established the nrst school of naturopathic medicine in 1905 in
New York. Naturopathic medicine is regulated in Bntish Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario and
Saskatchewan. Naturopaths train for three years in dopathic medical training, and then pursue
up to five years training in additional alternative therapies such as acupuncture, herbs, clinical
nutrition, homeopathy and lifesty1e counsehg. Naturopaths can diagnose and treat acute and
chronic ilInesses, and recognke conditions wbich require allopathie treatment. IUnesses treated by
naturopaths range fiom the cornmon cold and flus to food semitivities, chronic fàtigue,
depression, anorexia, diabetes, and HIV. British Columbia is airrently the only province that
provides health care f'unding for naturopathic treatments, whiie rnany pnvate health care i n s m c e
companies wiii cover naturopathic treatment. Naturopathic medicine is practiced throughout
Canada. (Source: Alternative Health Care: The Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997).

Amendix A -Definitions of Alternative Thera~ies(Continued...)

Neuro Linguistic R o p m m i n e (NLP)
Neuro Linguistic Rogramming (NLP) is the study of how language and cognition of extemal
events affect behaviour. NLP d e h how we communicate internally with oiuselves and how
these communications affects us. This body of knowledge offers techniques for permanently
changing behaviour and producing positive results. (Source: El Paso NLP Help Centre).

Nutritional consultants assess nutritional imbalances and offer suggestions for improvement.
Nutritional assessmemts takes into account the individuai's intolerances, allergies, degree of
exposure to environmental poisons, lifestyle, eating habits, and symptorns of nutritional
imbalance. Nutritional consultants,different fiom regulated dieticians, make suggestions
regarding a balanced approach to food, the eating of whole foods, and the use of vitamin and
nutritional supplements. Benefits of proper nutrition assists the body in maintainhg and building
physical strength and good health, which cm prevent many health problems such as inSomnia,
diabetes, arhrïtis, fatigue, digestive problems, skin problems, circulation problems, heart and
kidney disease, and cancer. Nutritional consultants are not regulated in any province in Canada.
There does exisf however, a national nutritional consuitants' organization of Canada, and there
are several nutritional schools in British Columbia and Toronto. Nutritional counseling is
practiced throughout Canada. (Source: Alternative Health Care: The Canadian Directory,
Harden and Harden, 1997).
Ozone Thera~v

The process of infusing Ozone into the bloodstream to hinder the development of deadly vinises
such as HIV. Ozone therapy is a controversial and unregulated therapy in Canada, but with
potentially curative powers.

Reiki is a heding system which was founded in late nineteenth-century Japan by Mikao Usui
(1802-1883), a Christian minister and Zen Buddhist Monk. The tem "reiki" refers to both "spirit
energy" and to a method in which many forrns involve the "laying on of hands" on the body.
Reiki heaiing involves the laying on of han& by the healer to transfer a "universal energy" to
specific parts of the body. The healer is not transferring his or her own energy, but that of the
univers4 energy. The energy is said to discover and fulfil the body's own requirement for
healing iliness, which may be physicai, emotional or spiritual. Further, the reiki method involves
touching parts of the body and '%rusiiing"the body's "aura" or energy field with the hands,
without the heder's direct physical touch. There are different schools of reiki, as well as different
levels of training (eg. Level 1, Level JI). Reiki is unregulated in Canada, but there are many
certificate and training proavailable. (Source: Raso 1994).

Amen& A -Definitions of Alternative Thera~ies(Continued...)

Thera~enticTouch
Therapeuîic touch, while sirnilar to niki in p ~ c i p l edoes
,
not always involve the physical laying
on of han& on the body. R a b , therapeutic touch involves mainly the "brushing" of the body's
"auran or energy fie14 and directing energy to certain parts of the body without direct physicai
touch on the body. Therapeutic touch was developed in the 1980s by Delores Krieger, Ph.D.,
RN. There is currently no regdation of therapeutic touch practitioners in Canada, except where
nurses and other regulated practitioners are trained in the technique. There are, however,
networks in Alberta and Ontario, and courses are oFfered in community colleges and hospitais.
Therapeutic touch is practiced throughout Canada. (Sources: Alternative Health C m : The
Canadian Directory, Harden and Harden, 1997; Raso 1994).

Time line therapy is a recent development of Tad James and Wyatt Woodsmall. It is a body of
new techniques for achieving fast and long-l&g healing resuits. This therapy specifies that ail
of our memories are stored on a "tirne-line"in the unconscious min& where fantasy and reality
are blurred. The uaconscious mind is then used to try to change the past and m a t e a desired
friture, such as promotions, peacefbl living, happiness and health. (Source: Time Line Therapy
Institute, El Paso).

Denved fiom the Hindu teachings, yoga, meaning "connection", is a general term for many
different kinds of stretching, meditation and breathing exercises.

Amendu H o n s e n t Form

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN ]INTERVIEWS
AND RELEASE OF INFORMATION

In signing thb consent form, I
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am aware of and agree to the foilowing conditions:

- 1wül voluntarily participate in a 30-40 minute interview @en

by Danid Holienberg
conceruhg my experience and opinions towards my use of plurd thernpics as an i n d ~ d u a i
suffering fmm serious or chronic ilhess.

- 1wüi agree to participate in the interview and reseueh under the following conditions:
(1) I will aliow the interview to be tape ncorded. The purpose for this is so that the i n t e ~ e w e r
can ensure that nothing is misinterpreted andlor miscoa~tfued.As a participant, 1have the right
to tum offthe tape recorder at any point in the intentiew, and 1am free to withdraw fiom the
interview or research project at any time without consepuence or penalty.
(2) I will ailow Daniel Hollenberg to use the information in helping hirn to wmplete his
investigation of the use of plural therapies by serious or chronic illness derers. The information
wiii be incorporatecf into a written thesis doaunent that will be presented as partial requirements
for the Masters in Anthropology, Department of Anthropology, University of Manitoba. 1
understand that Daniel Holienberg will not use my name or any directly traceable information
unless 1 want this information released. Pseudonyms wili be assigned to any proper or place
names or settings which rnay be identifid in this i n t e ~ e wor research. This will protect my
identity and ensure anonymity and confidentiality.
(3) 1understand that upon request, Daniel Hollenberg wiil give me access to ali my transcribed
a d o r taped materials used in the interview or research, and that I will be able to review any final
information before it is presented in the final document. Quotations will not be attnbuted to my
name without my expressed consent and review of the quotation. Mer reviewing the
information, 1have the right to discuss any areas of the UiteMew or research which 1 am
unwdortabIe with and have the right to suggest modifications and to clarify any discrepancies.
(4) At any time throughout the course of this interview or research, 1 have the right to modify or
add to any issues not disaissed in the above-mentioned consent form. I am encourageci to ask
questions now and throughout my participation in the project.

Signature

Date

Researcher's Signature
Date

-
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d u Examde of Code Notes

D-They hauied me to the hospital in an ambuiauce... 1spent the night strapped to a board of some
sort (laughter)...and I don? realiy remernk what t h e they-weil 1think it was eady in the
morning that thqr untied me fiom the board-and they found out that ail night 1 had been strapped
to this board, no one had ever thought to take the glas out that was stüi under me...and so 1was
strapped to this board in the panic-I guess when they were going to change shifts in the moming-the nuTSing staff or doctors 1dont know what they werethey suddenly someone reaüzed that 1
still had ail this glas under me...and so 1guess there was a panic to pick the glas out of me
(hghter) ...they untied me and tunieci me over and picked al1 this glas out...and then the next
momhg 1guess the doctors wme in and they did a bunch of tests and they x-rayeci me, and then
they give me a set of crutches and said "Go home! "...&y said 1would probabiy be back to work
in six weeks or so...and it was considerably longer thm six weeks

...and the psychiatrist-well I don? know-he give me pills and 1pop pills until 1-weii, at that tirne
too I had to go home and went on sick leave, and this psychiatrist gin me a bunch of pilis and I,
ate these pilis and as 1ate them, you know I would sleep for three days at a time!
DHnwSo,when they reieasedyou out of the h q i t a i d y m sqyyou were on cmtches, and they
diagnosed lirar you had some intemai bleedïng. a5d they @ymdprescriibe @ing for you in
lems of h g thercqoy?"

P.4

p.4

D-Oh! Yeah...weil they tried ali sorts-wetl I just hurt aii over-no matter what it was-it was
just-1 just dida't know where to go, what to do with snyself-I was just-justin pain-constant, continuous pain...so my doctor sent me to a specialist, and...this specialist, he

give me some...ad-id-tory.
..yeah, Naproxin I think is what it was...and...Oh! Jee! And
I...right away 1felt better 1said "Weil why didn't you give me this sooner?"...weii...y ou know, 1
just. ..hadn't finished saying that.. .hardly...when the Naproxh started to act, and it bumt a hole in
my stomach...so... now 1had two sets of pains. ..there were three! or more! or whatever it
was...and so now 1 had to go back to a doctor and to another set of specialists where they put a
hose down my throat to take a look at my stomach to diagnose what was happening.. .and
uh...well then they put me on the medication for ulcers...and uh...and most of this time too I'm in
extreme pain with the d a m , and the joint pains and the back pains and whatever else 1 had...al
my...I was just hurting al over...W.. .as soon as that.. .the doctor found out that 1was bleeding
internaiiy weil theq then 1had to stop that medication and go on another medication...well...I
don2 know how long that tra~piredor how long that I was on that but 1 rememkr it was a long
tirne...some kind of whitish chaiky tasting stuff.. .I dont reaiiy remember what it was...
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